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CHAPTER I
THE STUDY
Introduction
The necessity of devising a means for discovering the
specific causes of spelling failure is obvious. The following
study, "The Construction and Use of a Group Test for the
Analysis of Spelling Difficulties," is an attempt to provide
an effective instrument for this purpose.
The publication of Noah Webster’s spelling book in 1783
at Hartford, Connecticut marked the introduction of the first
American text book and the wide adoption of spelling as a
regular school subject. From that early time to the present,
the problem of spelling has occasioned much comment, criti-
cism, and dissatisfaction. Many studies have been made,
various methods have been tried, word lists have been devel-
oped, scientific investigations have been carried on, but
many boys and girls still fail to achieve much success.
The idea of determining the success of a school by
measuring subject matter achievement through tests originated
1/
in 1894 with Dr. J. M. Rice. Dr. Rice's investigation
seemed to prove that neither the time devoted to spelling nor
1/ J. LI. Rice, "The Futility of the Spelling Grind", Forum
(1897) 23: 163-172, 409-419.
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direct drill work was effective. Similar conclusions were
1/
drawn soon after by Dr. 0. P. Cornman, Superintendent of
Schools in Philadelphia, who advocated incidental teaching
rather than a direct procedure.
We now know that the conclusions of these t?vro men were
invalid but the effect of their work on spelling was
noticeable for as a result time and drill were considered
futile, so spelling in the decade from 1900 to 1910 was
taught incidentally in connection with other subjects.
Following that decade and continuing to the present research
in the various phases of spelling has resulted in establish-
ing certain aefinite procedures in teaching scientifically
determined word lists.
The contribution of research has been generous, but
in spite of the progress made instruction is still directed
toward the mass, and as a result, many boys and girls are
not doing work in spelling commensurate with their ability
and are known as "poor" spellers. Teachers know that diffi-
culties exist and that many pupils cannot spell. They are
handicapped in that they have no valid instrument for diag-
nosing the cause of the problem nor any adequate means of
determining its scope and significance.
V o. p. Cornman, Spelling in the Elementary School . Ginn
and Company, Boston, 1902.
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The Limitations of the Study
Many valuable studies have been made concerning the
selection of spelling vocabulary in terms of the relative
importance of words and the grade placement of those words.
1/ 2/ 1/
Such studies as those of Ayres, Ashbaugh, Buckingham,
U 5/ kJ U
Horn, Buckingham and Dolch, Gates, and Horn are
included.
u
Horn has developed an effective method of learning to
spell which has been accepted generally as the best scheme
at present. With these phases of spelling the present study
is not concerned.
1/ L. P. Ayres, Measurement in Ability in Spelling . Russell
Sage Foundation, New York, 1915.
2/ E. J. Ashbaugh, Iowa Spelling Scales . Bulletins Nos. 53,
54, 55. First Series Nos. 34, 35, 36. Extension Division,
State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 1919.
B. R. Buckingham, The Buckingham Extension of the Ayres
Scale . Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington,
Illinois, 1918.
4/ Ernest Horn, Basic "writing Vocabulary . University of
Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 19264
j\J B. R. Buckingham ana E. W. Dolch, A Combined Word List .
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1936.
6/ Arthur I. Gates, A. List of Spelling Difficulties in 3676
Words . Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1937.
7/ Ernest Horn, "Principles of Method in Teaching Spelling
as Derived from Scientific Investigation", Eighteenth
Yearbook
.
Part II . Notional Society for the Study of
Education, Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington,
Illinois, 1919, Chapter II.
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The Purpose of the Study-
Authorities agree that there is urgent need of some
means of analyzing individual errors of individual children.
y
In 1892 vsycoff said, nJ-f a child cannot learn to spell
it is well to locate the difficulty before trying to deal
with the case. Knowledge of spelling begins with perception
through eye or ear and ends with establishment of a train of
memories
.
n
The necessity of research in determining spelling needs
2/
was emphasized by Foran who said that.
Remedial teaching should be based on a careful
diagnosis of needs and abilities. The causes of
difficulty are many and varied and the program of
instruction must be adapted to the causes which are to
be overcome. Unless the causes of the difficulties
are determined, it is very unlikely that the remedial
instruction will prove effective. It is economical
to focus the instruction upon the sources of the
disability in order that time and energy may not be
spent on skills that have been maintained rather than
upon those that have been lost. This means that the
program must be begun with a study of the spelling
needs of the children.
1/
McKee makes the statement that
There is undoubtedly just reason for the teacher
to study the errors made by individual children and to
1/ A. E. V/ycoff
,
"Constitutional Bad Spellers". Pedagogical
Seminar?/ (December 1892) 2' 44^-450.
7j Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling .
Catholic Education Press, Washington, D. C., 1934* P • 219.
Paul McKee, Language in the Elementary School . Houghton
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1939, p. 409.
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make serious efforts to remove the difficulty. The
most effective work cannot be done, however, until we
know much more than we now know about the actual causes
and types of errors occurring in the spelling of common
words ... .There is a real need for extensive investi-
gation which will discover common error types and an
effective method of removing them.
1/
Gates and Russell make a similar statement to the
effect that teachers must discover certain underlying causes
of difficulty and use new methods in correcting the disabil-
ity.
Much has been accomplished in the spelling field, but
much remains to be done. This study is designed to meet an
urgent need with the hope that it may make some real contri-
bution to the spelling field.
The purpose of this thesis then, is:
1. To construct a group test for the analysis
of spelling difficulties
2. To use the test as a means of discovering
spelling difficulties.
=F
1/ Gates and Russell, Diagnostic and Remedial Spelling Manual-
A Handbook for Teachers . Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, New York City, 1937.
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CHAPTER II
RESEARCH RELATED TO THE STUDY
Relation of Spelling to Intelligence
Most authorities agree that intelligence influences the
ability to spell although poor spellers are found among all
y
types of children. Hollingworth, however, included the
following statement in summarizing a study of disability in
spelling:
Among poor spellers, disability is not necessarily
a function of the quality of general intelligence.
Children of the same mental level, of the same intelli-
gence quotient, and of the same school training differ
among themselves very markedly in spelling ability.
In rare cases, children of superior general intelligence
are unable to master spelling.
2/
The study mentioned was carried on by Hollingworth in
School 192 in New York City. Fifteen fifth-grade children
of good general ability who needed help in spelling were
selected. These children were deficient in not over two
studies, one of which was spelling. They were given an hour
of definite help each day for two periods of ten weeks each.
After the completion of this help correlations were made
between spelling ability and I.Q. The results showed that
children of the same mental age and same intelligence
quotient and the same training may and do differ from each
l/ L. S. Hollingworth, The Psychology of Special Disability
in Spelling . Teachers College, Columbia University. Con-
tributions to Education, No. 86, 1918, p. 100.
2/ L. S. Hollingworth, Op. cit., pp. 7-15.
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other in ability to spell. A child of good mental ability
may fall far below a child of low mental ability.
1/
Reed believes that intelligence influences the
ability to learn to spell but not so seriously as it effects
reading comprehension.
2/
Hartmann believes that spelling ability is not the
exclusive property of high or low intelligence but that
various sensory and motor idiosyncrasies are the major
determiners of performance. He states further that which of
these are crucial has not been determined.
1/
Russell studied the characteristics of good and poor
spellers by carrying on a series of tests with 69 pairs of
ch.ilu.ren, one considered a poor and one a good speller,
matched as to sex, grade, chronological age, mental ability,
and terms in school.
The results showed that the correlation of spelling
with intelligence was positive and low but probably as high
as any one factor. The normal spellers exceeded the retarded
spellers on sixteen test items. The items significant for
this study were quality of handwriting, freedom from speech
l/ Homer B. Reed, Psychology of Elementary School Subjects .
Ginn ana Company, Boston, 1936
.
(Revised)
2/ George W. Hartman, "The Relative Influence of Visual and
Auditory Factors in Spelling Ability”. Journal of Educational
Psychology (1931) 22: 691-699.
2/ D. H. Russell, "Characteristics of Good and Poor Spellers".
Teachers College Record XL
.
Oct. 1938.
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errors, verbal skills as blenaing sounds and giving letters
for letter sounds. The good spellers had apparently
mastered a group of techniques such as knowledge of letters
and sounds, ability to combine these into syllables and
words, a large recognition vocabulary and ability to note
details in words and paragraphs.
1/
Another study, that of McGovney, was carried on at
the University of Iowa. Fourteen children who were consid-
ered poor spellers -were selected and were compared with a
control group of the same number. The median I.Q. on the
Stanford Binet Test for the experimental group was 118, while
the median I.Q. for the control group was slightly higher,
125. The children had no visual or auditory defects as
testified by their school nurse. Their reading was tested
on the Gates Silent Reading Test and their handwriting was
scored on the Ayres Scale. They were also given the Gates
tests for phonetic ability and visual perception, as well as
visual analysis ^and recognition. For the study three tests
based on the words actually misspelled by the children were
constructed to determine their ability to recognize correct
and incorrect spelling. Their visual memory for symbols and
words and their ability to associate meaning and symbols
were also tested.
1/ Margarita McGovney, "Spelling Deficiencies in Children
of Superior General Ability" . Elementary English Review
(1930) Vol . VII: 146-148.
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9The conclusions showed that the poor spellers experi-
enced difficulty in
1. Handwriting
2. Giving phonetic sounds for letters
3. Perceiving small differences between words
A. Analyzing and recognizing word-like characters
5. Remembering visual symbols
6. Associating spoken word with printed word-like
characters
.
On some tests the good spellers surpassed the poor by two or
three years. They excelled in:
1. Giving phonetic sounds for letters
2. Perceiving small differences
3. Analyzing word-like characters
4. Associating spoken word with word-like symbols.
Another helpful investigation to determine whether
bright pupils generalize more than dull pupils was conducted
1/
by Carroll who listed and analyzed 34*000 misspellings of
a group of 100 bright and 100 dull children in grades four
and five. He found that the bright group misspelled 18.9
per cent of the words which were one year in advance of their
grade while the dull misspelled 59.6 per cent of the same words.
1/ Herbert A. Ckirroll, "Generalization of Bright and Dull
Children. A Comparative Study with Special Reference to
Spelling". Contribution to Education Ho. 439 . Teachers
College, Bureau ol Publications, Columbia University,
New York, 1930.
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The analysis showed that each group showed certain char-
acteristics in their spelling errors and that the groups
were affected differently by the length of the word and the
position of the syllable.
1. The bright made a higher percentage of one-letter
errors
.
2. The dull made a higher percentage of group errors.
3. The bright had a lower percentage of difficulty with
shorter words and a higher percentage of difficulty
with longer words, than the dull.
4. The bright group had less difficulty with the first
part of the word and more difficulty with the middle
and last parts.
5. The bright are more likely than the dull to spell
words phonetically.
6. Apparently bright children have a marked superiority
in ability in phonetic generalization over dull
children.
1/
A statement from Bussell may be used as a summary of
the findings. He says, "While spelling is not so closely
related to intelligence as is reading, some relationship does
exist.... It would seem that low mental ability may affect
spelling within certain restricted limits."
1/ David H. Russell, "Chars cteristics of Good and Poor
Spellers. A Diagnostic Study". Contributions to Education
Ho. 727 , Teachers College, Columbia University, 1937.
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The Relation of Spelling to Reading
Research in reading was initiated as early as 1885 when
1/
experiments conducted by Cattell showed that by a short
exposure method words were perceived more quickly than
separate letters and that sentences were perceived as wholes.
2/
Within a few years, 1893, Goldscheider and Muller
completed a study which contradicted the findings of Cattell.
They also carried on their investigation by means of the
short exposure scheme, using nonsense letters, syllables,
words and phrases. Their conclusions were that the optical
memory image of a word called forth an incomplete series of
its letters, some of which were determining letters. The
first letter was found to be a determining letter but fre-
quently two or three together were used as a cue.
y
Zeitler carried on similar studies at the University of
Leipsic in finding that letters projecting above or below the
line were usually recognized more easily than others and that
vowels gave more difficulty than consonants.
kJ
A contribution was made by Hollingworth who quoted
Carman as saying that, "....ability to spell well implies
TTTT McKeen Cattell, (Reviewed by Huey) "The Inertia of Eye
and Brain". Brain (1885) 8: 311-312.
2j Goldscheider and Muller, "Zur Phys. und Path, des Lessens".
Zeitschrift F. Klin, Med.. Bd., XXIII (1893) p. 131 (Feviewed
by Edmund B. Huey in The Psychology ana Pedagogy of Reading
(1908) Chapter IV, ppT' 79-81“
—
2/ J. Zeitler, (Reviewed by Huey) The Psychology end Pedagogy
of Reading (1908) Chapter IV, pp. 82-83
.
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not a general habit or power of observation but a special
ability to notice smell differences in words. n Hollingworth
asserted that abilities to perceive certain essential details
of words correlates higher with spelling than with reading for
some children obtain from words an impression adequate for
reading but not for spelling.
i
/
A somewhat similar opinion is made by Gates that
The abilities to perceive certain essential details
of words yield higher correlations with spelling than
with reading leads to these tentative hypotheses. During
reading, the words may be perceived in a way which
suffices to call up the meaning but may or may not be
perceived with sufficient characteristic detail to
reinstate, even partially, the spelling. That is, it is
quite possible that when words are perceived in a
certain favorable way during ordinary reading the bonds
involved in spelling the word may be strengthened to
some degree. Certain subjects obtain from words an
impression adequate for reading but not adequate for
spelling, others may become not only good readers but
also good spellers, through practice obtained by seeing
words in a particularly favorable way.
2/
And farther on the statement that
An inappropriate method of observing words is. the
common associate of backwardness. The correlation between
reading and spelling has been found continually to be
high. Backwardness in reading has been almost invariably
accompanied with backwardness in spelling, although
backwardness in spelling is not always evidence of
backwardness in reading. When the perceptual abilities
are satisfactory for reading they may still be insuffi-
ciently precise for perceptible assistance in spelling.
Backwardness in spelling is found where perceptual
reactions to words seem better than average.
1/ Arthur I. Gates, "The Psychology of Reading and Spelling”.
Teachers College, Columbia University, Contributions to
Education, No. 129 (1922) p. 36.
2/ Arthur I. Gates, Op. cit., p. 69.
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1/
A similar statement is made by Monroe that
The correlation coefficients are so high that we
must be measuring an achievement which is greatly
dependent either upon reading or upon the same factors
which unaerly the ability to read. Spelling, there-
fore, may be considered as one of the skills which
is highly related to reading.
The relationship of spelling and reading is further
2/
developed by Hildreth who makes the statement that methods
in reading and spelling today are very different since
reading proceeds by thought units with very brief fixation
of word symbols and predominance of fixation on initial
syllables while spelling proceeds by word analysis. The
practice of reading contributes kittle to spelling, but
spelling, if begun too early tends to break down good read-
ing habits. The two processes are later united in phonetic
analysis
.
The relationship between spelling and reading is
2/ u
discussed by Russell who quotes Foran as saying
that, "The data supports the hypothesis that much of the
1/ Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read . University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1938, p. 13.
2/ Gertrude Hilareth, Learning the Three R's . A Modern
Interpretation. Educational Publishers, Inc., Philadelphia,
1936, p. 496.
2J David H. Russell, "Characteristics of Good and Poor
Spellers. A Diagnostic Study". Teachers College, Columbia
University
.
Contributions to Education, No. 727
. 1937, p. 16.
4/ Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling .
Catholic Education Press, Washington, D. C., 1934, P* 195.
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connection between ability in reading and ability in spell-
ing is due to the dependence of each on the capacity to
observe small similarities and differences between words.
"
Russell does not believe that a good reader is always a good
1/
speller and uses a statement from Hildebrandt to the
effect that occasionally a good reader does not spell well
because his perception for reading is not satisfactory for
spelling. When good reactions have been secured in spell-
ing, however, reading helps to maintain them. Because of
this close correlation it is possible to use many of the
findings from research in reading in interpreting the
problem in spelling.
2/
Word perception according to Meek depends on the
ability to select certain characteristics or dominant parts
of a word by which it may be recognized. Miss Meek lists
the clues in v^ord recognition. Those at all pertinent to
this study are:
1. Seeing every letter separately in correct order.
2. Awareness of initial letter or letters in word.
3. Awareness of final letter or letters in word.
4. Awareness of middle letter or letters in word.
1J Edith L . Hilderbrandt, T, The Psychological Analysis of
Spelling 11 . Pedagogical Seminary (1923) 30: p. 373.
2/ L. A. Meek, "A Study of Learning and Retention in Young
Children". Teachers College, Columbia University. Contri -
butions to Education, Mo. 164
. 1925, pp. 50-51.
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1 /
The statement is made by Durrell that,
The fundamental psychological skills underlying
reading and spelling are similar. In general, reading
ability correlates closely with spelling ability,
since skill in word perception is essential if a child
is to recall words vividly enough to write them.
Poor reading is almost always accompanied by poor
spelling
.
2j Donalu D. Durrell, The Improvement of Basic Reading
Abilities . World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson. New York,
1940, p. 267.
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Relation of Spelling to Handwriting
Educators do not agree completely concerning the impor-
tance of handwriting in relation to spelling. For example,
u
Hildreth believes poor handwriting handicaps a child in the
early stages of learning because of incorrect letter formation
The child’s spelling may be better than his handwriting
2/
indicates. Foran observes that, "Perhaps many of the diffi-
culties attributed to spelling are produced by such inter-
ference as poorly developed writing habits contribute. The
tendency to minimize handwriting may be creating difficulties
in other subjects."
3/
Some doubt is expressed by Gates as a study made by him
showed that the correlations of writing with spelling average
0.18 but show a more uniform positive relation than do the
correlations between reading and writing, which average 0.12.
He concludes that, "In neither case the association is of any
clear significance." He continues by stating that
Carelessness in writing would, of course, be
unfavorable to accurate spelling. Laborious and
illegible writing, whether due to native inaptitude
or to poor training, would place a serious inhibition
on one important form of spelling practice, so that
v/hen poor writing is found it should be improved, if
IT Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R’s . A Modern Inter -
pretation . Educational Publishers, Inc., Philadelphia, 1936,
p. 496.
2/ T. G. Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling .
Catholic Education Press, Washington, D. C., 1934, P* 102.
3/ Arthur I. Gates. "Psychology of Reading and Spelling"
Teac^r^College, C^ji.tjlb.utiQn
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possible, in the interest of spelling if not for
its own sake.
1/
Russell, in his study of 68 normal and 68 retarded
spellers in grades three, four, and five concluded that the
difference in quality of handwriting between good and poor
spellers was extremely significant, that the better writer
at this level was the one who YvTrote more, so could spell
more. He concluded, further, that the difference in speed
had neither educational nor statistical significance.
2/
Durrell, however, states that speed of handwriting is
important for automatic, accurate spelling because children
with spelling difficulties are often slow writers.
3/
The statement is made by Spache that, poor motor
coordination is indirectly related to spelling success as it
influences speech and handwriting. In his opinion, after
analyzing the factors related to spelling disability, the
relation between handwriting and spelling is only moderate
but that many cases show illegibilities, poor letter forma-
tion and letter eccentricities which contribute largely to
spelling failures. The number of cases is large enough to
raise the general relationship to a significant level.
1/ David H. Russell, "Characteristics of Good and Poor
’opellers" . Teachers College, Columbia Universitv, Contribu-
tions to Education, Ho. 727 , 1937, p. 59.
2/ Donalc D. Durrell. Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities .
World Book Company, Yonkers -on-Hu a son, New fork, 1946, p . 273
•
George Spache, "Spelling Disability Correlates I - Factors
Probably Causal in Spelling Disability". Journal of Educa -
tional Research (April 1941) 34? 561-578.
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Baker found that the median of good spellers was dis-
tinctly above the median of poor spellers on the Whipple-
2/
Healy Tapping Test. Cases were described by Bronner in
which inferior motor control resulted in poor writing, halt-
37
ing articulation and general clumsiness. Finally, Acomb
concluded from the results of his study of the psychological
factors in reading and spelling that speed of handwriting
appears to be only fairly significant in relation to spelling
ability, a correlation of 0.58. He states, however, that
investigations have shown that motor ability of the hand and
arm reach maturity about the period of adolescence while
finger movements do not acquire a high degree of ability
until the age of nine or ten. The children included in his
study were from seven to fourteen so this may account for the
fair degree of relationship indicated.
v Harry J. Baker, Educational Disability and Case Studies in
Remedial Teaching . Public School Publishing Company,
Bloomington, Illinois, 1929.
2/ A. F. Bronner, Psychology of Spelling Abilities and
Disabilities . Little, Brown, Company, 1917.
J/ Allan Acomb, Study of the Psychological Factors in Read-
ing . Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1936.
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The Relation of Spelling to Pronunciation
Research concerning the relation of spelling to pronun-
ciation has been meager. The Eighteenth Year Book contains
y
one sentence by Horn to the effect that the correct pronun-
ciation of a word is a very important factor in learning to
2/
spell it. A similar statement is made by Foran that,
"Many words are misspelled because pupils mispronounce them."
He believes that the studies made show that the evidence is
in favor of pronunciation as an aid to spelling. Farther
1/
on he adds tha t
Closely allied to sensory defects are speech
defects. The learning of spelling involves the pro-
nunciation of the v/ords both aloud and in imaginal
form. The image can only be as helpful as the pro-
nunciation is correct. Speech defects will almost of
necessity cause difficulty in the learning of
spelling
.
y
One rather interesting study was carried on by Kay
in grades five and six in the Denver, Colorado schools.
1/ Ernest Horn, "Principles of Teaching Spelling as Derived
from Scientific Investigation". National Society for the
Study of Education, Eighteenth Year Book
.
Part II,
Bloomington, Illinois, Public School Publishing Company, 1919,
p. 65.
2/ Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling .
Catholic Education Press, Washington, D. C.
, 1934* p* 16.
Thomas G. Foran, Op. cit., p. 209*
lj Marjorie E. Kay, "The Effect of Errors in Pronunciation
on Spelling". Elementary English Review (1930) 7: 64-66 .
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Two lists of words, 28 for grade six and 49 for grade
five, were carefully selected ana checked for social utility
and then included in original stories. The pronunciation was
checked on a check sheet by the examiner as each child read
the story orally. No mention was made of spelling and the
dictation unit was long enough so that the child grasped the
words but was guided by his own pronunciation. The pronun-
ciation was then taught, the story read again and finally
written from dictation.
The results showed that pronunciation in grade five
improved 47 per cent while misspelled words decreased 8 per
cent. In grade six, pronunciation improved 45 per cent and
misspelled words decreased 17 per cent.
i/
Another study, that of Pease, had to do with misspelM
words in social science notebooks. The study became a count
of misspelled words but still Hi ere was some indication that
many errors were due to mispronunciation.
Horn points out that
. . . .many words are ordinarily correctly pronounced
but frequently misspelled. Examples are leisure
,
Chautauo ua and beneficial . On the other hand, many
words are frequently mispronounced and because of this
fact are misspelled. Examples are February and pre -
liminary . Consequently while the correct pronunciation
1/ Marion 0. Pease, "Spelling Errors in Social Science Note-
books", Elementary English Review (February 1939) 16: pp. 50-52
ft
2/ Ernest Horn, "A Source of Confusion in Spelling", Journal
of Educational Research (1929) 19: p. 48.
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of a word will not insure correct spelling, it is an
important aid to correct spelling.

Relation of Spelling to Syllabication
A fen authorities attach considerable importance to
syllabication as an aid to correct spelling. It seems
desirable to summarize their opinions and studies.
1/
Horn makes the statement that stress on the syllabi-
cation of words is an important element in learning to spell.
He believes this to be particularly true where the stress is
on the pronunciation of syllables, for he found that there
was no advantage in the visual presentation of syllables.
An experimental study was carried on by Wolfe and
2/
Breed to find the relative effectiveness of presenting the
undivided form. Two classes comparable in sex and ability
were chosen. All conditions were kept constant with the
'words presented to one group in syllabified form and to the
other in undivided form. Final tests were given of the words
taught and these were followed after an interval of 23 days by
retention tests.
The results, on the whole, showed some evidence of the
superiority of the syllabication method. This was more
noticeable with the younger pupils. The results of the
retention test showed some superiority less marked, however,
than the results of the first test.
1/ Ernest D. Horn, Eighteenth Year book of the National
Society for the Study of Education (1919) Chapter III, p. 66.
2/ H. Alena Wolfe and F. S. Breed, "A.n Experimental Study of
Syllabication as a Factor in Spelling". School and Society
( 1922 ) 15 : 616-622 .
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1/
The year following the above study, 1923, Greene,
interested in the century old disagreement concerning sylla-
bication, devoted time to a study of spelling texts. He
found that 21.7 per cent of the 61 texts published before
1917 and 41*7 per cent of the 12 published after 1917 used
no division. The tendency appeared to be away from diacriti-
cal marks, accents, and the syllabified form.
Feeling that previous studies had not been carefully
controlled, Greene was prompted to carry on an experiment in
an attempt to determine the real merit of visual presentation
of the syllabical form of spelling words.
A group of children from each of the grades, four, five,
and six was carefully selected. A preliminary test of words
difficult for these grades was given and from the results
two carefully balanced lists of 25 each were chosen from the
55 word list given each grade. Half of each grade group used
first the syllabical and then the undivided form.
The results showed that:
1. On daily tests the syllabical method was slightly
superior. The difference was not sufficient to
warrant a positive statement concerning either method.
2. In terms of growth from preliminary to final, the
syllabical form appeared to be <..6 per cent more
efficient than the unit form. The difference was
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less, however, than the probable error of the dif-
ference between the two methods so was of doubtful
significance
.
3. On the surface the superiority of the syllabical form
seemed certain but the author believed that a careful
statistical refinement would prove that the apparent
difference in efficiency was due to other factors
than the methods themselves in spite of a carefully
controlled and cross-checked experiment.
.'
Relation of Spelling to Meaning and Vocabulary
Relatively few studies have been made regarding the
effect of the richness or the meagerness of vocabulary on
y
spelling success. The statement is made by Foran that there
is no value in being able to spell a word if its meaning is
not known as there can be no spontaneous use of the word. He
further states that knowledge of meaning is a direct aid in
learning to spell as the associations which the meaning pro-
vides assist in the retention of the spelling.
2/
Hollingworth, in summarizing the results of a study
previously mentioned in this thesis, makes the following
statement
:
....that the knowledge of meaning is probably in
and of itself an important determinant of error in
spelling; that children will produce about 66 2/3 per
cent more misspellings in writing wrords of the meaning
of which they are ignorant or uncertain, than they will
produce in writing words the meaning of which they know.
1/
Corson investigated the individual differences in
extent and level of vocabulary used by intermediate grade
children by analyzing the vocabulary content of stories
written about a moving picture. Her conclusions were that:
1/ Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling .
Catholic Education Press, Washington, D. C., 1934* P* 77.
2/ Leta S. Hollingwor th, n The Psychology of Special Disabil-
ity in Spelling 11
,
Teachers College, Columbia University.
Contributions to Education, No. 88
. 1918, p. 57.
2J Hazel Corson, Individual Differences in Extent and Level
of the Vocabulary Used by Intermediate Grade Children .
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1938.
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1. Girls wrote more than boys and that their vocabulary
was more varied.
2. The average amount increased from grade to grade.
3. There was considerable overlapping.
4. Different words showed small increase from year
to year.
3. Seventy-seven to eighty per cent of the vords were
found in the first three levels of the Durrell list.
6. The general conclusion was that children express
themselves in a narrow vocabulary range. The most
frequently used words are general concepts rather
than specific meanings.
1/
The importance of vocabulary is discussed by Hildreth
who believes children show more ability in spelling when
they know the meaning of the words . Meaning to her is not
merely a step in an initial lesson but an awareness that
results in the use of words in composition. "Spelling is
more surely a function of word use than has been supposed."
A study concerning the value of teaching meanings is
2/
reported by Reed. Experimental and control groups were
selected in a third and in a sixth grade. Each group
l/ Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R»s. A Modern
Interpretation . Educational Publishers, Inc., Philadelphia,
1936, p. 198.
2/ Homer B. Reed, Psychology of Elementary School Subjects .
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938, (Revised)
,
p. 215.
—•
"
followed the usual procedure in learning to spell except
that meaning was stressed with the experimental group. In
the words of Heed,
The differences are so large in favor of teaching
the meanings that there can be no doubt of the superi-
ority of this device in teaching spelling. The most
probable explanation is that teaching the meanings
gives the child associations with which to remember
the word and that remembering the word enables the
child to remember its spelling.
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Relation of Spelling to Visual and Auditory Discrimination
The statement was made in a previous chapter that read-
ing and spelling are based on the same fundamental psycho-
logical skills and that research in reading contributes
valuable informs: tion concerning spelling. This is especially
true in visual and auditory discrimination, two factors of
accepted importance in reading and known to condition success
or failure in spelling.
1/
In the Eighteenth Yearbook, Horn stated that the
emphasis should be put on visual imagery in presenting words
to poor spellers who are relatively deficient in using visual
id
imagery. Durrell brought out the other phase when he
stated that difficulty in mastery is on the auditory side
because faulty enunciation causes confusion in meaning and
retards memory.
1/
Burrell and Sullivan conclude from their work in the
reading field based on the analysis of more than four
thousand children with reading difficulty that the causes of
failure in order of frequency are:
1. Lack of auditory discrimination of word elements.
1/ Ernest D. Horn, "Principles of Methods in Teaching Spell-
ing" . Eighteenth Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education
,
Part II, Public School Publishing Company,
Bloomington, Illinois, 1919, Chapter VII, p. 65.
2j Done Id D. Durrell, Confusions in Learning .
February 1932.
I/
Donald D. Durrell and Helen Blair Sullivan,
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Children with excellent speaking vocabularies
often fail to notice (hear) the basic sounds in
words
.
2. Lack of visual discrimination of differences between
words. Children confuse words and letters which
look somewhat alike; they fail to notice (see) the
forms of 'words.
3. Failure to attach meaning to words. In the struggle
to remember the "name" of a printed word, the child
may forget its meaning. (Not so important to this
study)
4 . Improper adjustment of instruction to learning rate.
When many new words are taught before old ones are
learned, confusion and insecurity appear.
1/
The statement is made by Foran that "Accuracy of
visual perception of word forms is a significant factor in
spelling. Inaccurate visual perception may therefore be a
source of spelling disability."
2/
Hildreth contributes the following statement:
Correct spelling results from close attention to
word construction, sensitivity to slight similarities
1/ T. C-. Foran7 The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling .
Catholic Eaucation Press, Washington, D.C., 1934* p. 208.
2/ Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R*s . A Modern
Interpretation. Educational Publishers, Inc., Philadelphia,
1936, p. 196.
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and differences in word forms, and drill on word
difficulties. An interest in words, their con-
struction peculiarities, and their resemblances
and differences is conducive to spelling success.
Sensing the length of a word, the number of syllables,
its derivation, recalling its sound, discriminating
its sounds, recalling the muscular movement required
in writing the word, and its inherent irregularities
help the writer to spell the word correctly.
A study to determine the relative influence of visual
and auditory factors on spelling ability is reported by
1/
Hartmann. Six hundred thirty-six college students were
2/
given 50 words chosen from Horn’s Basic Writing Vocabulary
1/
and from Thorndike’s Teacher’s Word Book and from the
results three groups, low, medium, and high were chosen for
the study. These groups were given the following battery
of tests:
1. Perceptual span for meaningful material. Unusual
words taken from Whipple’s information test were
shown tachistoscopically, one second exposure.
Vvora recorded by subject.
2. Visual recognition. Twenty common words exposed
.
Then shuffled with twenty confusion stimuli.
Subject sorted those seen from unseen.
1/ George W. Hartmann, ’’The Relative Influence of Visual and
Auditory Factors in Spelling Ability”. Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology
. 1931, 22: 691-699.
2/ Ernest Horn, A Basic writing Vocabulary . University of
Iowa, Monographs in Education, First Series, No. 4, Chapter
II. College of Education, State University of Iowa, 1926.
2J Edward L. Thorndike, Teacher’s Word Book (Revised
edition) Teachers College, Columbia University, 1931.
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3. Silent reading. Whipple 1 s High School and College,
Form B.
4. Underlining meaningful words in pied material.
5. Letter digit substitution code.
6. Auditory memory span. Subject wrote words dictated.
7. Pronounced and recognized 32 words.
8. List of ten words read. Head longer list containing
the ten and confusing stimuli, subject said nyes n
or "no” as he heard one of the ten original words.
The results were not clear cut, but the general conclu-
sions were that the visual battery as a whole did not dis-
criminate between groups any better than the auditory
battery. One test, the perceptual span of meaningful
material, correlated wiiththe spelling criterion and served
to segregate effectively the three classes of ability. The
general conclusion was that spelling ability is largely
dependent upon one special form of visual reaction and not
upon general superiority in any sense modality or upon a
common integrative capacity.
1/
Monroe investigated the influence of poor auditory
discrimination upon reading defects by comparing a group of
non-readers with a group of unselected children. Each child
was asked to turn his back to the examiner and tell if pairs
1/ Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Reed . University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1938, p. 95.
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of words pronounced by the examiner were the “same” or
"different". In addition, a learning test similar to the
Gates test of visual-auditory association in associating a
nonsense syllable with a presented nonsense form was given.
A record of the answers showed that the controls, although
of lower chronological and mental ages, made fewer errors
in auditory word discrimination and achieved greater success
in the visual-auuitory learning test.
1/
Similar conclusions are formulated by Gates who makes
the assertion, "That there is a difference in the way good
and poor spellers perceive words, although these differences
do not appear in perception of other materials, is now
demonstrated." Aimong the causes which he gave for backward-
ness in spelling was no training in visual perception or
analysis. This was broken down into
1. Mispronunciation due to habits of perceiving words
vaguely as wholes.
2. Inability for or ineffective methods of attacking
unfamiliar words
.
3. Mispronunciation because of defective eye movements.
2/
Selzer believes that the best way to detect spelling
errors resulting from the lack of visual perception is to
\J Arthur I. Gates, "Psychology of Reading and Spelling".
Contributions to Education. No. 129
.
Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1922, p.36 and p. 90.
2J C. A. Selzer, Lateral Dominance and Visual Fusion .
Harvard University Press, 1933 % P» 96.
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have the child write from copy for, "In this way we can be
certain that incorrect spelling is due to inability to
recognize similarities and differences in visual forms."
1/
We are indebted to Spache who has analyzed and criti-
cized many studies in auditory discrimination in the light
of more recent studies which he has ma.de himself. His results
indicate that poor spellers are lacking in auditory discrim-
ination and phonic skills and knowledges, which accounts for
the tendency of poor spellers to make more errors of omission
in sounded letters. They are inferior in such phonic skills
as giving letters for letter sounds and blending letters to
form syllables and words. Because the poor spellers lack
knowledge they make fewer attempts to substitute or add
phonetically.
2/
A paragraph written by Hildreth in the Twentieth
Yearbook emphasizes the necessity of further study concerning
auditory discrimination. It is, "Children vary greatly in
their capacity to hear and understand words in a psychological
sense. Such differences are usually not as well understood
as are differences in physical hearing."
1/ George Spache, "Characteristic Errors of Good and Poor
Spellers". Journal of Educational Research (November 1940)
40: 182-189.
2/ Gertrude Hildreth, "Spelling in the Modern School Program".
Twentieth Yearbook (July 1941) 20: No. 6, p. 4^0.
'
Analysis of Spelling Errors
Research concerning the causes and the analysis of
spelling errors has continued rather consistently since 1900,
presenting tangible evidence of the interest manifested by
educators in this significant problem. The present study
owes much to the results of these studies and could in no
wise be considered complete if certain outstanding contri-
butions were omitted.
The majority of studies have differentiated carefully
between general basic causes and clear-cut, well-defined
u
errors. Hollingworth, a pioneer in this field, concluded,
for example, that 80 per cent of the causes of poor spelling
were not due to disability in forming the bonds involved in
learning to spell words. She gave the following causes:
1. General intellectual ?/eakness
2. Lack of interest
3. Distaste for mental drudgery
4. Intellectual inertia
5. Previous learning in a foreign language
6. Sensory defects
7. Bad handwriting
2/
Diagnostic testing in spelling according to Hildreth
1/ Leta S. Hollingworth, "Psychology of Special Disability in
Spelling". Teachers College, Columbia Univrsity, Contribu-
tions to Education
.
No. 88, 1918, p. 74*
2/ Gertrude Hildreth, Learning: the Three R's. A Modern Inter-
pretation . Educati ona 1 Publisher.:
,
Inc 2, Philaar.l jma, 19do,
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must be detailed and analytical in character, designed to
determine typical errors and the reasons why they are made.
Among the list of abilities which she believes should be
tested the ones pertinent to this study are:
1. Phonetic abilities
2. Pronunciation, syllabication, and word building
3. Auditory and visual abilities outside the field,
of spelling
4. Visual discrimination of word, syllable, and
letter forms
5. Detection of spelling errors (proof reading exercise)
1/
Another authority, Durrell, considers the following
basic abilities essential to good spelling:
1. Ability to understand the meaning of the word to
be spelled.
2. Ability to spell nby ear”. A child should be able
to write the essential parts of a word from hearing
it, even though the word may not be spelled phoneti-
cally.
3. Ability to visualize word elements. So large a
percentage of English words are partly non-phonetic
and dependent upon visual memory that this ability
is essential in spelling.
1/ Dona la D. Durrell, The Improvement of Basic Heading
Abilities . Doric Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York,
1940, p. 270.
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4 . Ability in speed of handwriting.
5. Ability to transfer from the spelling lesson to
the written composition.
6. Ability to avoid systematic errors.
The purpose of spelling diagnosis is considered three-
1/
fold by Gates and Russell
1. To estimate a pupil's general spelling status and
the seriousness of his retardation.
2. To find a pupil's specific spelling deficiencies.
3. To discover possible causes of the difficulties.
The discussion of spelling errors is well summarized
2/
by Masters who believes that spelling errors are due to a
variety of causes, some of which are more important than
others. Variations in the nature of the mistakes are pro-
duced by differences in the degree of ability of the pupil,
his age, experience, and other conditions of learning.
Many of them are due to careless writing and a failure to
adopt a critical attitude toward written work. Such errors,
he believes, can be eliminated only through suitable incen-
tives which will lead to neatness and attention to details
as it is not so much a question of inability to spell some
words as an indifferent attitude toward mistakes.
1/ Gates and Russell, Diagnostic and Remedial Spelling
Manual - A Handbook for Teachers . Bureau of Publications,
Teachers uollege, Columbia University, 1940.
2/ Harry V. Masters, "A Study of Spelling Etrors". Univer-
sity of Iowa, Studies in Education, No. 4, (September 192^ p .8Ct
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Summary
There are many factors which condition the achievement
of success in spelling. This study is concerned with the
relationships considered most important by those authorities
quoted in this chapter. The resulting study, comprehensive
in its scope and application, is:
1. The construction of a group test for the analysis of
spelling difficulties
2. The use of the test in disclosing the frequency and
degree of various spelling errors.
Previous research in both reading and spelling fields
has been utilized. Investigations have been classified in
relation to intelligence, to reading, to handwriting, to
pronunciation, to syllabication, to meaning and vocabulary,
and to visual and auditory discrimination. The research
in these important phases of the spelling problem provides
a point of departure for the present study.
. t .
.
CHAPTER III
THE CONSTRUCTION OF DIAGNOSTIC SPELLING TESTS
INCLUDING RESEARCH RELATED TO SUB-TESTS
After careful consideration of the research studies
reported in the previous chapter, the following types of tests
were selected, in the best judgment of the writer, as essen-
tial for the analysis of spelling difficulties:
1. Spelling Achievement
2. Proof Reading
3. Word Meaning
4. Handwriting
5. Visual Discrimination ^
6. Auditory Discrimination
The studies reported indicated that the majority of authorities
in the spelling field were in agreement with the underlying
principles forming the basis for such tests.
Two similar forms, A and B, suitable for grades three,
four, five, and six were prepared for each type of test listed
above. Thus provision is made for the detection of spelling
difficulties in those grades where formal instruction is given
and where difficulties first appear, and a means is provided
for the accurate determination of the results of remedial
instruction. These principles are in agreement with proce-
dures followed in other studies.
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Exactly the same method was followed in constructing the
tests in Form A and Form B. Test items in both forms were
selected from the same source and were as nearly as could be
determined of the same degree of difficulty. A detailed
description of each sub-test follows.
Sub-test I - Spelling Achievement .— The desirability of
determining the relationship between a child’s individual
achievement in spelling and the achievement of children of
the same grade and age is apparent. A survey test substan-
tiates the teacher’s judgment and indicates whether the disa-
bility is sufficiently serious to warrant further analysis
and remedial treatment.
Each form of the achievement test contains 98 words, 14
on each grade level, grades two to eight inclusive. Each
grade spells 14 words on a lower level, 14 on its own level,
and 28 on two higher levels. Thus each child writes 56 words
which represent four different levels of difficulty.
Table 1. A Table Showing Number and Grade Placement
of Words Given Grades III - VI in the
Achievement Test.
Grade
Grade Placement of
2 3 A 5 6
Words
7 8 Total
3 14 14 14 14 56
4 14 14 14 14 56
5 14 14 14 14 56
6 14 14 14 14 56
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The spelling words in the achievement tesbs were selected
1/ 2/
from the lists of Gates, Durrell, The Buckingham Extension
3/
of the Ayres’ Spelling Scale, and from the first 6,000 words
k/
of the Buckingham Dolch Free Association Study.
Each word on grade levels two, three, four, five, and
six was found on at least two of the first three lists, while
the words for the seventh and eighth grade levels v/ere found
on the Gates and Free Association lists. The location of each
word was determined by the grade placement given it on the
Gates' list. This list was the result of summarizing 25
different, widely used spelling books and state and large city
spelling lists. The mean grade placement of each word was
determined from the study and the grade position at which
40 per cent, 50 per cent, 60 per cent, 70 per cent, 80 per
cent, and 90 per cent of the children knew the meaning of the
word.
Other phases of the spelling problem have been included
in the achievement test. A means of diagnosing spelling
1/ Arthur I. Gates, A List of Spelling Difficulties in 3876
Words . Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York City, 1937.
2/ Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities .
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1940, pp.345-
350.
2J Buckingham Extension of Ayres Spelling Cccle . Public Schoo3
Publishing Company, Bloomington, Indiana.
4/ B. R. Buckingham and E. W. Dolch, A Combined Yford List .
Ginn and Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1936.
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difficulties is provided by including words containing silent
letters, words which may be spelled phonetically, homonyms,
and words representing certain spelling rules.
1/
Silent Letters .— Such authorities as Mendenhall,
17 U hJ
Hildreth, Reed, and Book and Harter include silent
letters as one cause of spelling difficulty. Hilcreth states
that about one-half of all spelling errors are due to inser-
tion or omission of silent letters. Book and Harter found
from their study that silent letters accounted for 20.5 per
cent of the errors. This included syllable as well as letter
omission. Mendenhall found that "k", n t n
,
"gh", "w", and "1"
were the silent letters most frequently omitted.
The results of these studies indicate the importance of
this phase of the spelling problem. Words containing silent
letters are so pieced in the achievement test that each grade
spells the number indicated below:
Form A Form B
Grade III - 10 9
Grade IV 9 8
Grade V 12 8
Grade VI 9 11
1/ J. E. Mendenhall, An Analysis of Spelling Errors . Bureau
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New
York City, 1930, pp. 50-51.
2/ Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R’s , Educational
Publishers, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., i93b/
~p
.
494*
3/ H. B. Reed, Psychology of Elementary School Subjects .
Ginn and Company, Boston, Massachusetts, T95d, pp".23i and 254*
hJ W. F. Book and R. S. Harter, "Mistakes Which Pupils Make in
Spelling". Journal of Educational Research (February 1929)
19: pp. 106-118.
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Included are such words as face , snow , brake , friend , means ,
leaving , and courteous .
Phonetic Spelling .— The second type of difficulty
included is that of phonetic spelling. The non-phonetic
character of English spelling is responsible for this oroblem.
1/
In the words of Foran ”The term 'phonetic 1 implies a
misspelling that sounds much like the correct pronunciation.”
’ 2/
Cordts gives the following definition: ”A phonetic word is
defined as a word in which every letter in the word represents
the particular sound which was assigned to that letter, and in
which every sound is represented by that particular letter and
by that letter only.”
Many studies relating to phonetic spelling have been
conducted. It is significant that the results all show that
phonetic spelling produces a large part of spelling errors.
1/
Hildreth, for example, states that 75 per cent of all errors
are phonetic in character and that the child spells phonetically
rather than accurately.
IT Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling .
Catholic Education Press, Washington, D. C., 1934* p. 106.
2/ Anna D. Cordts, "Facts for Teachers of Phonics”, Elements ry
English Review , No. U> (April 1926) 3: 116-117.
2J Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R's . Educational
Publishers, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., 1936, p. 493.
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made a very careful study of misspellings that
1/
Masters
were phonetically correct. A total of 13,183 misspellings
were found on an eighth grade level, and 64.69 per cent of
these words were phonetically correct, so he concluded that.
n the majority of those pupils who do not spell words correctly
ao make an attempt to spell them as they sound.”
In order to show trends in errors, 2300 words were given
to 100 public school children in grades one to six in a study
y
conducted by Mendenhall. The spelling errors thus secured
were analyzed intensively and comprehensively. It was found
that 50 per cent of all misspellings were phonetic. The
results are shown in the distribution of errors by grades as
indicated below:
Grade Total Number Words Phonetic Errors
I 354 62
.
4%
II 221 82.8
III 310 72.6
IV 237 81.9
V 415 73.0
VI A 303 73.9
VI B 270 82.6
1/ H. V. Masters, MA Study of Spelling Errors”, Studies in
Education
, No. 4, College of Education, University of Iowa,
Iowa City, Iowa (1927) 4 : 74-76.
2/ J. E. Mendenhall, Ph.D., An Analysis of Spelling Errors .
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
New York City, 1930, p. 53.
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1/
Finally, Foran summarizes by saying that, "All agree
that phonetic spellings are the most important form of spell-
ing mistake."
In this study, words of possible phonetic spelling are so
inserted that each grade spells the following number:
Form A Form B
Grade III - 17 13
Grade IV - 16 13
Grade V - 14 11
Grade VI - 12 8
Among the words selected were: they , yeHoy/ , cry , heart ,
straight , neighbor , article , and pamphlet .
Homonyms .— Another class of words that gives considerable
2/
trouble is the homonym. This, according to Foran, forms one
of the most difficult groups of v;ords that pupils are called
upon to spell.
1/
Mendenhall, in the same study referred to under phonetic
spelling, found that the following percentages of all errors
1/ Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling .
Catholic Education Press, Washington, D.C., 1934> p. 109.
2j Thomas G. Foran, Op. cit., pp. 40 - 41*
2J J. E. Mendenhall, An Analysis of Spelling Errors . Bureau
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New
York City, 1930, p. 53.
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in each grade were concerned with homonyms:
Grade Total Number
of Words
I 354
II 221
III 310
IV 237
V 415
VI A 303
VI B 270
Per cent of errors
in homonyms
3 - 4$
9.1
4.2
4.
6
3.1
4.0
3.3
1/
Hildreth also states that homonyms give trouble and
mentions such words as: two , too , to , meet , meat , would , and
wood
.
The homonyms included in sub-test I were selected from
2/
lists found in ,T The Lincoln Library of Essential Information
1/
and in ’’The New Century Book of Facts”. The words used were
1/ Gertrude Hildreth, Learning; the Three R’s . Educational
Publishers, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., 1936, p. 495.
2/ Lincoln Library of Essential Information , The Frontier Presd
Company, Buffalo, New fork, 1941 > pp. 67-6$
.
2/ The Century Book of Facts . The Continental Publishing
Company, Wheeling, West Virginia’, 1932, p. 81.
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found on both lists. Each pair of homonyms is divided, one
word used in Form A and the other in Form B. These words were
among those selected from the word lists described under
46
Sub-test I — Spelling Achievement. They are so arranged that
each grade spells the following number:
Form A Form B
Grade III - 13 12
Grade IV — 12 10
Grade V - 9 10
Grade VI — 7 7
Certain Spelling Rules .— Many studies have been conducted
in an attempt to discover if a knowledge of spelling rules con-
tributed to success in spelling and to learn which rules were
most valuable. The studies have been so comprehensive and the
opinions so divided that it seems wise to summarize them here
and to include in the achievement test words illustrative of
certain essential rules.
The statement was made by Horn in the Eighteenth Year
1/
Book that rules cannot replace direct instruction even in
the case of words covered by them. He went on to say that it
is essential that we know that the rule can be easily taught,
that it will be remembered, and that it will function in spell-
ing. He considered previous experiments not wholly satis-
y
factory and referred to one result of a study made by Wilcox.
l/ Ernest Horn, The Eighteenth Year Book of the National
Society for the Study of Education
. 1919, Chapter III,
pp. 52-57.
2/ M. J. Wilcox, Use of a Rule in Spelling . Master's Thesis,
State University of Iowa. 1917.
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This showed that time spent in learning the .ei, ie rule was not
as efficiently spent as time spent in attacking each word to be
learned.
1/
In 1922 Archer based a study on the following rule,
’’When a word ends in an accented syllable whose final letter
is a consonant preceded by a vowel, the final consonant should
be doubled when a suffix is added."
Two groups, an experimental and a control group, were
selected from seventh and eighth grade children, matched as
evenly as possible from the standpoint of ability. Twenty
words were chosen for the experiment. The control group merely
studied the words while the experimental group learned the
rules. The results showed that the experimental group gained
2.20 words with a probable error of the difference of .333
over the control group, so he concluded that teaching the rule
resulted in significant gain.
2/
In 1931 Sartorious investigated the rules found in 20
representative spellers. Forty-eight different rules were
included in these texts. From this list she chose 27 for
special study. Each rule was stated, the number of texts in
which it was found given, the number of root words and deriva-
tive words to which it applied listed as well as the number of
words that were exceptions to the rule. The following
1/ C. . P. Archer, "Shall We Teach Spelling by Rule?" School and
society (1922) 15 : 616-622.
Ina C. Sartorious . "Generalization i
ns to Education, No. A72 . Bureau of
lege, Columbia University, 1931*
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statement Y/as included in the results of the study:
Since a small number of rules are easy to understand
and have relatively few or no exceptions, it would appear
advisable to use such rules, if any, until the functional
value of the more complicated rules or rule with frequent
exception has been established.
1/
That same year, 1931, Wheat attempted to find rules
having a wide application. He first studied four groups of
words and then worked to formulate the best possible rules
covering the group. He finally selected four rules and by
studying the root words, derived forms, and exceptions
determined the value of the rule and the ease with which it
could be taught.
The rules and the results of the study follow:
I. Words ending in silent _e drop e_ when adding a suffix
beginning with a consonant.
II. Words ending in y, preceded by a consonant, change y
to i when adding any suffix except one beginning with
_i, but words ending in y preceded by a vowel leave
the base unchanged when adding any suffix.
III. Monosyllables and words of more than one syllable with
the accent on the last syllable which end in a single
consonant, preceded by a single vowel, double the
final consonant when adding a suffix beginning with a
vowel
.
1/ Leonard B. Wheat, "Four Spelling Rules". Elementary School
Journal
, (1931) 32: 697-706.
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IV. In diphthongs, 1 before _e, except after _c or when
sounded like a_, as in neighbor and weigh .
The results of the study showed that Rule I was by far
the simplest and should be easy to learn. The value of teach-
ing the other rules seemed more doubtful.
1/
King, in 1932, carried on a similar investigation in an
attempt to discover the economy and value in teaching certain
2/
rules. She selected seven of the rules listed by Sartorious
and investigated their teachability in grades three through
eight. The rules chosen and the conclusions concerning them
follow:
Rule I - Most nouns form their plurals by adding s. or
es to the singular to form the plural.* Es
is to make the word easier to pronounce.
Rule II - Drop the final e. before adding a suffix
beginning with a vowel.
Rule III - When final x is preceded by a consonant,
change x to i_ before adding any suffix that
does not begin with jL.
Rule IV - Q T s are always followed by u.
Rule V - _I before _e except after c_ or when sounded
like s_ as in neighbor and weigh.
1/ Luella M. King, "Learning and Applying Spelling Rules in
Grades 3 - 8", Contributions to Education, No. 517 . Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1932.
2/ Ina C. Sartorious, "Generalization in Spelling", Contribu-
tions io. Eciucatpon. No. A7u . Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbil University, Nev. York City, 1931* «==
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Rule VI - The sound of 1 at the end of a word is
usually spelled with the letter
_y.
Rule VII - Words of one syllable and words (of more than
one syllable) with the accent on the last
syllable ending in one consonant preceded by
one vowel double the final consonant when
adding a suffix beginning with a vowel.
The results of King ! s study showed that Rules V and VII
were not teachable. Rule I, if taught at all, should not be
considered before grade seven. The other rules were teachable
and valuable. In view of the above study, it seemed wise to
select the four rules which seemed most valuable and to
include words illustrating each rule in the achievement test
of the present study. The rules follow:
I. Drop the final e. before a suffix beginning with a
vowel.
II. When final y; is preceded by a consonant, change y; to
1 before adding any suffix that does not begin with _i.
III. £ 1 s are always followed by u.
The sound of i at the end of a word is usually
spelled by the letter y_.
IV.

0=
The following table shows the number of words illus-
trating each rule included among the words of each grade.
Table 2. Distribution of Words Illustrating Four Spelling
Rules in Spelling 'Words for Grades III - VI.
Grade
Rule I
Form A - B
Rule II
Form A - B
Rule III
Form A - B
Rule IV
Form A - B
TOTAL
Form A - B
3 4 5 3 3 2 2 3 2 12 12
4 6 5 3 4 2 2 4 2 15 13
5 6 4 4 6 4 4 3 3 17 17
6 5 3 5 5 3 2 6 6 19 16
u ‘i i. lI ji I- )•-- .c -.1
T-
-
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VI VI
The first 14 words in the achievement test are arranged
as shown below. The letters in the "code* 1 column indicate
phonetic spellings (p) , homonymns (H) , silent letters (S)
,
and in following grades the numerals I, II, III, IV indicate
the spelling rule that the word illustrates.
Third Grade starts here Code
1 . on The book is on the desk. on
2. eye Keep an eye on the ball. eye
3
.
back Come back quickly. back P
4 • here They live here. here H
3. they They came to school. t hey P
6 . bear The hunter saw a black bear. bear H
7. late One boy was late for school. late S
8 . round It was round like a ball. round
9. face The wind blew in my face. face S
10. snow The ground was white with snow. snow s
11. poor It was a poor piece of work. poor
12. sick The sick boy went home. sick p
13. cent The pencil cost one cent. cent H
14. new The library ha. s new books
.
new H
Fourth Grade starts here
The teacher pronounces a word, gives a sentence containing
the word, and pronounces the word again. A complete copy of
the achievement test. Form A and Form B, is found in the
appendix.
Sub-test II - Proof Reading .— There is considerable
agreement among authorities concerning the importance of visual
perception in spelling as well as in reading. The proof read-
ing test is designed to accomplish two definite aims; to
determine if children have a degree of visual perception which
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enables them to retain accurate impressions of words and to
discover if children can spell the commonly used words which
53
are freauehtly misspelled.
1/
Hildreth includes proof reading among the special
abilities which should be tested in any serious spelling
deficiency and also makes the pertinent statement that, T, The
best spellers are those who can retain an accurate impression
of the word, associate the sound of the word with its visual
image, and call up a clear visual, auditory or kinaesthetic
image of the word when it is to be written. 1 '
2/
Gates, as early as 1922, included a proof reading exer-
cise in a series of tests designed to discover defects of
vision and visual perception. The task was to recognize
correct and incorrect words in "proof reading" a passage of
532 words which contained 128 misspellings. The highest
correlation yielded by this test (.56) was with a test
designed to detect small differences in words.
A proof reading exercise is considered helpful in diag-
1/
nos tic and remedial work by Gates and Russell and is included
among their suggested remedial activities.
ITGertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R »
s
. Educa tional
Publishers, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., 1936, p. 196.
2j Arthur I. Gates, "The Psychology of Reading and Spelling".
Contributions to Education. No. 129
.
Teachers College,
Columbia University, p. 22 and 32.
Arthur I. Gates and David H. Russell, Diagnostic and
Remedial Spelling Manual , Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, New York City, 1940.
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The words used in Sub-test II were selected from various
lists of spelling demons or words frequently misspelled.
These lists were the result of research in this phase of the
spelling problem.
One of the first studies concerning spelling demons was
1/
made by Jones in an attempt to answer a question he asked
himself concerning the effectiveness of spelling, its materials,
and methods. The investigation was carried on with 1,050
grade pupils in Illinois, Maryland, Iowa, and South Dakota
who wrote themes on unfamiliar subjects. Over 75,000 themes
were written and the words tabulated. From this list Jones
selected the words most frequently misspelled and listed
IT 100 Spelling Demons”. Over 90 per cent of these words which
were common and familiar occurred in lists for grades two and
three.
2J
Geyer referred to previous studies to show that the
words most frequently misspelled are far under 100 in number.
A very comprehensive study in pitfalls in spelling con-
ducted in the state of Arizona by the Department of Education
1/
is reported by Von Struve. Over a four year period the v/ords
on 88,u72 spelling papers were tabulated, yielding 1650
IT W. F. Jones, Concrete Investigation of the Material of Eng -
lish Spelling; , Published by University of South Dakota, 1915.
2/ Ellen M. Geyer, ”How Many Spelling Demons Are There?” The
English Journal (October 1944) 33: 4?3-436.
A. W. Von Struve, "Spelling Pitfalls. Results of Research
in Arizona Schools” Grade Teacher (June 1939) 61: No. 10.
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misspelled words in grades three through eight. The lists of
words most frequently misspelled in each grade were used in
this study.
Other lists consulted were those by Fitzgerald (quoted
1/ 2/ 1/ ' U
by Foran ) Webster, Thomas and Paine, Guiler, Can’oy and
1/
others, and a list in the "Lincoln Library of Essential
y
Information”
.
In the present study, the proof reading exercise in
Form A and Form B consisted of an original paragraph. Form A
contained 152 words and Form B 124 words. Twenty misspelled
words common to at least two of the lists previously mentioned i
were inserted at intervals. Children were asked to draw a
line through each incorrect word. All the words in these para-
graphs were carefully checked to make sure that they came with-
in the vocabulary range of children in grades three to six.
1/ Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling .
Catholic Education Press, Washington, D. C., 1934^ P* 111.
2/ E. H. Webster, Daily Drills in Better English . World Book
Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y., 1936, p. 323.
2/ C. S. Thomas and M. A. Paine, Thought and Expression , Book
II, Longmans, Green & Company, Boston, Mass., 1938, p. 670.
4/ W. S. Guiler, "Primary Grade Words Frequently Misspelled by
Higher Grade Pupils”, Elementary School Journal (January 1944 )
44: 295-300.
J_/ H. S. Canby, J. B. Opdycke, and M. Gillum, High School
English , Book I. Macmillan Company, Boston, Mass., 1932, p. 465 .
6/ Lincoln Library of Essential Information. Frontier Press
Company, Buffalo, New York, 1941 y P« 64 .
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The number of misspelled words on each grade level is
indicated below. The complete test is found in the appendix.
Form A
Grade Level No. of Words
Form . B
Grade Level No . of Words
2
3
4
5
6
5
2
6
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
20
6
6
5
1
2
20
Sub-test III - Word Meaning; .— The studies concerning the
value of word meaning as an aid to correct spelling, as
reported in Chapter II, justify the inclusion of a test on
this phase of spelling.
The conclusions of various authorities indicate that a
knowledge of the meaning of words does contribute to effective
spelling. Therefore a test for the diagnosis of spelling
difficulties could not be considered complete if it did not
contain a test on vocabulary.
This test consists of thirty lists of six words each.
Each list contains several related words with unrelated words
interspersed. The total number of words to be selected in
each form is 125. The first three lists in Form A, Sub-test
III are:
1. eggs
2 . arm
3 . data
chasm
foot
shoes
plums
peat
shirt
portico
brain
episode
lettuce
elbow
sweater
bouillon
esophagus
galoshes
In No. 1 the pupil is asked to draw a line through each
56
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word that is the name of something we eat, in Wo. 2, through
each word that is the name of a part of the boy, and in Wo. 3,
through each word that is the name of an article of clothing.
The complete test in both forms is included in the appendix.
The words for this test were taken from the Buckingham-
i/
Dolch Combined Word List. The grade placement of each word
2/
was checked on the Gates’ list.
Table 3. Grade Placement of Words Used in Sub-Test III
Grade Form A Form B
2 21 18
3 12 9
4 17 21
5 10 13
6 7 14
7 5 2
8 2 1
Above 8 51 47
125 125
Unrelated words 55. 55
180 180
1/ B. R. Buckingham and E. W. Dolch, A Combined Word List
.
Ginn and Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1936.
2/ arthur I. Gates, A List of Spelling Difficulties in 3876
Words , Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, Wew York City, 1937.
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Sub-test IV - Handwriting .— The research reported in
the preceding chapter agrees in the main that handwriting
does have an effect on spelling. It has been discovered
that inferior motor control results in poor writing which
conceals ability in spelling. Speed is considered important
for automatic, correct spelling.
1/
The following paragraph from Russell is pertinent to
the discussion-
It is generally agreed that handwriting affects
spelling ability, particularly in the written test
situation. In addition to the obvious effect of
letters so shaped that they are confused with others,
there may be some patterns of motor facility involved.
2/
Hilderbrandt says
Spelling links itself with writing even more
closely than with reading. ... (The pupil's) ability to
spell is based partly on associations that he has built
up between movements, and partly on associations estab-
lished between elements of perception. It is not
unusual for a person who is uncertain of the spelling
of a word to write it, or at least to go through the
motions of writing it, before he uses it, in order to
make sure that his spelling is correct.
The handwriting test consists of an original paragraph.
The children are instructed to copy as much as they can in
their usual quality and at their customary speed in two
minutes. Half the number of letters copied gives the rate
per minute.
IT D. H. Russell, Character of Good ana Poor Spellers .
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
New York City, 1937, p. 18.
2/ Edith L. Hilderbrandt, "The Psychological Analysis of
Spelling". Pedagogical Seminary (1923) 30: 374-
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The words for the paragraph were taken from the Gates’
y
list and were not above sixth grade difficulty. Both forms
of the handwriting test are found in the appendix.
Sub-tast V - Visual Discrimination .— The research
reported in Chapter II indicates a general agreement among
/
authorities concerning the importance of visual and auditory
discrimination. Most of the studies, however, fail to differ-
entiate between the two forms although agreeing that they are
among the causes of backwardness in spelling.
The test in visual discrimination consists of three parts
Part I and Part II on the pupil’s test paper each contain 15
rows of five words each. These words are selected from the
2/
Thorndike list and are ail from the tenth thousand or above
in frequency. The five words in each row are so similar in
appearance that selection of a special one requires careful
visual discernment. One word from each row is printed on a
”flash-card" which the teacher exposes for one second. The
children are directed to find the word in a certain row and
draw a line through it. 'Words outside the experience of most
children of the age tested have been chosen in order to
eliminate as nearly as possible all factors except that of
visual discrimination.
l/ Arthur I. Gates, Spelling Difficulties in. 3676 Words .
Bureau of Publications,' Teachers College, Columbia University,
New York City, 1937.
2/ F. L. Thorndike, The Teacher’s Word Book of 20.000 Words .
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 19 3 I
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In Part II the teacher flashes the cards at the same rate
hut children are directed to wait for instructions to write.
These are given after five seconds in order to determine the
ability to retain the visual impression of the word.
In Part III a word is flashed as in the other parts but
after five seconds have elapsed the child is directed to
write the word from memory.
A portion of Part I, Form A, as given on the test sheet
follows
:
1. embargo embroil embrace embark emboss
2
.
reject regent rejoice rejoin requite
3. jangle jargon jocund jovial joiner
4. pleurisy plaintiff plaintain planetary plenary
5. marque
The words
marital mastiff matrix
used were:
Form A
marquis
PART I PART II PART III
1. embrace 1. batten 1. flagon
2 rejoin 2. vaporize 2. tannic
3. jovial 3. incision 3 . helium
4- plena ry 4 . malaria 4 . doublet
5. marque 5 . bribery 5 . affable
6. elicit 6. vacant 6. lyrical
7. angler 7. extension 7
.
quartet
8. resonant 8. dermis 8. shellac
9. falsify 9. palate 9 . barrage
10. lactic 10 . mandolin 10 . vibrant
11. oblivious 11. obligate 11. corduroy
12. generic 12. incisive 12 . demolish
13. nautical 13. cartilage 13. filigree
14. idolize 14 . habitat 14 . temerity
15. renegade 15. fanciful 15. dramatist
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Form B
PART I PART II PART III
1. tonic 1. warren 1. knelt
2. imperial 2
.
pastern 2
.
girder
3. gondolier 3. caput 3. studio
4. citadel 4. vigilant 4 • escort
5. harborage 5. cruiser 5. adverb
6. sapient 6 transmute 6. lintel
7. tabulate 7. fabulous 7. radium
8 . barony 8. schisms tic 8. verdant
9 . harmonic 9. dialectic 9. deflect
10. magistracy 10. nectarine 10. hexagon
11. desecrate 11. barris ter 11. fallacy
12. identify 12. regimen 12. brazier
13. tenency 13. generality 13. navigate
14 * constrict 14. tangible 14. ferocity
15. obdurate 15. hermetical 15. terminus
Complete tests in both forms are included, in the
appendix.
Sub-test VI - Auditory Discrimination .— Several studies
in auditory discrimination have contributed to the content of
1/
sub-test VI. Hester, in 1942, analyzed the records of 194
children who had been admitted to the Reading Laboratory of
the University of Pittsburgh before January 1942. The
children who scored below the third grade level in vocabulary
were checked carefully for knowledge of the letter names, the
letter sounds, and the common blends. As a result of this
study, Hester was able to list the distribution of errors on
letter sounds and letter blends as follows:
1/ Kathleen B. Hester, "A. Study of Phonetic Difficulties in
Reading’' . The Elementary School Journal (November 1942)
No. 3, 43 : 171-173.
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Letter sounds - q, x, u, w, i, 1, e, h, y, b, o, v, d, n, a.
g, s, r. p, f, m. s. t, k, c
Letter blends - tw. cl, sw. pl> gr. ch. dr, fl, sm, wh, sk.
th. tr. br, st, sh
1/
Wellman listed the letters, beginning blends, and final
blends according to difficulty as follows:
Letters - m, n, b, d, t, h, w. p, f, c ; g, 1, i, r, v, s
Beginning blends - ch, dr, gr. sh, tr. sp. st. br, sm, sw
Final blends - mp. nk, ch. ps, ts, ks, ny. sh. ns, ng
u
The essential beginning blends are given by Durrell as:
th, st, wh, sh, br, ch, dr, tr, cl, fr, gr, pi, sm, tw, fl,
sw, sp while he lists essential ending consonant blends as:
sh, ch, ck, ty, nk, lk, by, nt, rk, se, ty.
3/
Finally, a study by Vogel results in a list of con-
sonant combinations arranged according to importance, They
are st, th, sh, gr, br, dr, wh, pi, fl, sp, ch, bl, sw, tr,
cl, si, sn, sm, tw.
It is evident from the preceding lists that there has
been very little agreement among authorities concerning the
ij B. Wellman, Speech Sounds of Yeung Children, University of
Iowa, 1931, pp. 42-45*
2/ Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities .
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New ^ork, 1940, p. 201.
2/ Mabel Vogel, Emma Jaycox, and Carleton W. Vvashburne, "A
Basic List of Phonics for Grades I and II". Elementary School
Journal (February 1923) No. 6, 23: 436-443*
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order of difficulty of letter sounds or blends. It is also
difficult to separate completely the visual and auditory
elements
.
The following letter sounds and letter blends have been
selected for this study, sounds and blends common to at
least two of the foregoing lists. It is also planned to key
into the test beginning, middle, and final sounds as indi-
cated by the following chart. Thus it is possible to deter-
mine the type of auditory discrimination causing the most
difficulty.
DISTRIBUTION OF BEGINNING, MIDDLE, AND FINAL LETTER SOUNDS AND
BLENDS IN SUB-TEST VI, FORM A
,
AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
Beginning
Middle
Final
Letter sounds
h
p, w, j, b, q
Letter blends
wh, st, fr, cl, sw, sm
tv/, pi, tr
sp, rk, lk, nt, ty
DISTRIBUTION OF BEGINNING, MIDDLE, AND FINAL LETTER SOUNDS AND
BLENDS IN SUB-TEST VI, FORM B . AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
Letter sounds Letter blends
Beginning u gr. sm. cl. sw, fl
Middle d, m tr. br. tw, sk
Final 1, g> s nk. lk. nt. dr
d* ;ioi i . • o
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In Sub-test VI an attempt is made to determine ability
in auditory discrimination without any help from the visual.
Children are given test sheets which contain 20 rows of four
empty boxes each. They are told that four words will be
pronounced, one for each of the four boxes. They are to
listen for a word that has the sound of a particular letter
or letters and make a cross in the box which represents that
word
.
For example, in Part I children are told to point to row
Number 1 and to make a cross in the box that stands for a
word that has the sound of the letter jd as in apex . The
teacher pronounces the following words:
1. elect 2. erect 3. erupt 4* effect
Each child is supposed to make a cross in box No. 3 which
stands for the word having the sound of the letter jd.
The second row consists of:
1. wisp 2. warp 3* waist 4* wept
The instructions are to listen for a word that has the sound
of the letter s-p as in spend . The names of the letter or
letters are given in each case, not the sound or blend. In
Example 2, a cross should be placed in box No. 1.
In Part II, 20 words possible of phonetic spelling are
pronounced. Children are told that they are to spell the
words dictated to them, that they may not know them all,
but to spell them Just as they think they sound.
r
..bio
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The words are
Form A Form B
1 . radium 1 . kodak
2. limher 2. baton
3. revert 3. tannin
4- garnet 4. rodent
5. domino 5. aormer
6 . pedant 6 . impel
7. akimbo 7. bodkin
8. bivalve 8. turbid
9. tendril 9. minaret
10. paradox 10. dis tort
11. distend 11. parapet
12. kinship 12. segment
13. torpedo 13. liniment
14. bigoted 14. impotent
15. tabulate 15. starling
16. adamant 16
.
delineate
17. magnolia 17. pretender
18. verbiage 18. mandolin
19. intermit 19. meander
20
.
beverage 20. bobbin
, - . . .
.
.
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1/
The words for Part I were taken from the Gates and
2/
Buckingham-Dolch lists. They are not necessarily on the
child's level and are not necessarily unfamiliar words.
They are words that sound so much alike that the selection
of the proper one indicates the child's ability in auditory
discrimination.
3/
The words for Part II were taken from the Thorndike
list and are on or above the tenth thousand in frequency.
These words are unfamiliar to the majority of the children
.
taking the test. Thus, ability to spell phonetically is
determined
.
The complete tests in Form A and Form B are found in
the appendix.
1/ Arthur I. Gates, A List of Spelling Difficulties in 3876
Words . Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York City, 1937.
2/ B. R. Buckingham and E. V, . Bolch, A Combined Word List .
Ginn ana Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1936.
2J E. L. Thorndike, A Teacher's A pro Book of 20,000 Words .
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York City, 1931.
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CHAPTER IV
THE POPULATION TESTED AND A DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
The Population Tested
Manchester, New Hampshire is an industrial city with a
population typical of the ordinary mill city. From a financial
standpoint the homes range all the way from those of the mill
workers in the lower income group to the homes of well-to-do
executives. It follows, to a certain extent, that the school
population reflects the environment in which it has been
reared
.
Nearly twenty per cent of the children in the public
schools come from homes where a foreign language is spoken. It
is probable that the parents of much larger percentage are only
one generation removed from the language of another country.
The number of children in grades three through six from homes
where a foreign language is spoken is given below.
Table 4* The Distribution of Children in Grades 3, 4> 5, ana 6
Who Speak A Foreign Language At Home
Grade French Greek Polish Others* Total
3 31 17 20 7 75
4 19 18 12 4 53
5 29 14 12 3 58
6 40 19 10 3 72
TOTALS 119 68 54 17 258
19 %
*Portugues, Syrian, Italian
! 1
,
German, Russian
- 67 -
-
The writer has no intention of implying that the school
population is in any way affected adversely by the fact that
so many parents are of foreign birth. In fact, the opposite
is actually true in terras of ability, enthusiasm and cooperation.
A rather careful study ’/as made of the children tested.
The known intelligence quotients which are given below indicate
good average ability.
68
Table 5. Range of I. Q. for Each Grade Tested
Grade - 60-99 100-145 Total
3 95 248 343
4 85 242 327
5 102 234 336
6 111 246 357
TOTALS 393 970 1363
The ilelson Instructional Reading Tests are administered each
year in grades four, five, and six. The results show on the
whole average or above average achievement.
JL/Nelson Instructional Reading Tests, Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston, Mass.
..
.
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Table 6. Distribution of Results in Percentages et Various
Grade Levels for the Nelson Instructional Reading
Tests, Grades 3 , 5* and 6 - May, 1946
Grade Equivalents
3.8 or 3.9- 4-9- 5.9- 6.9- 7.9 & Stan. Norm City Noim
Grade below 4.8 3.8 6.8 7.8 above Gr . Eq
.
Gr . Eq .
4 13% 19% 44/o <£.2/o 2% 4-9 5.0
5 4 14 28 40 6 Sfo 5.9 6.9
6 5 15 28 39 13 6.9 6.9
Finally, the children included in this experiment are
representative of the run of children of their grade and age
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The Experiment
One grade school having an enrollment of approximately
250 children in grades one through eight was selected for the
first administration of both forms of the test. This seemed
to he a typical school for this city with children typical of
the children as a whole. The range in financial standing,
percentage of parents of foreign extraction, attitude, and
intelligence gave every evidence of normality. Furthermore,
the principal and teachers, were interested in the experiment
and were willing to cooperate.
Sub-test I vms administered by the teachers to all
children in grades three through six while the other tests
were given to a selected group of children by the writer.
Twelve children were chosen by each teacher in grades three
through six. Each of the four grade groups contained four
slow, four average and four better than average pupils.
In spite of the care with which test items had been
chosen, this first testing disclosed several unsatisfactory
features in the organization of the material. In sub-test I,
Spelling Achievement, the words selected were suitable but many
of the illustrative sentences used were too long, were not
carefully organized or were ambiguous in meaning. Much care
was exercised in st iting the sentences in such a way that
the meaning of each spelling word)* was well defined.
Sub- test II, Proofreading, in the original form was so

limited in scope that it failed to discriminate between levels
of ability. The length of the paragraph was increased, the
number of misspelled words was doubled and every other word in
the selection was checked and re-checked from the standpoint
of its suitability for the grades to be tested.
Sub-test III, Word Meaning, required considerable refine-
ment. In the original the word lists from which children
selected related words were far too difficult for lower grades
so much care was exercised in selecting new words which would
give the whole test sensitivity in discriminating between
grade levels.
Sub- test IV, Handwriting, was first written in two
stanzas. The form was somewhat unusual and confusing and
seemed to influence the rate of writing so a paragraph of
carefully selected words was substituted.
Sub-test VI, Visual Discrimination, required many changes.
The lists of words in Part I and II were carefully chosen, but
produced perfect results. The teacher flashed a word on a
card. The children were directed to find the word in a certain
row on their test papers and to draw a line through it. The
mistake was made of overlooking cne configuration of the words
which differed so much that the flashed words were immediately
located, giving no indication of ability in visual discrimination
Words of very similar appearance were selected giving Part I
and Part II adequate sensitivity.
• •' ;
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In Part III, children were directed to write from memory
each word flashed after an interval of five seconds. The
purpose of this section was defeated by choosing words on the
grade level of the children tested. When words outside their
experience were chosen variability in visual discrimination
became apparent.
Sub-test VI, Auditory Discrimination, proved to be suitable
in form but not in content. Part I was altogether too diffi-
cult as an attempt was made to include too many blends combined
in nonsense syllables. The test was difficult to administer,
confusing and produced no worthwhile results. It was simpli-
fied by reducing the auditory elements to a relatively few
initial, middle and final consonants and blends. Refinement
of items was necessary in order to insure agreement between
the consonant or blend given and the example selected to
illustrate it. After the method of administering the test had
been revised, the results were satisfactory and auditory
discrimination determined.
The preliminary testing showed that the correction of
such a comprehensive test required thoughtful consideration.
The need was apparent for s me scoring device which would
reduce the work and insure uniform correction in all buildings.
Sub-test I, Spelling Achievement, presented no particular
problem as the score was the number of words spelled correctly.
A scoring sheet was provided for sub-test IV, Handwriting.
..
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Vertical lines were drawn separating groups of ten letters on
a copy of the test. Each group was numbered. The number of
letters copied on a test paper was easily determined by
comparing a child’s paper with the master copy.
Stencils were prepared at a printing house for all the
other tests. Perforations were punched where correct
responses should appear. The stencils fitted the test sheets
exactly so that words crossed out could be counted readily.
The average time spent on correction compared favorably
with that required on other batteries of test, indicating
that the method was satisfactory.
The administration of each form involved the duplication
of all tests, the preparation of teachers’ manuals, stencils fo
correction, and class record sheets, the printing of flash
cards f r sub-test V, Visual Discrimination, and the
instruction of the teachers of grades three, four, five and
six.
r
Meetings were held for the teachers of each grade.
Discussion centered around the underlying purpose of the
test as a v;hole, as a means of discovering group weaknesses
and of locating individual differences. Certain sections
and items which might prove difficult were explained and the
flash card procedure for sub-test V was demonstrated.
Every effort was made to secure the interested
cooperation of each teacher in order that comparable results
< *T .
.
*
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might be obtained from all buildings. Emphasis was placed
on the need of locating groups or individuals who exhibited
a spelling hanacap and the determination of the cause or
causes of the difficulty.
Form A was given in twenty schools with enrollment as
follows
:
Grade 3 - 436
Grade 4 - 404
Grade 5 - 389
Grade 6 - 386
Total 1615
After the results had been tabulated, a series of meetings
was again held in preparation for Form B which was admin-
istered a month later to approximately the same children.
The enrollment at that time was:
Grade 3 - 400
Grade 4 - 392
Grade 5 - 349
Grade 6 - 383
Total 1524
The following chapter contains the conclusions drawn
from the experiment and the statistics from which they were
derived
.
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CHAPTER T
ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS
Validity and reliability are recognized as the most
important characteristics of a test. It follows, then, that
the tests in this study are valid if the content has been
carefully selected, if the form of the test is suitable, and
if the statistical data proves that the test actually measures
what it is supposed to measure. This indicates that the test
must be suitable for each grade level. Therefore, the data
should show a definite gradation in means from grade to grade.
Test reliability contributes to validity and additional evi-
dence may be secured by comparing the test results with those
of another test of known validity.
The reliability of this test may be determined by comparing
the scores made on the two forms, A and B. If the scores are
consistent and produce a significant coefficient of correlation
the test possesses reliability. Further information may be
secured by computing the "critical ratio" between the standard
errors of the means of the two forms.
Chapter III in describing the care with which the test
content was chosen offers conclusive evidence of one type of
validity as each test item was determined in relation to the
best available studies in each phase of spelling. Each word
was checked and rechecked against several word lists for grade
- 75 -
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level and comprehension. Sub-tests V and VI, Visual and
Auditory Discrimination were so constructed and so revised,
as described in Chapter IV, that elements other than those
desired were entirely eliminated. The preliminary and final
testing showed that the form of the tests was suitable and
convenient to administer.
An attempt was made to insure reliability by constructing
parallel forms not too much alike and not too different. A
sufficient length of time intervened between the administration
of the two forms to prevent memory from affecting the results.
The slight difference in means in favor of Form B may be
attributed in part at least to a better organization of the
actual testing procedure on the part of those who administered
the tests.
The analysis of the results of the tests should indicate
their diagnostic value. The analysis of each sub-test will
attempt to answer the following questions:
1. Is there a definite progression in means from grade
to grade, indicating suitability for each grade level?
2. Is the test sufficiently sensitive to differentiate
between good ana poor achievement in various phases
of spelling?
3. Is there a significant difference betvfeen median
scores on the two forms as indicated by the "critical
ratio"?
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4. Is the coefficient of correlation between the two
forms significant?
5. Is there a significant correlation between these
tests and similar tests of know validity?
The Analysis of Sub-Test I, Achievement in Spelling ,
Forms A and B .— The plan for sub-test I, as developed in
Cahpter III provided that each grade, three, four, five, and
six should spell 56 words, 14 on a lower grade level, 14 on
its own level and 14 on each of two higher levels. Grade
three began with word No. 1, grade four with No. 15, grade
five with No. 29, and grade six with No. 43. The overlapping
in this test is shown below.
Grade Grade Placement of Words
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Total
3 14 14 14 14 56
4 14 14 14 14 56
5 14 14 14 14 56
6 14 14 14 14 56
It is obvious that if the attempt to select words suit-
able for each grade level was successful and if the ability
of the children taking the test was distributed normally, the
mean number of words spelled correctly by each grade should be
approximately the same. The following table which is based on
the exact number of words spelled by each grade shows this to
be true.
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Table 7. The Central Tendency and Variability of Scores on
Words Actually Spelled in Sub-Test I, Spelling
Achievement, Forms A and B.
Grade 3 4 5 6
Form A
Mean 28.05 £ .62 27.5 +.57 29.4 ±.49 27.6 ±.44
Median 27.4 28.0 30.0 27.85
Q 10.5 9.27 6 . 56 5.63
S. D. 13 ±.43 11.4 ±*4° 9.60 ±.33 8.65 ± .31
Grade oJ 4 5 6
Form B
Mean 28.86 ±.64 29.97 +.65 33.5 ±.-49 30.78 ±.43
Median 27.8 30.7 34.2 31.2
Q 10.85 7.7 5.8 7.9
S. D. 12.95 ±.45 12.85 ±.45 9.20 ±.34 8.5 ±-.30
Inspection of the data shows the inadequacy of the
method as no credit whatever has been given the upper grades
for the easy words not dictated to them. As the results stand
C.Y
.a . 3
this test lacks sensitivity and gradation in grade levels.
T’o remedy this inconsistency each grade has been given
credit for all words on lower grade levels
,
while zero scores
have been assumed for words on upper grade levels not dic-
tated. The following table shows the results in a steady
progression in means from level to level. The "critical
ratio" indicates a difference in means in favor of Form B.
Table 8. The Difference in Means for Each Grade Level for
Sub-Test I, Spelling Achievement, Forms A and B.
(Credit Allowed for Easy Words Not Dictated)
Form A Form B
Gr. Mean S.E. M. Mean S.E.M.
Diff .of
Means A.B
S.E.
Diff
.
C.R.
3 28.05 .63 28.86 . 64 .81 .88 .92
4 41.5 .57 43.97 .65 2.47 .86 2.87
5 57.4 • 49 61.5 .49 4.10 .67 5.94
6 69 .
6
• 44 72.78 .43 3.18 . 62
1
—1•
Inspection of the data in Table 7 indicates a decrease
in both Q and S. D. from grade three through grade six,
indicating an increasing uniformity from grade to grade. The
sixth grade appears to be made up of pupils of rather uniform

ability as most of the scores fall within narrow limits
while the third grade, at the other extreme, is composed
of pupils exhibiting a wide range of ability. The "critical
ratios" computed between the standard errors of the means
of the two forms indicates that Form B tends to have some
superiority over A in grades five and six.
In order to determine to what extent the achievement
in sub-test I approximated a normal distribution, the
obtained scores for each grade were plotted in the form of
a histogram with a normal curve for the same data super-
imposed. Inspection of the four figures, 1, 2, 3 , and
which follow shows that the correspondence between the two
aisbributions is close and that the given data are essen-
tially normal in form.
>
fFigure 1. Frequency Distribution of
Spelling Scores of 436 Third Grade
Pupils Compared with the Normal
Curve for the same Group.
Pupils Compared with the Normal Curve
for the sane Group.

Figure 3. Frequency Distribution of
Spelling Scores of 38S Fifth Grade
Pupils Compared v/ith the Normal
Curve for the same Group.
Figure 4. Frequency Distribution of
Spelling Scores of 384 Sixth Grade
Pupils Compared v/ith the Normal
Curve for the same Group.

The "overlapping" in sub-test I from grade to grade has
already been mentioned. In tables 9 and 10, which follow, the
percentage of overlapping in each grade, both above the means
of higher grades and below the means of lower grades has been
found for both Form A and Form B. These results from direct
calculation may be compared with the percentages found by using
probability tables. The comparison shows a satisfactory agree-
ment, adding some confirmation to the previous assertion that
the distributions were essentially normal in form.
Table 9. Percentage of Cases in Each Grade, Sub-test I,
Form A, Exceeding the Means of Higher Grades. Direct
Calculation (D.C.) and Normal Probability
Distribution (N.P.D.)
4 5 6
Grade Mean D.C. N.P.D. D.C. N.P.D. D.C. N.P.D
3 28.05 19* 14.7# Vi.1—
1
• 1.10# .00# .07#
4 41.5 9% 8.23# 1.2 # . 69%
5 10.06
#
9.18#
Table 10. Percentage of Cases in Each Grade Failing to Attain
the Means of Lower Grades. Direct Calculation (D.C.)
and Normal Probability Distribution (N.P.D.)
Sub-Test I, Form A.
5 4 3
Grade Mean D.C. N.P.D. D.C. N.P.D. D.C. N.P.D
6 69 .
6
Vi.CO Vi.to Vi.OO• .07# .00# .00#
5 57.4 5.7 % 5.2 % .00# .07#
4 41.5 ?-5 .4 12.1 #
c . S
—
..
Table 11. The Percentage of Cases in Each Grade Exceeding the
Means of Higher Grades. Direct Calculation (D.C.)
and Normal Probability Distribution (N.P.D.)
Sub-Test I, Form B.
4 5 6
Grade Mean D.C. N.P.D. D.C. N.P.D. D.C. N.P.D.
3 2b . 86 16.9# 12.3# oo• 59% oo• .04#
4 43.97 8.81# 8.69# oo• 1.25#
5 61.5
l
9.4 # 10.09#
Table 12. The Percentage of Cases in Each Grade Failing to
Attain the Means of Lower Grades. Direct Calcula-
tion (D.C.) and Normal Probability Distribution
(N.P.D.) Sub-Test I, Form B.
5 4 ”3
Grade Mean D.C. N.P. D. D.C. N.P.D. D.C. N.P.D.
6 72.78 10.24 9.18 .15* .05% • oo .00#
5 61.5 4.88# 2.81# oo• .024#
4 L4 . 47# 12.1 #
The reliability of sub-test I was found by computing the
Pearson coefficient of correlation from a scattergram based
on 200 matched cases from Form A and Form B. The correlations
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were
:
R
Grade 3 — .86 ± .01
Grade 4 — .89 ± . 01
Grade 5 — .91 ±. . 01
Grade 6 — . 68 ± .03
It is evident that the correlation between the two forms
in the first three grades tested is high while in the sixth
grade it is substantial.
As a further check on reliability sub-test I, Form A, for
grade three was correlated with the Metropolitan Spelling
Test which has acknowledged validity . The correlation was
.88 ±,01 .
The purpose of the spelling test was given in Chapter III
as that of determining achievement by using sub-test I and of
locating the type or types of individual spelling difficulty
from the results of the other sub-tests. A correlation of
the achievement test with the other tests should show whether
a positive relationship does exist or not. Sub-test I, Form
A, for grade three was correlated with the other tests for
that grade in the same form. Table 13 gives the results.
1/ Metropolitan Achievement Tests. V/or Id Book Company.
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1933.
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Table 13. A' Correlation of Sub-Test I, Form A
,
Grade Three,
With Sub-Tests, II, III, IV, V, and VI.
Sub-Test I Correlated With Sub-Test
II III IV V VI
Proof- Word Hand - Visual Auditory
reading Meaning writing Discrimination Discrimination
.46 ± .05 .50 i .05 .22 £ . 06 .59 ±.04 .63 it. 04
It is apparent that correlation between achievement and
certain other phases of spelling is present and is positive.
The relationship is marked in Proof-reading, Word Meaning,
Visual end Auditory Discrimination. It is positive but slight
in handwriting
.
Analysis of Diagnostic Elements in Sub-Test I .— The plan
for giving sub-test I aiagnostic value by inserting words of
possible phonetic spelling^, words with silent letters, homonyms,
and words illustrating four special spelling rules has been
explained previously.
Table 14 gives the complete results of all four types of
spelling in both forms for the four grades tested. Data on all
individual words is included in the Appendix.
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Table 14* The Percentage and the Standard Error of the
Percentage of Correct Spellings of Words Ulus-
trating Pnonetic Spelling
,
Silent Letter s
,
Homonyms
and Four Special Spelling Rules
.
Grade 3 Grade 4
Phonetic spelling - Form A 42.3$ ± .6$ 47.5 ± . 6$
B 51.5 Jr • 6 61.3 ± • 6
Silent Letters A 58.2 ± .7$ 56 ± .8
B 58.5 ± .8 51.1 ± *8
Homonyms A 59.7 ± .7$ 47.2 ±. 3%
B 61.0 ± .7 54.4 ± .7
Rules
I A 57.0 -± 1.1$ 50^ ± 1.0$
B 68.3 ± 1.8 67.8 ± 1.3
II A 20.4 ± 1.1$ 28.7 ± 1.3JS
B 83.7 ± .8 58.1 ±1.2
III A 17.5 ± 1.356 41.4 ±1.7$
B 26.5 ± 1.5 49.8 ±2.2
IV A 53.8 ± 1 . 3% 50.6 ±1.2$
B 64.8 ±.1.6 55.7 ±1.7
Grade 5 Grade 6
Phonetic Spelling - A 58.5 ± .7 46.3 ± .7
B 46.5 ± .8 46.4 ± .9
Silent Letters A 46.7 ± .8 58.3 ± .8
B 69.6 ± . 8 46.8 ± .7
Homonyms A 59.5 dL.8 69.9 ± .8
— B 69 .
6
± .9 62.2 ± .9
Rules
I A 64 * 4 ±1.0 70.1 ±1.0
B 29.7 ±1.4 14.7 ±1.2
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Table 14* (Concluded)
Grade 5 Grade 6
Rules
II Form A
B
20.2%
70.0
±1.1
± .8
30.5
70.5
+ 1.0
± .8
III A
B
35.3
41.0
+ 1.4
±1.0
52.5
49.0
dtl.4
± 1.8
IV A
B
64.6
42 • 4
±1.4
±1.5
31.2
41.8
± .9
± 1.0
Inspection of Table 14 indicates that a significant
number of children in each grade fails to achieve success in
the inaicated types of spelling. In grade three, Form A,
for example, 100 - 42.3% or 59.7 fail in phonetic spelling.
Inspection of pages !S7 through /&/ in the Appendix shows
that the standard error of the percentage increases as the
number of cases decreases. This is especially true of words
illustrating certain "Spelling Rules". In many instances
grades spelled only two words governed by a special rule.
It is doubtful if the results in such cases are of any par-
ticular significance. They are valid for the words used but
cannot be interpreted as applying to all the words falling
under these classifications.
The limited investigation of these four phases of the
spelling problem do show, however, that a large percentage

of children in grades three through six fail in these partic-
ular types of spelling.
It is apparent from the analysis of the data of sub-test
I that the test meets the criteria of validity and reliability
The progression in means from grade to grade shows that the
test is suitable for each grade level and that the test is
sufficiently sensitive to differentiate between good and poor
spellers. A significant correlation exists between the two
forms while the test for grade three correlated well with a
test of known validity.
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Sub-Test II - Proof Reading
Forms A and B
The results of sub-test II, Proof Reading, showed that
the central tendency in both forms as indicated by mean and
median increased from grade to grade, proving that each grade
from third through sixth possessed increasing skill in detect-
ing misspelled words.
The Q and S.D., however, indicated that the sixth grade,
as in sub-test I, showed less variability than the other
grades, a tendency for scores to group near the mean or median
The data indicates that the sixth grade has more ability in
proof reading as both the mean and median were higher than in
other grades and its variability less. Figure 4 showed that
the achievement of grade six resembled closely the normal
distribution for the group. Information concerning the means
of Form A and Form B are given below.
Table 15. The Difference in Means for each Grade for Sub-test
II, Proof Reading, Forms A and B.
Form A Form B
Gr. Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M.
Differences of
Means A & B
S.E.
Diff . C . R
3 8.7 .17 9.20 .20 .50 . 26 1.92
4 10.56 .19 11.10 .21 .54 .28 1.92
5 12.38 .17 13.55 .20 1.17 .26 4.50
6 13.2 .18 14.93 .16 1.73 . 24 7.20
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Table 13 gave the correlation of Achievement in Spelling
with Proof Reading in grade three as .46 ±..05* Gates-^
found the correlation between spelling achievement and the
proof reading to be . 56 .
The correlation between Form A and Form B in each grade
is given below. Two hundred scores from the two forms were
used in the computation.
Grade 3
R
.51 ±~ .03
Grade 4 .70 _± .02
Grade 5 .65 ± .03
Grade 6 .55 ±. .03
Table 13 showed that the correlation of this test with
sub-test 1 was .46 rfc.,05.
The complete data on Sub-test II is found in the
following table:
1/ Arthur I. Gates, "The Psychology of Reading and Spelling".
Teachers College, Columbia University, Contributions to Edu-
cation. No. 119
.
p. 22.
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Table 16. The Central Tendency and Variability of Sub-Test II,
Proof Reading, Forms A and B.
Grade 3 4 5 6
Form A
Mean 8.7 .±.17 10.56 ±.18 12.38 ±.17 13.2 ±.13
Median 8 * 88 10.72 12 .69 13.5
Q 2.67 2.86 3.11 1.99
S.D. 3.62 ±.12 3.76 ±.13 3*4 ± • 12 2.74 ±.10
Grade 3 4 5 6
Form B
Mean 9.2 ±.20 11.1 ± .20 13.55 ±.19 14.93 ±.16
Median 9.8 11.0 13.8 15.4
Q 2.85 2.95 2.58 ^ • 3
S.D. 3.90 ±.13 4.06 ±.14 3.66 ±.13 3.18 ±.11
The following conclusions seem justified: The results of
sub-test II show a definite progression from grade to grade in-
dicating that the test is suitable for each grade level. The
!
ability to proof read is positively correlated with spelling
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achievement. Evidently ability in proof reading conditions
success in spelling. This ability increases from grade to
grade as indicated by the limited number of words used in
this test.
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Table 18 which follows shows a very close agreement
between the means of Form A and Form B. The C.R. is so low
that there is no evidence of superiority in either form. The
mesns show a steady progression from grade level to grade so
the test does provide a means of determining ability in word
meaning
.
Table 18. The Difference in Means for Each Grade for Sub-test
III, Word Meaning, Forms A and B.
Form A Form B
Gr. Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M.
Diff. of
Means A&B
S.E.
Diff. C.R.
3 74-66 .60 80.1 .72 .12 .93 1.29
4 82.85 .52 86 .
6
.57 .05 .77 .06
5 90.58 .55 91.5 .55 .00 tor-• 00•
6 95-58 .50 100.6 .47 .03 .69 .04
The reliability of this test was found by correlating the
two forms. The correlations which are substantial follow:
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
R
.61 ±.03
.67 ±.03
,.65 ±.03
.70 ±.03
Table 13 showed that the coefficient of correlation
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between this test. Word. Meaning, and sub-test I, was .50 .±05.
Evidently sub-test III has an effect on spelling achievement.
The conclusions are:
1. This sub-test is suitable for each grade level.
2. It differentiates between good and poor ability
in word meaning.
3. There is no significant difference in the median
scores of the two forms.
A. There is a substantial correlation between forms.
5. The test has diagnostic value.
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Sub-Test IV - Speed in Handwriting
Forms A and B
Table 19. The Central Tendency and Variability of Sub-Test IV,
Speed in Handwriting, Forms A and B.
Grade 3 4 5 6
Form A
Mean 41.63 ±.74 57.03 ±.94 68.32 ± 1.15 71.36 ±.99
Median 39.83 55.6 64.8 69.3
S.D. 15-49 ±.52 18.87 ±.66 22.61 ±.81 19.72 ±.70
Grade 3 _4 5 6
Form B
Mean 47.31 ±.87 58.12 ±.91 69.17 ±1.0 77.11 ±.95
Median 45.58 55.4 67.3 75.8
S.D. 17.51 ±.61 18.02 ±.64 18.7 ±_. 66 18.87 ±.6d
The above data shows that sub-test IV is suitable for each
grade level as both means and medians increase from grade three
through six. Variability increases steadily from grade to
grade in both forms, with the exception of grade six, in Form A
which is less than that of grade five. Evidently individual
differences in handwriting become more pronounced as children
--
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progress from grade to grade.
The data indicates that no appreciable difference exists
between Forms A and B in grades four and five. Considerable
difference in favor of Form B is shown in grades three and
six. The data is given below.
Table 20. The Difference in Means for Each Grade for Sub-
test IV, Handwriting, Forms A and B.
Form A Form B
Gr. Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M.
Diff. of
Means A & B
S.E.
Diff. C.R.
3 41 • 63 .74 47.31 00• 5.68 1.14 4-98
4 57.03 .94 58.12 .91 1.09 1.31 .83
5 6S.32 1.15 67.17 1.0 1.15 1.52 .76
6 71.36 .99 77.11 .95 5.75 1.37 4.20
The following correlations were found to exist between
the two forms.
Grade 3 — .40 ± .04
Grade 4 — .62 ±- .03
Grade 5 — .59 ±- .03
Graae 6 — 00v£>• ± .02
The lower correlation in grade three may be attributed
to the
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change from manuscript to cursive writing which occurs in
this grade. Individual differences would without doubt,
become more pronounced during the fifth month of school when
Form B was given.
The test is of doubtful value as a means of diagnosing
spelling difficulties. Its correlation with sub-test I,
Spelling Achievement, was only .22 ±-.06. Different results
1/
have been secured in other studies. In that of Acomb the
correlation between spelling and handwriting was .58 and his
conclusion was that "Speed of handwriting seems to be only
2/
fairly significant in relation to spelling ability." Carter
found the correlation between spelling achievement and speed
in handwriting to be only .0928.
1/ Allan Acomb, "Study of the Psychological Factors in Reading
and Spelling." Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Boston Univer-
sity, School of Education, 1936.
2/ Bernadetta R. Carter, "The Construction of Tests of Visual
Perception, Auditory Discrimination, and Kinaesthetic Factors
to be Used in Diagnosing Inadequate Performance in Spelling,"
Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Boston University, School of
Education, 1941.
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The following table shows the comparison between speed of
handwriting determined from this study and that found from
other studies.
Table 21. Speed of Handwriting as Determined by the Present
Study Compared with the Results of Other Studies.
Speed in Letters Per Minute
Study Grade
3 4 5 6
Present Study - Form A 42 57 6s 71
tf ,n n b 48 58 69 77
Durr e11^ 2
/
45 55 65 70
Ayres, Thorndike, Freeman 44 51 60 63
Hildreth!/
Ayres 44 55 64 71
Freeman 44 51 60 63
Starch 38 47 57 65
Thorndike 39 48 58 65
The mean speed of writing is similar to the means of
other studies in grade three but somewhat higher in the other
grades
.
1/ Donald D. Durrell. Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities .
'World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1940, p. 274*
2/ John K. Norton and Margaret A. Norton, Foundations of
Curriculum Building , Ginn and Company, 1936.
2J Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R*s - A Modern Inter-
pretation . Educational Publishers, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.,
1936, p. 227.
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The following conclusions in regard to sub-test IV seem
justified
:
1. Both forms of the test differentiate between grade
levels
.
2. The correlation between spelling achievement and
handwriting does not warrant using the latter as a
means of diagnosing spelling difficulties.
3. The "critical ratio" shows superiority in favor of
Form B in grades three and six.
4 . The mean speed of handwriting in all grades except
three is somewhat higher than that found in other
studies
.
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Sub-Test V - Visual Discrimination
Forms A and B
102
The means ana medians in sub- test V, Visual Discrimina-
tion progress consistently from grade to grade, differentiating
betv/een grade levels. All grades in Form B show a similar
variability while considerable fluctuation is noted in Form A.
The following table contains this data:
Table 22. The Central Tendency and Variability of the
Results of Sub-Test V, Visual Discrimination,
in Forms A and B.
Grade 3 4 5 6
Form A
Mean 20.4 -±-.39 22.39 ±.38 29.06 ±.43 31.48 ±.46
Median 19.9 21.9 30.1 32.75
S.D. S .18 ±.27 7.8 ±.27 9.04 ±.32 8.16 ±.31
Grade 3 4. 5 6
Form B
Mean 22.9 ±.44 25.34 ±-44 32.86 ±.43 33.9 ±.43
Median 23.7 24-5 34.26 36.5
S.D. 8.72 ±.31 8.84 ±.31 8.2 ±.31 8.92 ±.32
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The means in sub-test V progress from grade to grade
showing a substantial interval between levels. The "critical
ratio" shows a superiority in favor of Form B. It is reason-
able to assume that this difference may result from more
skillful manipulation of flash cards gained from administering
Form A. The results are given in the following table.
Table 23. The Difference in Means for Each Grade for Sub-
Test V, Visual Discrimination, Forms A and B.
Form A Form B
Gr
.
Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M.
Diff. of
Means A & B
S.E.
Diff. C.R.
3 20.4 .39 22.9 • 44 2.5 .57 4-38
4 22.39 .38 25.34 • 44 2.95 .58 5.08
5 29.06 .43 32.86 • 43 3.80 .61 6.23
6 31.48 .46 39.9 .45 8.42 . 64 13.15
The correlations between Forms A and B on this test
are indicated below:
Grade 3 —
R
• 73 ± .02
Grade 4 — .70 ± .02
Grade 5 — • 63 ±. .03
Grade 6 — .82 ± .02
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Table 13 gave the correlation between Visual Discrimination
in grade three with Spelling Achievement, sub-test I, as
.59 dt.G4« It appears that there is a marked relationship
between spelling achievement and the ability to detect simi-
larities and differences in words. The diagnostic value of
this test is apparent. A much higher correlation resulted from
1/
Acomb's study, .76 ±.01.
Test V was so constructed and administered that the impor-
tance of the time element could be determined, that is the
effect of retention on visual impressions. Correlations were
made between the total and the three parts and between the
parts. The results are given in the following table:
Table 24- Correlation Between Total Scores on Sub-Test V,
Visual Discrimination, and its Parts and Between
the Parts.
Total Part I Part II
Part I .86 ±.01
n II .83 ±.01 .67 ±.04
ii III .85 ±.01 • 44 ±.04 .89 ±.01
The total shows such a high correlation with its parts
that all three parts would seem to contribute to the whole and
1/ Allan Acomb, "Study of the Psychological Factors in Reading
and Spelling." Unpublished Thesis, Boston University, School
of Education, 1936.
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to be essential. The correlation between Parts II and III is
very high, between I and II substantial and between I and III
substantial but much lower. The conclusion is that all parts
correlate well with the total, while varying among themselves.
Each part appears to contribute to the total.
The two forms, A and B, in Visual Discrimination show a
substantial relationship between spelling achievement and
visual discrimination. The latter is a significant part of a
diagnostic test of spelling ability. Retention time of visual
perception is important. The three parts of test V contribute
to the total test.
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Sub-Test VI - Auditory Discrimination
Forms A and B
The means and medians of sub-test VI increase steadily
from grade to grade giving the test diagnostic value. The
deviation of scores from the mean in Form A increases slightly
in the first three grades but shows a tendency to cluster near
the mean in grade six. In Form B the deviation decreases
steadily from grade to grade. The data follows:
Table 25. The Central Tendency and Variability of the Results
of Sub-Test VI, Auditory Discrimination, Forms A
and B.
Grade 3 4 5 6
Form A
Mean 17.58 ±.28 19.45 ±.30 23.48 ±.34 26.6 ± . 29
Median 17.04 19.64 23.98 27.3
S. D. 5.96 ±.23 6.04 ±.21 6.76 ±.26 5.92 ±.21
Grade 3 4 5 6
Form B
Mean 20.58 ±.33 22.86 ±.32 25.42 ±.31 27.02 ±.29
Median 19.7 22.9 26.1 27.7
S.D. 6.64 ±.23 6.52 ±.23 5.92 ±.22 5.76 ± .20
' c
;
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The means of this test in both forms progress consistently
from grade to grade providing a means of differentiating
between grade levels in diagnosing spelling difficulties. The
"critical ratio" indicates that Form B shows superiority over
A in the first three grades. In grade six there is no signi-
ficant difference. The results are given below:
Table 26. The Difference in Means for Each Grade, Sub-Test VI,
Auditory Discrimination, Forms A ana B.
Form A Form B
Gr. Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M.
Diff. of
Means A & B
S.E.
Diff. C.R.
3 17.58 .28 20.58 .33 3.00 .43 6.98
4 19.45 .30 22 .86 .32 3.41 • 44 7.75
5 23.48 .34 25-42 .31 1.94 .48 4.22
6 26 .
6
.29 27.02 .29 .42 .41 1.02
The correlations between Form A and Form B follow:
R
Grade 3 — .£6 ± .03
Grade 4 — .70 ± .02
Grade 5 — .48 ± .03
Grade 6 — . 60 ± .03
.
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Table 13 gave the correl&tion between Spelling Achievement
and Auditory Discrimination in grade three as .63 -±..04* The
1/
correlation obtained by Acomb between spelling adievement
and auditory discrimination was .74 +. 02 . It appears that
auditory discrimination bears a significant relationship to
spelling achievement and should be included in a diagnostic
test
.
Sub-test VI consisted of two parts, one testing auditory
discrimination of sounds of letters and the other the ability
to write from dictation words spelled phonetically. The
table below gives the results of possible correlations of total
and parts
.
Table 27. Correlation Between Total Scores on Sub-Test VI,
Auditory Discrimination, and its Parts and Between
the Parts.—
Total Part I
Part I .76 ± .02
Part II .77 ±.03 .04 ± .05
A very high correlation is evident between the whole and
its parts, but a negligible amount betv/een the parts, so each
1/ Allan Acomb, "Study of Psychological Factors in Reading and
Spelling." Unpublished Thesis, Boston University, School of
Education, 1936.
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must play an important part in measuring auditory discrim-
ination.
The chances would appear to he sure that the results of
Form B would test higher than in Form A in grades three, four
and five. Auditory discrimination ana spelling achievement
show a relationship which indicates that sub-test VI should
be included in a test for the analysis of spelling difficul-
ties. It does differentiate between good and poor ability in
auditory discrimination. Parts I and II contribute to the
whole test so both should be retained.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A careful analysis of the results of research carried
on in the field of spelling over a period of many years dis-
closed that no group diagnostic test had been devised.
Authorities agreed that in spite of the fact that numerous
studies had been made concerning certain phases of the problem
no decrease in the number of spelling difficulties had resulted
and the causes of the difficulties were not definitely known.
In view of the obvious need the present study was
carried on, having as its objectives:
1. The construction of a diagnostic group test in
spelling
.
2. The use of the test in detecting spelling diffi-
culties and in locating their cause.
Two final forms, A and B, each containing six sub-tests,
were constructed. These were selected in the basis of
research in spelling and represented those phases of the
problem which authorities considered most important. They
were
:
Sub-test
Sub-test
Sub- test
Sub-test
Sub-test
Sub-test
I - Spelling Achievement
II - Proof Reading
III - Word Meaning
IV - Handwriting
V - Visual Discrimination
VI - Auditory Discrimination
The two forms which provided for retesting to determine
the effectiveness of remedial instruction were administered
110
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to approximately 1600 children in grades three, four, five
and six. Conclusions were formulated on the basis of the
resulting statistics.
The care with which each item in the content of the tests
was chosen was described in Chapter III in detail, supplying
ample evidence of test validity. The correlations of scores
on Forms A and B appear to be sufficient to warrant using the
two forms as a means of diagnostic and remedial testing.
The preliminary and final testing showed that the form
of the tests was suitable anu convenient to administer.
Sub-Test I, Spelling Achievement
1. A steady progression in means from grade to grade
with credit given for all words on lower grade
levels shows that the test is suitable for each
grade level.
2. The difference between means from grade to grade
proves that the test is sensitive enough to
differentiate between good and poor spellers.
3. There is some evidence that the results of Form B
are slightly superior to the results of Form A.
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4. The achievement in each grade approximates a normal
distribution.
5. The percentage of cases in each grade exceeding
the means of higher grades and falling below the
means of lower grades approximates a normal dis-
tribution.
6. A high correlation exists between sub-test I and
the Metropolitan Spelling Test.
7. The correlation between Spelling Achievement and
each of the other sub-tests is apparent. In hand-
writing, the correlation is positive but slight.
The indications are that success in spelling is
conditioned by ability in the other sub-tests.
8. A significant number of children failed to achieve
success in phonetic spelling, silent letters,
homonyms and the four spelling rules investigated.
Sub-Test II, Proof Reading
1. The means increased consistently from grade to grade
showing that the test does differentiate between
varying degrees of skill in detecting misspelled
words
.
2. The correlation between Spelling Achievement and
Proof Reading in grade three is .46 ^.05, a
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fair correlation lower than that of Gates which
was
. 56.
3. The correlations between Form A and Form B are:
Grade 3 .51 ± .03 Grade 3 .65 ± .03
Grade 4 .70 ±l .02 Grade 6 .55 ±. .03
4. The evidence indicates that ability in proof
reading conditions spelling achievement.
Sub-Test III, Word Meaning
1. Sub-test III has sufficient sensitivity to dis-
criminate between degrees of ability in Word
Meaning as evidenced by a consistent gain in
means from grade three through six.
2. The critical ratio shows no evidence of superi-
ority in either form in any grade.
3. The correlations between Form A ana Form B are:
Grade 3 .61 ± .03 Grade 5 .65 ±L .03
Grade 4 .67 H. 03 Grade 6 .70 ± .03
4.
The correlation of Word Meaning with Spelling
Achievement shows that success in the latter is
effected by the degree of ability in the former.
1/ Arthur I. Gates, "The Psychology of Reading and Spelling.”
Teachers College, Columbia University, Contributions to
Education. No. 129
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Sub-Test IV, Handwriting
1. The means in sub-test IV progress steadily from
grade to grade showing that the test differen-
tiates between varying speeds in handwriting.
2. The correlations between the two forms show that
they are fairly reliable. The third grade shows
a positive correlation but lower than that of the
other grades.
3. The correlation between Handwriting and Spelling
Achievement is positive but so low that it has
doubtful value as a means of diagnosing spelling
difficulties. The correlation is lower than that
of other studies.
4. The mean speed of handwriting is similar to the
means of other studies in grade three but somewhat
higher in other grades.
Sub-Test V, Visual Discrimination
1. The means in sub-test V progress steadily from
grade to grade showing that the test is sufficiently
sensitive to differentiate between good and poor
ability in Visual Discrimination.
2. The critical ratio shows a superiority in favor
of Form B.
3. The correlations between Forms A and B are:
. 1
.
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Grade 3 .73 ± .02 Grade 5
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.63 ±..03
Grade 4 .70 j± .02 Gra.de 6 »b2 -/- . u2
4. The correlation of .59 between Spelling Achievement
and Visual Discrimination indicates that ability
to detect similarities ana differences in words
has some effect on achievement. The test has
diagnostic value.
5. The three parts of sub-test V correlate so well
with the total, while varying among themselves,
that each part appears to contribute to the total.
6. Retention time of visual perception is important.
Sub-Test VI, Auaitory Discrimination
1. The diagnostic value of sub-test VI is indicated
by the definite progression in means from grade
to grade.
2. The "critical ratio" shows that Form B is superior
to Form A.
3. The correlation between Form A and Form B in each
graae follows:
Grade 3 . 66 ± .03 Grade 5 00• ± .03
Grade 4 .70 ±-.02 Grade 6 .60 ±.03
4.
The correlation of .63 ±.04 which exists between
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Spelling Achievement and Auditory Discrimination
shows that the latter should be included in a
diagnostic test.
5. A high correlation exists between the total test
and its parts but that between the parts is
negligible proving that each part contributes to
the measurement of Auditory Discrimination.
The test as a whole is valid and reliable. The various
sub-tests show a fair correlation except in handwriting,
with spelling achievement. This shows that the test has
diagnostic value. The cause of poor spelling achievement
may be disclosed through the results of the sub-tests. The
two forms provide for diagnostic and remedial procedures.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The scope of this thesis has been limited to the construc-
tion of a group test for the analysis of spelling errors. If
Forms A and B prove valid and reliable, need will be evident
for the research suggested in the problems listed below:
1. •That spelling devices are most effective in overcoming
spelling difficulties?
2. Is- intelligence directly related to any or all of the
phases of spelling tested in this study?
3. Do children who hear a foreign language spoken at
home tend to have more difficulty with spelling than
do children who hear English spoken at home?
4* Are spelling difficulties more common among boys or
among girls?
5. What supplementary tests should be added to the tests
of this study, for example, the ability to spell orally?
6. Does changing fromnBnuscript to cursive writing tend
to cause difficulty in spelling?
7. Could the flash meter be used advantageously in
developing visual discrimin tion in spelling?
*1 JO
,
.
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CHAPTER VII
THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SPELLING SCALE
The source of the test items included, in sub-test I, Spell-
ing Achievement, Forms A and B, was given in Chapter III and the
reasons for including the test items explained in detail.
Histograms of the results of Form A given in Chapter V
s howed that the distribution of correctly spelled words
approximated a normal distribution in all four grades. It is
apparent that the diagnostic value of the scale would be
decreased by its inability to differentiate between grade
levels. Chapter V went on to explain that this difficulty was
removed by giving perfect scores to all words not dictated to
upper grades and by assuming zero scores for all words not
dictated to lower grades. In constructing a scale it seemed
wise to consider the children of different ages and grades as
members of a single group. The method followed is that out-
1/
lined by Garrett. The method of scaling separately for
2/
grade and age is also described by Garrett and in consider-
U kJ
able detail by Hotz and Woody.
1/ Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in psychology and Education .
Longmans, Green and Company, New York, 1944, p* 149
.
2
J
Garrett, op. cit., p. 150.
3/ Henry G. Hotz, Ph.D., "First Year Algebra Scales", Contri -butions* to Education , No. 90 . Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1918, pp. 42-70.
4/ Clifford Woody. "Some Achievements in Arithmetic", Contri -
butions to Ec-ucation . No. oG . Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1916.
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The complete results of sub-test I, Forms A and B, may-
be found on pages l9-(* to 151 in the Appendix. Inspection of
those results indicates that the order of the words is not
satisfactory. The word "friend". No. 33 in Form A, for
example, was spelled correctly 258 times by grade three, 252
times by grade four and 338 times by grade six. The word
"saving", No. 37 on the same list, was spelled correctly 294
times by grade three, 279 times by grade four and 340 times
by grade five. The results show that the correct spellings
vary from grade to grade and that the words are not properly
arranged from easiest to hardest in any single grade as easy
words frequently fall between more difficult words.
The problem, then, is that of using the results already
obtained in constructing a scale suitable for grades three to
six with words arranged from easiest to most difficult.
The first step in scale construction is that of deter-
mining the number of correct spellings for each word and the
percentage that number is of the whole number. As previously
stated, words not dictated to upper grades were given full
credit while words not dictated to lower grades were assumed
incorrect.
As an illustration, the following words are selected
from the results of Form A as found on page f ^ 7in the Appendix.
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It is apparent that a word spelled correctly by 87 per
cent of a group is less difficult than one spelled correctly
by 35 per cent and should be placed lower on a scale of
difficulty.
Arranging words according to percentage of correct spell-
ings constitutes a crude scale as we know roughly the relative
difficulty of the words. A better scaling unit is the P.E. of
the distribution as it provides a means of determining and of
indicating small differences in terms of difficulty between
words
.
After the percentage of correct spellings has been deter-
mined it is possible to state each in terms of percentage
distance from the mean. From the list of examples on page
it is evident that the word "son” was spelled correctly 1412
times by the whole group or by 87 per cent of the group.
Clearly this is an easy word deviating from the mean by
87$ - 50$ or - 37$. It is spelled correctly by over half the
children so falls on the easy or negative end of the scale.
The word ’'wrapped". No. 45, was spelled correctly by only 22
per cent of the children or less than half so would deviate
by 28$ from the mean, falling at the upper, positive, or
right end of the scale.
The following examples taken from results of Form A
found on page 1 $ 3 in the Appendix illustrates the second step
in scale formation.
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Correct Per Cent Deviation from Mean in terms
Word No. Spellings Correct of 50 P .E.
son 43 1412 87 - 37 - 1.70
armies 44 567 35 15 .50
wrapped 43 352 22 28 1.10
means 46 1260 78 - 28 1.10
By referring to a table which gives the P.E. distance
from the mean on a base line which corresponds to the percentag
s
of area under the normal probability curve it is possible to
determine the P.E. distance of each percentage value in the
above example. Thus we know the exact location of each word
above ana below the mean. Such a scale with a range in both
directions from the mean would not be convenient in actual use.
To overcome this difficulty a starting point, or arbitrary
zero for the scale has been located. No word was spelled
incorrectly by all the children so it is possible to say that
approximately 49.9965 per cent of the distribution of words
fell to the left of the mean. This percentage would corres-
pond to 5.90 P.E. on the base line and is called the "arbi-
trary zero” of the distribution.
The next step is that of converting each P.E. distance
from the mean into a P.E. distance from the "arbitrary zero"
or 5*90 P.E. In each case the zero point is subtracted
algebraically from the P.E. distance from the mean.
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In the first word in the examples below we have - 1.67 -
(- 5.90) or 4-23 P.E.
Word No.
Correct
Spellings
Per Cent Deviation
Correct from mean
m.50 P.E.
P.E. Distance from
arbitrary zero,
i.e. . - 5.90 P.E.
son 43 1412 87 -37 -1.70 4.20
armies 44 567 35 15 .50 6.40
wrapped 45 352 22 28 1.10 7.00
means 46 1260 78 28 -1.10 7.00
The last step consists of arranging the words in order of
P.E. distance from the arbitrary zero. In this case words
were transferred from one form to the other whenever necessary.
Pairs of 7/ords of equal value were arranged in parallel
columns
,
thus making up two tests or scales of equal difficulty.
In several instances pairs of words of the same P.E. value as
the preceding pair 'were included in order to increase the
diagnostic value of the scales. The scales do not progress
from easy to difficult words in equal difficulty intervals.
This situation is not convenient but does not lessen the value
of the scales. The entire range of the scales is from 2.50 P.E.
above absolute zero to 9.30 P.E. or 6.80 P.E. units. The
average distance between words is .10 P.E. The final scales
follow:
. oH
'
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SCALE OF SPELLING WORDS ARRANGED ACCORDING TO P.E.
DISTANCES FROM ARBITRARY ZERO
FORM A FORM B
WORD
P.E. DISTANCE
FROM ARB. ZERO DIF.
P.E.
WORD FROM
DISTANCE
ARB. ZERO DIF.
1. on 2.50 1. all 2.50
2. feet 2.90 .40 2. week 2.90 .40
3. eye 3.10 .10 3. fly 3.10 .10
4 • poor 3.10 .00 4 • ride 3.10 .00
5. back 3.30 .20 5. cent 3.30 .20
6
.
they 3.50 .20 6
.
sick 3.50 .20
7. here 3.50 .00 7. lay 3.50 .00
8. cry 3 • 60 .10 8. mine 3.60 .10
9. face 3.60 .00 9. snow 3.60 .00
10. hair 3.70 .10 10. bear 3.70 .10
•
i
—
1
H late 3.70 .00 11. coming 3.70 .00
12. round 3.80 .10 12. there 3.80 .10
13. meet 3.90 .10 13. moving 3.90 .10
14. yellow 4.20 .30 14. mail 4.20 .30
15. hour 4
.
4C .20 15. thought 4 • 40 .20
16. write 4.50 .10 16. ground 4.50 .10
17. suit 4 • 60 .20 17. ties 4.60 .20
18. bought 4.60 .00 IS. yours 4*60 .00
19. wear 4. 80 .20 19. too 4. 80 .20
20. friend 4. 80 .00 20. passing 4. 80 .00
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SCALE OF SPELLING WORDS (Continued)
FORM A FORM B
WORD
P.E. DISTANCE
FROM ARB. ZERO DIF.
P.E.
WORD FROM
DISTANCE
ARB. ZERO DIF
21 . whole 4.90 .10 21 . easy 4.90 .10
22 . heard 5.00 .10 22 . speak 5.00
23 . sew 5.00 .00 23 . ranch 5.00
1
.oc
24 . baking 5.10 .10 24 . pleased 5.10 .10
25 . which 5.10 .00 25 . s ale 5.10 .oc
26 . build 5.20 .20 26
.
people 5.20 . 2C
27 . brake 5.30 .10 27 . laughed 5.30 .10
28 . hungry 5.30 .10 28 . wrong 5.30 • IQ
29 . heart 3.40 .10 29- second 5.40 .1C
30 . beach 5.40 .00 30 . expect 5.40 .oc
31 . pennies 5.50 .10 31 . climb 5.50 . 1C
32 . charging 5.50 .00 32 . dancing 5 • 50 .oq
33 . answer 5 . 60 .10 33 . waste 5.60 .ic|
34 . least 3.60 .00 34 . nickel 5 • 60 .oq
35 . piece 3.70 .10 35 . quite 5.70 ,ic|
36 . interest 5.70 .00 36 . clothes 5.70 .oq
37 . knock 5.80 .10 37 . station 5.80 .10
38 . quiet 5.80 .00 38 . weigh 5.80 .00
39 . closing 5.80 .00 39 . listen 5.80 .ocl
40 . fitted 5.90 .10 40 . strange 5.90 .id
41. although 5.90 .00 41 . quarter 5.90 .00
4
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SCALE OF SPELLING WORDS (Continued)
FORM A FORM B
P.E. DISTANCE P.E.
WORD FROM ARB. ZERO DIF. WORD FROM
DISTANCE
ARB. ZERO
if
DIF.
4
2
. ironing 5.90 .00 42. through 5.90 .00
43. likely 6.00 .10 43. maid 6.00 .10
44* guest 6.20 .20 44 • winning 6.20 .20
45. except 6.30 .10 45. receive 6.30 .10
46 . straight 6 . 30 .00 46 . due 6.30 .00
47. idea 6.40 .10 47. armies 6.40 .10
48 . aavice 6.40 .00 48. families 6.40 .00
49. buried 6.80 .40 49. article 6.80 .40
50. planned 6.90 .10 50. rheumatism 6.90 .10
51. wrapped 7.00 .10 51. principal 7.00 .10
52. sense 7.10 .10 52. absence 7.10 .10
53. stationery 7.10 .00 53. attendance 7.10 .00
54 • beginning 7.10 .00 54. vegetables 7.10 .00
55. debt 7.30 .20 55. angle 7.30 .20
56
.
qualities 7.30 .00 56. pneumonia 7.30 .00
57. note 7.40 .10 57. council 7.40 .10
58. museum 7.60 .20 58. hymn 7.60 .20 l
59. appearance 7.70 .10 59. quantities 7.70 .10
60. expense 7.80 .10 60. advertisement 7.80 .10
61. judgment 8.00 .20 61. treasury 8.00 .20
62. principle
r : : j- a — —
8.20 .20 62. mysterious 8.20 .20
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SCALE OF SPELLING WORDS (Continued)
FORM A
P.E. DISTANCE
WORD FROM ARB. ZERO DIF
63. tariff 8.50 .30
64. particularly 8.50 .00
65. fiery 8.70 .20
66. restaurant 8.70 .00
67. extraordinary 8.90 .20
68. courteous 8.90 .00
69. physician 9.30 .00
70. conscience 9.30 00•
TOTAL DIFFERENCE 7.00
AVERAGE DIFFERENCE .10
FORM B
P.E. DISTANCE
--
DIF»
63. sphere 8.50 .30
64. acquaintance 8.50 .00
65. receipt 8.70 .20
66. apologize 8.70 .00
67. analyzing 8.90 .20
68. schedule 8.90 .00
69. thoroughly 9.30 00•
70
.
guarantee 9.30 00•
TOTAL DIFFERENCE 7 . 00
AVERAGE DIFFERENCE .10
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CHAPTER VII
I
AN EVALUATION OF TEST RESULTS IN ONE SCHOOL BUILDING
After administering and tabulating the tests a teacher
has helpful information concerning the needs of her pupils
which enables her to plan remedial instruction based on the
difficulties experienced by groups of children or by
individuals. The work in one school building, designated as
building n C”, has been selected as an example of such
procedure
.
Building C has an enrollm-'n t in grades three to six as
follows
:
Grade 3-30
4-26
5-23
6 - 28
Total 107
This school has been selected because it seems to hold
an average position in regard to the other buildings in the
city. It has a number of children who come from homes where
a foreign language is spoken, more than in some sections,
less than in others. The number of such children in each
of the four grades concerned runs as follows:
128
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Language spoken
at home
Number of Children in Grade
III IV V VI
French 3 1 3 4
Greek 1 1 1 2
Polish 1 1 2 0
Russian 0 0 1 1
Swedish 0 1 0 0
Total 5 4 7 7
Per Cent of Total Enrollment
The intelligence quotient of most of these children is
known . The quotients reported for grade three are based on
the Kuhlmann-Ander son 'Intelligence Test; those for fourth
grade on the Detroit Advanced First Grade Intelligence Test
or the Pintner-Cunningham Primary Test, tests which tend to
yield very high quotients in our schools; while the fifth and
sixth grade intelligence quotients have been determined from
the National Intelligence Tests. It is presumed that ability
in this building is somewhat higher than average in comparison
with the other grade schools. The range in known I-Q.’s is
indicated below:
Number of Children with Intelligence Quotient
Grade Below 50 60-90 90-110 110-130 Above 130
3 0 2 15 8 1
4 0 1 4 6 9
5 0 2 5 9 7
6
.
0 2 7 8 6
Total 0 7 31 31 23
Per Cent
. _j
0 7.5 33.5 33.5 25
There are relatively few transfers in Building C. The
t.
C) .
.
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teachers are aware of problems and have not neglected remedial
instruction, especially in reading. There have been few
changes in the teaching staff.
The following table shows the results of the sub- tests of
Form A in Grade Three.
Grade 3
1 2
Sub-Test
3
. .4 _ 5 6
Enrollment-30
Mean for City 23.05 8.7 74-66 41.63 20.4 17.
Mean for the Gr. 22 7 64 32 24 15
Number failing
to achieve city
mean .22 16 22 25 10 20
Number reaching
or exceeding city
mean 3 14 8 5 20 10
Examination of the data reveals a relationship between
general achievement in spelling and in the five other types
of ability tested. Nineteen of the twenty-two children who
failed to reach the city mean in Spelling Achievement - Sub-
Test 1, were below the city mean in at least three of the
other sub-tests. Of the eight children who reached or
exceeded the city mean, three failed in two tests and three
failed in three tests. These children should be included in
remedial groups.
The total number of children requiring special help in
the sub-tests which contribute to success in spelling achieve-
ment is listed belovr:
.;
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No . Children
16 2 Proof Reading
22 3 Word Meaning
25 4 Handwriting
10 5 Visual Discrimination
20 6 Auditory Discrimination
On the basis of these results it appears that this grade
has a large number of boys and girls who are definitely handi-
capped in certain phases of spelling. Spelling success for
them will, without doubt, be retarded until these deficiencies
are removed. Specific suggestions for remedial work in this
grade will be made later in this chapter.
The children in grade four who failed to achieve the
city mean in spelling achievement tended to fail in the other
sub-tests. The results follow:
Grade 4 Sub-Test
1 2 3 4 5 6
Enrollment - 26
Mean for City 27.5 10.56 82.85 57.03 22.39 19.45
Mean for the Grade 31 11 85 53 27 22
Number failing to
achieve city mean 10 13 9 15 5 6
Number reaching or
exceeding city mean 16 13 17 11 21 20
All but two children in this grade have from average to
high intelligence but ten failed to do average work in spell-
ing. The problem is not so serious as it is in grade three,
but the necessity for remedial help in proof-reading, word
meaning, and speed in handwriting stands out. The number of
'
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children requiring remedial help is repeated below:
Wo. of Children Sub-Test
13 2 Proof Reading
9 3 Word Meaning
15 . , 4 Handwriting
5
5 Visual Discrimination
6
6 Auditory Discrimina-
tion
The children in grade five who failed to achieve the city
mean in spelling achievement tended to fail in the other sub
tests. The results follow:
Grade 5
1
Sub-'.
2
1‘est
3 4 .5. 6
Enrollment - 23
Mean for City 29.4 12.33 90.53 68.32 29.05 23. 45
Mean for the Grade 32 16 93 73 35 26
Number faHing to
achieve city mean 5 3 5 8 4 6
Number reaching or
exceeding city meanlS 20 13 15 19 17
Each mean for this grade exceeded the city mean by at
least three points. Of the eighteen pupils who reached or
exceeded the city mean; seven achieved the mean in every
sub-test, ten failed in one test, and one failed in two tests.
The tests failed are scattered. Five children have difficulty
in from two to four types of spelling and need considerable
attention. Eight chilcren need to gain speed in handwriting
and six need to improve in auditory discrimination. The
remedial problems in this grade should be cleared up without
-
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much difficulty. The number requiring help in each sub -test
follows
:
No. of Children
in Remedial Group Sub-Test
3 2 Proof Reading
5
3 Word Meaning
8 4 Handwriting
4
5 Visual Discrimination
6
6 Auditory Discriminatio
The results in Grade Six are listed below:
Grade 6 Sub-Test
1 2 3 -4 ... 5 6
Enrollment - 28
Mean for City 27.6 13.2 95.58 71.36 31.48 26 .6
Mean for the Grade 32 12 94 77 32 28
Number failing to
achieve city mean 7 •16 15 7 10 9
Number reaching or
exceeding city mean21 12 13 21 18 19
This grade failed to achieve the city mean in proof reading
and in word meaning. Other city means were exceeded.
The results are not so clear-cut in this grade. A
slightly larger percentage of children reached or exceeded
the city mean than in other grades, but of the total number
more failed on a few tests. At least 25 per cent failed to
achieve the mean in each test so remedial groups should be
formed as follows:
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No. of Children
in Remedial Group Sub-Test
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15 2 Proof Reading
7 3 Word Meaning
25 4 Handwriting
10 5 Visual Discrimination
9 6 Auditory Discrimination
The results in Building C indicate that the teachers in
that building have definite information concerning the
spelling achievement of each' child. Those with definite
spelling difficulties have been located. The results as a
whole indicate the necessity of motivation which will secure
better pupil interest in overcoming difficulties and teacher
planning which will secure higherachievement not only from
those with marked difficulties but from the pupils who
reached or exceeded the city means but failed to do as well
in a few sub-tests.
SUGGESTIONS FOR A PROGRAM OF REMEDIAL SPELLING IN
GRADE THREE IN BUILDING "C"
Thirty children are enrolled in the third grade in
Building C. Twenty-two of these youngsters failed to achieve
the city mean on sub-test 1, Spelling Achievement. They also
achieved less than the mean for the city in from three to
five of the other sub-tests. The eight remaining children
r
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have no serious difficulty. The teacher is faced with the
problem of reorganizing her spelling procedures in such a
way that groups and individuals will receive instruction
adapted to their needs.
The first step is probably that of improving attitudes
through skillful motivation which will secure an interested,
active desire to improve and to overcome bad spelling habits.
To this end pupils must understand the reason for each activ-
ity; they must be aware of the goal to be reached; and they
must know' how much progress they are making.
The evidence shows that the ordinary formal spelling
lesson has not been effective for the majority of these
children. The solution may be found in a flexible grouping
which provides for group and individual needs and takes into
consideration the existing grouping in other subjects. The
correction of defects in certain phases of spelling will
contribute to better v/ork in reading and language as the same
basic abilities are concerned. Because of this it is possible
to use certain activities recognized as primarily belonging
to the other fields and in coordinating remedial spelling
with certain reading and language procedures. A better use
and distribution of time is thus secured.
A careful analysis of test papers in grade three reveals
that there are the eight children previously mentioned v.'ho
are doing satisfactory work but who need help in one or two
..13 >i J
.
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phases of spelling. The entire number may be grouped for
special help in the types of work listed below:
Number of
Children Requiring
Test or Part of Test Remedial Help
Sub-Test I, Spelling Achievement
Homonyms 9
Silent Letters 10
Phonetic Spelling 6
Spelling Rulel 4
” ”11 2
" ”111 3
” " IV 10
Sub-Test I£, Proof Reading 16
Sub-Test III, Word Meaning 22
Sub-Test IV, Handwriting 25
Sub-Test V, Visual Discrimination 10
Sub-Test VI, Auditory Discrimination 20
A carefully planned yet flexible program is necessary for
remedial work which includes so many types of work. ' ord
Meaning, Visual and Auditory Discrimination may be taken care
of as a part of instruction in reading. Seat work whenever
possible should follow class work. VTiile the group of eight
good pupils carry on usual work in spelling the teacher may
work directly with one small group while the other children
are busy with various types of seat work in spelling. Care-
fully explained plans may be given to individual children,
when a small number experience certain difficulties.
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The types of difficulties disclosed in Sub-test I may be
handled in various ways. Homonyms and words containing silent
letters may be included in word meaning activities while
phonetic spelling should improve with help in auditory dis-
crimination. Spelling rules present no great difficulty and
may be cleared up with a relatively small amount of help.
Part III of the test on Visual Discrimination deals with
writing flashed words from memory while Part II of the test on
auditory discrimination concerns writing words of possible
phonetic spelling from dictation. Both parts show the need of
a great deal of help in word analysis and drill in phonetics.
The problem in handwriting is that of creating in the
children a desire to write well. The children in this grade
are making the transfer from manuscript to cursive so speed at
this time may not be desirable. These children, however, are
not writing as rapidly as other children in the city. The
third grade teacher in this building should evaluate her in-
struction in handwriting and plan accordingly.
The following activities are suggested as types of work
which may prove helpful.
ACTIVITIES RELATED TO PROOF READING
Cross out misspelled words in a paragraph.
Read one another’s papers and check misspelled words.
Check own work for misspelled words. Keep list of own spelling
demons
.
..
.
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Find the correct spelling in the dictionary of doubtful
words.
FORD MEANING ACTIVITIES
Select a word from a list that makes a sentence true.
Write lists of related words
.
Classify miscellaneous words under certain headings.
Match words and phrases having similar meanings.
Rewrite a paragraph. Replace underlined words with
words of similar meaning.
Find opposites of words.
Cross out wrong word or words in sentence or paragraph.
Make new words by using endings.
Make lists of v,7ords which contain silent letters.
Provide experiences for enrichment through:
Y
ride reading.
Experiences which encourage conversation.
Excursions or field trips.
Visual education.
Story telling and retelling, etc.
AUDITORY D I SCRIMINATION
Listen for words beginning with certain letter or blend.
Indicate the word when heard.
Listen for certain letter or blend, circle it in a list of
words
.
Listen for w'ords that rhyme.
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Listen to words. Discover how many begin or end alike.
'Drill in pronouncing sounds and blends.
Write phonetic words from dictation.
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
Flash card drill for quick recognition.
Flash meter for recognition and drill.
Find flashed word in a list and circle it.
Select the rhyming words from a list of words. Arrange
pairs which rhyme.
Make lists of words containing certain letters or blends.
ArranS e words alphabetically according to first or second
letter.
Find pictures which illustrate words containing letters
or blends.
Write flashed words after short time interval has elapsed.
The progress achieved through remedial instruction may
be determined by administering Form B and comparing the results
with those of Form A.
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APPENDIX A 145
MEAN ACHIEVEMENT ON ALL TESTS - FORMS A AND B
Form A - Means
Test
No.
Type
Grade
3 4 5 6
1 Spelling
Achievement 28.05 41.5 57.4 61.5
2 Proof
Reading 8.7 10.56 12.38 13.2
3 Word
Meaning 74-66 82.85 90.58 95.58
4 Handwriting 41.63 57.03 68.32 71.36
5 Visual
Discrimination 20
.
4
22.39 29.06 31.48
6 Auditory
Discrimination 17.58 19.45 23.48 26 .
6
Form B - Means
Test
No.
Type
Grade
3 4 5 6
1 Spelling
Achievement 28 .86 43.97 61.5 72.78
2 Proof
Reading 9.2 11.1 13.55 14.93
3 V/ord
Meaning 80.1 86 .
6
91.5 100.6
4 Handwriting 47.31 58 .12 69.17 77.11
5 Visual
Discrimination 22.9 25.34 32.86 33.9
6 Auditory
Discrimination 20.58 22.86 25.42 27.02
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APPENDIX B
Number and Percentage of Words Correctly Spelled by Each Grade
and by the Four Grades
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FORM A
TOTAL
NUMBER PER CENT
Word No. % No. % No. % No. j CORRECT CORRECT
Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
1 . on 418 96 1592 98.8
2 . eye 395 91 1569 97.4
3 . back 366 84 1540 95.7
4 . here 354 81 WORDS NOT DICTATED 1528 94.9
5 • they 348 80 1522 94.5
ASSUMED CORRECT
6. bear 324 74 1498 93.0
7. late 318 73 1492 92.7
8 . round 301 68 1475 91.6
9. face 343 79 1517 94.2
10 . snow 345 78 1519 94-3
11. poor 386 89 1560 96.9
12. sick 350 80 1524 94-7
13. cent 363 83 1537 95.5
14 • new 369 85 1543 95.8
15. too 251 58 222 55 1245 77.3
16. yellow 291 67 335 83 1398 86.8
17 . wear 189 43 276 68 1237 76.8
18 . brake 110 25 194 48 1076 66 .
8
19 • always 296 68 320 80 1388 86.2
20. trying 232 53 279 69 1283 79.6
21. hour 249 57 330 81 1351 83.9
22. cry 370 85 364 90 1506 93.5
23 . making 315 72 285 71 1372 85.2
24 . would 256 59 330 81 1358 84.3
25. build 125 29 198 49 1095 68.0
26. which 160 37 205 51 1137 70.6
27. flowers 287 66 317 78 1376 35.4
28. heard 156 36 259 65 1187 73.7
29. sea 311 71 369 91 386 96 1450 90.0
30. families 17 4 32 8 128 33 561 34.8
31. sale 185 42 213 ' 52 366 94 1148 71.3
32. heart 124 28 222 55 293 75 1023 63.5
33. friend 258 59 252 62 338 87 1232 76.5
34* answer 97 22 184 46 270 69 935 58.0
35* quite 84 19 142 35 285 73 895 55.5
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Number and Percentage of Words Correctly Spelled
By each Grade and by the Four Grades
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(Continued)
Form A
TOTAL
NUMBER PER CENT
Word No. No. d/
. >- No.
_1_ No
.
% CORRECT CORRECT
Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
36. second 153 35 215 53 ^44 66 1007 62.5
37 . saving 294 67 279 69 340 87 1297 80.5
38. hungry 147 34 198 49 347 89 1076 66 .
8
39. clothes 99 23 161 39 241 62 885 55.5
40. piece 91 21 135 33 286 74 896 55.6
41. pleased 153 33 281 70 320 82 1138 70.6
42. stopped 51 12 67 16 158 41 660 40.9
43 . son 3H 72 344 85 379 97 375 97 1412 87
44* armies 26 6 48 12 166 43 327 85 567 35
45. wrapped 55 13 53 13 100 26 144 37 352 22
46 . means 267 61 299 74 329 85 365 95 1260 78
47. note 268 61 358 89 369 95 380 98 1375 85
48. knock 95 22 151 37 301 77 290 75 837 52
49. passing 198 45 315 78 361 93 362 94 1236 77
50. dancing 149 34 209 52 286 74 338 88 982 61
51. changing 114 26 233 58 299 77 329 85 975 60
52. except 41 9 117 29 251 65 309 80 618 38
53. straight 44 10 61 15 186 48 355 92 646 40
54* quarter 169 39 190 47 269 69 294 76 822 51
55* friendly 187 43 211 55 318 82 325 84 1041 64
56. fitted 102 23 152 38 264 68 312 81 830 51
57. due 103 25 189 49 334 87 626 38.8
58. leaving WORDS NOT 255 63 308 79 332 86 895 55.5
59. debt 25 6 29 7 218 57 272 16.8
60. neighbor DICTATED 179 44 236 61 314 81 729 45.2
61. idea ZERO 110 27 182 47 279 72 571 35.4
62 . buried 44 11 136 35 256 66 436 26.9
63. course SCORES 67 17 284 73 298 77 649 40.3
64. vegetables 56 13 99 25 180 47 335 20.8
65. closing ASSUMED 251 62 279 72 343 89 873 54.2
66. although 182 45 341 86 274 71 797 49.5
67. reaching 295 73 323 83 365 95 983 61.0
68. principal 7 2 38 10 319 83 364 22.5
69. restaurant 5 1 4 1 39 10 48 2.9
70. planned 57 14 115 30 210 55 382 23.7
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Number and Percentage of Words Correctly Spelled (Concluded)
By Each Grade and by the Four Grades
Form A
TOTAL
NUMBER PER CFNT
Word No. % No. No . % No. % CORRECT CORRECT
Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
71. seize
72. absence
73. expense
74* museum
75. council
76. analyzing
77. courteous
78. stationary
79. quantities
80. article
81. rheumatism
82. disagreeable
83. appearance
84 . mysterious
85* sphere
86. tariff
87. fiery
88. cartoon
89. apologize
90. opportunities
91. physician
92 . thoroughly
93. pamphlet
94. particularly
95. transferred
96. ammunition
97. laboratory
98. schedule
54 14 93
242 62 172
46 14 108
76 20 136
79 20 176
6 2 19
10 3 34
159 41 181
42 11 137
130 33 307
0 0 379
68 17 111
34 9 142
24 6 66
70
57
47
293
44
15
20
16
28
59
32
39
71
J 31
24 147 9.1
45 314 19.5
28 154 9.5
35 212 13.1
46 255 15.8
5 25 1.5
9 44 2.7
47 340 21.1
35 179 11.1
80 437 27.1
98 379 23.5
26 179 11.1
37 176 10.9
17 90 5.5
18 70 4.3
15 57 3.5
12 47 2.9
76 293 18.1
11 44 2.7
4 15 .9
5 20 1.2
4 16 .9
7 28 1.7
15 59 3.6
8 32 1.9
10 39 2.4
14 71 4-4
8 31 1.9
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Number and Percentage of Words Correctly Spelled by Each Grade and
by the Four Grades
Form B
Word Number Number Number
TOTAL
NUMBER
Number CORREC
T
Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
1. sun 383
2. all 387
3. lay 323
4. hair 294
5. blue 335
6. feet 375
7. week 375
8. night 367
9. ride 350
10 . mine 309
11. kill 333
12. there 280
13. fly 351
14. coming 295
15. thought 271
16. suit 215
17. ties 217
18. easy 172
19. meet 323
20. write 251
21. driving 239
22 . whole 237
23. moving 350
24. bought 267
25. speak 153
26. yours 249
27
.
ground 216
28. dropped 78
29. sew 127
30. climb 115
31. mail 282
32. nickel 114
33. quick 127
34 • wrong 148
35* pennies 110
WORDS NOT DICTATED
ASSUMED CORRECT
273
286
278
239
330
261
271
196
305
240
230
249
313
96
292 293
171 268
349 329
167 213
260 256
208 287
188 257
1507
1511
1447
1418
1459
1499
1499
1491
1474
1433
1457
1404
1475
1419
1276
1233
1227
1143
1385
1244
1242
1165
1387
1239
1115
1230
1261
906
1095
937
1343
877
1026
1026
938
PER CENT
CORRECT
98.8
99.1
94.9
93.0
95.7
98.3
98.3
97.8
96.7
94-0
95.6
92.1
96.7
93.1
83.7
80.9
80.5
74.9
90.8
81.6
81.
4
76.4
91.0
81.2
73.1
80.7
82.7
59.4
71.8
61.
88.1
57.5
67.3
67.3
61.5
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Number and Percentage of Words Correctly Spelled (Continued)
By Each Grade and by the Four Grades
Form B
Word Number Number
Grade III Grade IV
36 . laughed 135 198
37. writing 258 195
38 . weigh 55 129
39. quiet 85 129
40 . listen 73 125
41 . people 108 253
42 . forgetting 179 113
43 . note 261 323
44 . seems I64 252
45 . sense 27 49
46 . expect 64 292
47. ladies 75 161
48 . waste 104 156
49 . through 64 181
50 . ironing 73 140
51 . baking 230 252
52 . receive 14 58
53 . living 268 311
54. ranch 181 287
55 • interest 92 158
56. beginning 25 72
57. beach 289
58. lower 298
59. lilies 101
60. least WORDS NOT 263
61. maid DICTATED 206
62. advice 139
63. guest ZERO SCORES 126
64 * station 133
65 . using ASSUMED 176
66. likely 189
67. strange 177
68. stopping 137
69. expected 251
70. winning 156
TOTAL
NUMBER PER CENT
Number Number CORRECT CORRECT
Grade V Grade VI
274 990 64.9
208 1044 68.5
222 789 51.7
233 830 54-4
217 798 52.3
306 1050 68.8
227 902 59.1
327 382 1293 85
265 315 996 66
58 191 325 21
280 337 973 64
304 357 897 59
284 318 862 57
216 278 739 49
245 320 778 51
269 308 1059 70
232 304 608 40
303 362 1244 82
272 354 1094 72
287 329 866 57
114 109 320 21
313 357 959 62.9
318 370 986 64 .
6
169 246 516 33.8
322 329 914 59.3
230 297 733 48.0
186 238 563 36.9
194 319 639 41.9
314 367 814 53.4
267 287 730 47.8
253 293 735 48.2
249 343 769 50.4
241 277 655 42 • 9
283 343 877 57.5
222 266 644 42.2
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Number and Percentage of Words Correctly Spelled
By Each Grade and by the Four Grades
(Concluded)
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Form B
TOTAL
Word Number Number Number Number
NUMBER
CORRECT
PER CENT
CORRECT
Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
71. hymn 60 117 177 11.6
72. brief 103 181 284 18.6
73- charities 71 142 213 13.9
74* acknowledging 14 62 76 4-9
75. scenery 65 192 257 16.8
76. quartet 114 200 314 20.6
77. judgment 78 51 129 H
78. principle 22 65 87 5 .
0
79. aualities 77 186 263 17.2
80. pneumonia 15 249 264 17.3
81. attendance 34 267 321 21.0
82. stationery 221 229 450 29.5
83. decision 32 77 109 7.1
84. advertisement 43 106 149 9.7
85. angle 271 271 17.7
86. receipt 34 34 2.2
87. license 99 99 6.4
88. authority 60 60 3.9
89. treasury 118 118 7.7
90. guarantee 13 13 . 8
91. conscience 15 15 .9
92. temptation 139 139 9.1
93. parliament 22 22 1.4
94* magnificent 109 109 7.1
95. enthusiastic 50 50 3*2
96. acquaintance 55 55 3 • 6
97. extraordinary 34 34 2.2
98. disappointment 40 40 2 .
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Data on Sub-Test I Used in the Construction of Spelling Scales
Form A
Word
Total
Correct
Per Cent
Correct
Deviation from
Mean ±50
Distance
from Mean
in P.E.
Distance
from Arbi-
trary Zero
1 . on 1592 99 -49 -3.40 2.50
2 . eye 1569 97 -47 -2.80 3.10
3 . back 1540 96 -46 -2.60 3.30
4- here 1528 95 -45 -2.40 3.50
5. they 1522 95 -45 -2.40 3.50
6. bear 1498 93 -43 -2.20 3.70
7. late 1492 93 -43 -2.20 3.70
8 . round 1475 92 -42 -2.10 3.80
9. face 1517 94 -44 -2.30 3.60
10. snow 1519 94 -44 -2.30 3.60
11. poor 1560 97 -47 -2 . 80 3.10
12. sick 1524 95 -45 -2.40 3.50
13. cent 1537 96 -46 -2.60 3.30
14 . new 1543 96 -46 -2.60 3.30
15. too 1245 77 -27 -1.10 4-80
16. yellow 1398 87 -37 -1.70 4.20
17. wear 1237 77 -27 -1.10 4 . 8 O
18. brake 1076 67 -17 - .60 5.30
19. always 1388 86 -36 -1.60 4-30
20. trying 1283 80 -30 -1.20 4.70
21. hour 1351 84 -34 -1.50 4 . 46
22. cry 1506 94 -44 -2.30 3.60
23. making 1372 85 -35 -1.50 4
.
40
24 • would 1358 84 -34 -1.50 4 * 40
25. build 1095 68 -18 - .70 5.20
26. which 1137 71 -21 - .80 5.10
27. flowers 1376 85 -35 -1.50 4.40
28. heard 1187 74 -24 - .90 5.00
29. sea 1450 90 -40 -1.90 4.00
30. families 561 35 15 .50 6.40
31. sale 1148 71 -21 - .80 5.10
32. heart 1023 64 -14 - .50 5.40
33. friend 1232 77 -27 -1.10 4-80
34* answer 935 58 -08 - .30 5.60
35- quite 895 56 -06 - .20 5.70
36. second 1007 63 -13 - .50 5.40
37. saving 1297 81 -31 -1.30 4.60
38. hungry 1076 67 -17 - . 60 5.30
39. clothes 885 56 -06 - .20 5.70
40 . piece 896 56 -06 - .20 5.70
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Data on Sub-Test I Used in the Construction
of Spelling Scales - Form A (Continued)
153
Word
Total
Correct
Per Cent
Correct
Deviation from
Mean d: 50
Distance
from Mean
in P.E.
Distance
from Arbi-
trary Zero
41 . pleased 1138 71 -21 - .80 5.10
42 . stopped 660 41 09 .30 6.20
43. son 1412 87 -37 -1.70 4.20
44* armies 567 35 15 .50 6 . 4O
45. wrapped 352 22 28 1.10 7.00
46 . means 1260 78 -28 -1.10 7.00
47. note 1375 85 -35 -1.50 7.40
48 . knock 837 52 -02 - .10 5.80
49. passing 1236 77 -27 -1.10 4.80
50. dancing 982 61 -11 - .40 5.50
51. changing 975 60 -10 - .40 5.50
52. except 618 38 12 .40 6 . 30
53. straight 646 AO 10 .40 6.30
54» quarter 822 51 -01 - .00 5.90
55* friendly 1041 64 -14 - .50 5.40
56 . fitted 830 51 -01 - .00 5.90
57. due 626 39 11 .40 6.30
58. leaving 895 56 -06 - . 20 5.70
59. debt 272 17 33 1.40 7.30
60. neighbor 729 45 05 .20 6.10
61. idea 571 35 15 .50 6.40
62. buried 436 27 23 .90 6.80
63. course 649 40 10 .40 6.30
64 * vegetables 335 21 29 1.20 7.10
65 . closing 875 54 -04 - .10 5.80
66. although 797 50 -00 - .00 5.90
67. reaching 983 61 -11 - .40 5.50
68. principal 364 23 27 1.10 7.00
69. restaurant 48 3 47 2 . 80 8.70
70. planned 382 24 26 1.00 6.90
71. seize 147 9 41 2.00 7.90
72. absence 314 20 30 1.20 7.10
73. expense 154 10 40 1.90 7.80
7A. museum 212 13 37 1.70 7.60
75. council 255 16 34 1.50 7.40
76. analyzing 25 2 48 3.00 8.90
77. courteous 44 3 47 3.00 8.90
78. stationary 340 21 29 1.20 7.10
79. quantities 179 11 39 1.80 7.70
80. article 437 27 23 .90 6.80
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lata on Sub-Test I Used in the Construction
of Spelling Scales - Form A (Concluded)
Word
Total
Correct
Per Cent
Correct
Deviation from
Mean ^ 50
Distance
from Mean
in P.E.
Distance
from Arbi-
trary Zero
81. rheumatism 379 <^4 26 1.00 6.90
82. disagreeable 179 11 39 1.80 7.70
83. appearance 176 11 39 1.80 7.70
84* mysterious 90 6 44 2.30 8.20
85* sphere 70 4 46 2.60 8.50
86. tariff 57 4 46 2.60 8.50
87. fiery 47 3 47 2.80 8.70
88. cartoon 293 18 32 1.40 7.30
89. apologize 44 3 47 2.80 8.70
90. opportunities 15 1 49 3.40 9.30
91. physician 20 1 49 3.40 9.30
92. thoroughly 16 1 49 3.40 9.30
93. pamphlet 28 2 48 3.00 8.90
94. particularly 59 4 46 2 . 60 8.50
95. transferred 32 2 48 3.00 8.90
96. ammunition 39 2 48 3.00 8.90
97. laboratory 71 4 46 2 . 60 8.50
98. schedule 31 2 48 3.00 8.90
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Data on Sub
Word
1 . sun
2 . all
3. lay
4 . hair
5 . blue
6. feet
7 . week
8 . night
9. ride
10 . mine
11. kill
12. there
13. fly
14. coming
15. thought
16. suit
17. ties
18. easy
19. meet
20. write
21. driving
22 . whole
23 . moving
24. bought
25. speak
26. yours
27. ground
28. dropped
29. sew
30. climb
31. mail
32 . nickel
33. quick
34* wrong
35. pennies
36. laughed
37. writing
38. weigh
39. quiet
40. listen
APPENDIX E
Test I Used in the Construction of Spelling Scale
Form B
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Total Per Cent
Correct Correct
Deviation from
Mean ±50
Distance Distance
from Mean from Arbi-
in P.E. trary Zero
1507 99 -49 -3.40 2.50
1511 99 -49 -3.40 2.50
1447 95 -45 -2.40 3.50
1418 93 -43 -2.20 3.70
1459 96 -46 -2.60 3.30
1499 98 -48 -3.00 2.90
1499 98 -48 -3.00 2.90
1491 98 -48 -3.00 2.90
1474 97 -47 -2.80 3.10
1433 94 -44 -2.30 3.60
1457 96 -46 -2.60 3.30
1404 92 —42 -2.10 3.80
1475 97 -47 -2.80 3.10
1419 93 -43 -2.20 3.70
1276 84 -34 -1.50 4 * 40
1233 81 -31 -1.30 4 . 60
1227 81 -31 -1.30 4.6O
1143 75 -25 -1.00 4.90
1385 91 -41 -2.00 3.90
1244 82 -32 — 1 . 40 4.50
1242 81 -31 -1.30 4.60
1165 76 -26 -1.00 4-90
1367 91 -41 -2 . 00 3.90
1239 81 -31 -1.30 4-60
1115 73 -23 - .90 5.00
1230 81 -31 -1.30 4.60
1261 83 -33 -1.40 4-50
906 59 -09 - .30 5.60
1095 72 -22 - .90 5.00
937 61 -11 - .40 5.50
1343 88 -38 -1.70 4.20
877 58 -08 - .30 5.60
1026 67 -17 - .60 5.30
1026 67 -17 - .60 5.30
938 62 -12 - .40 5.50
990 65 -15 - . 60 5.30
1044 69 -19 - .70 5.20
789 52 -02 - .10 5.80
830 54 -04 - .10 5.80
798 52 -02 - .10 5.80
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Data on Sub-Test I Used in the Construction
of Spelling Scales - Form B (Continued)
156
Word
Total
Correct
Per Cent
Correct
Deviation from
Mean :£ 50
Distance
from Mean
in P.E.
Distance
from Arbi-
trary Zero
41 . people 1050 69 -19 - .70 5.20
42 . forgetting 902 59 -09 - .30 5.60
43. note 1293 85 -35 -1.50 4
.
40
44 • seems 996 66 -16 - . 60 5.30
45 • sense 325 21 29 1.20 7.10
46 . expect 973 64 -14 - .50 5.40
47. ladies 897 59 -09 - .30 5.60
48. waste 862 57 -07 - .30 5.60
49 . through 739 49 01 .00 5.90
50. ironing 778 51 -01 - .00 5.90
51. baking 1059 70 -20 - .80 5.10
52. receive 608 40 10 .40 6.30
53. living 1244 82 -32 -1.40 4.50
54* ranch 1094 72 -22 - .90 5.00
55* interest 866 57 -07 - .20 5.70
56 . beginning 320 21 29 1.20 7.10
57. beach 959 63 -13 - .50 5.40
58. lower 986 65 -15 - . 60 5.30
59. lilies 516 34 16 . 60 6 . 50
60. least 914 59 -09 - .30 5.60
61. maid 733 48 02 .10 6.00
62. advice 563 37 13 .50 6.40
63. guest 639 42 08 .30 6.20
64 . station 814 53 -03 - .10 5.80
65 . using 730 48 02 .10 6.00
66. likely 735 48 02 .10 6.00
67. strange 769 50 00 .00 5 *90
68. stopping 655 43 07 .30 6.20
69. expected 877 58 -08 - .30 5 . 60
70. winning 644 42 08 .30 6.20
71. hymn 177 12 38 1.70 7.60
72. brief 284 19 31 1.30 7.20
73. charities 213 14 36 1.60 7.50
74. acknowledging 76 5 45 2.40 8.30
75. scenery 257 17 33 1 . 40 7.30
76. quartet 314 21 29 1.20 7.10
77. judgment 129 8 42 2.10 8 . 00
78. principle 87 6 44 2.30 8 . 20
79. dualities 263 17 33 1 • 40 7.30
80. pneumonia 264 17 33 1.40 7.30
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(Concluded)
Distance Distance
Word
Total
Correct
Per Cent
Correct
Deviation from
Mean ±-50
from Mean
in P.E.
from Arbi-
trary Zero
81. attendance 321 21 29 1.20 7.10
82. stationery 450 30 20 .80 6.70
83. decision 109 7 43 2.20 8.10
84 . advertisement 149 10 40 1.90 7.80
85- angle 271 18 32 1.40 7.30
86. receipt 34 3 47 2.80 8.70
87. license 99 6 44 2.30 8.20
88. authority 60 4 46 2.60 8.50
89. treasury 118 8 42 2 . 10 8.00
90. guarantee 13 1 49 3.40 9.30
91. conscience 15 1 49 3.40 9.30
92. temptation 139 10 40 1.90 7.80
9T. parliament 22 1 49 3.40 9.30
94* magnificent 109 1 49 3.40 9.30
95. enthusiastic 50 3 47 2.80 8.70
96. acquaintance 55 4 46 2.60 8.50
97. extraordinary 34 2 48 3.00 8.90
98. disappointment 40 3 47 2.80 8.70
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Results in Spelling Words Containing Silent Letters - Form A , Sub-Test I
Number and Percentage of Words Spelled Correctly
Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
Correct Correct Correct Correct
Number Word Spellings % Spellings % Spellings a7° Spellings %
7. late 318 73
9. face 347 80
10. snow 345 79
IB. brake 208 48 186 46
29. sea 311 71 368 92
31. sale 285 65 203 50
40. piece 91 21 135 34 285 73
46
.
means 268 61 297 74 328 85 363 95
47. note 168 39 356 89 368 95 378 98
55. friendly 189 43 210 52 311 80 323 84
58. leaving 245 61 103 27 330 86
59. debt 25 6 76 20 214 56
71. seize 51 13 93 24
72. absence 221 57 175 46
73. expense 59 15 108 28
77. courteous 10 3 34 9
Average Per Cent
56.0 46.7 58.3Correct 58.2
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Results of Phonetic Spelling - Form A, Sub-Test I
Number and Percentage of Words Spelled Correctly
Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
Correct Correct Correct Correct
Number Word Spellings % Spellings a7° Spellings % Spelling s %
3- back 365 84
5 . they 352 81
12. sick 350 80
16. yellow 292 67 222 55
17 . wear 190 44 373 93
22. cry 371 85 351 87
25. build 111 25 192 48
28. heard 156 36 255 88
32. heart 123 28 222 55 292 75
33. friend 258 59 250 62 323 83 -
34* answer 97 22 183 46 269 69 -
36. second 153 35 239 59 261 67
39. clothes 93 21 194 48 230 59
45. wrapped 53 12 53 13 99 26 138 36
48 . knock 95 22 146 36 301 78 288 75
52. except 35 8 115 29 250 64 315 82
53. straight 43 10 61 15 195 50 353 92
60 . neighbor 138 34 247 64 312 81
63. course 67 16 282 72 276 72
76. analyzing 6 2 19 5
80. article 131 33 305 79
81. rheumatism 7 2
85. sphere 79 21
92. thoroughly 16 4
93
•
pamphlet 28 7
Total Correct
Spellings 3137 3061 2954 2136
Average Per Cent
Correct 42 .3 47. 5 58. 5 46.3
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.6 da. 6 ±. 6 ±7.3
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Results in Spelling Homonyms - Form A , Sub-Test I
Number and Percentage of Words Spelled Correctly
Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
Correct Correct Correct Correct
Number Word Spellings % Spellings % Spellings % Spellings %
4 • here 354 81
6. bear 324 74
13. cent 353 81
14. new 369 85
15. too 251 58 219 54
18. brake 208 48 186 46
21. hour 250 58 323 80
24. would 272 62 328 82
29. sea 311 71 368 92 385 99
31. sale 285 65 203 50 351 90
43. son 314 72 359 89 378 97 373 97
45. wrapped 53 12 53 13 99 26 138 36
53. straight 43 10 61 15 195 50 353 92
57. due 103 26 197 51 329 86
63. course 67 17 282 73 276 72
68
.
principal 7 2 140 36 317 82
71. seize 54 14 93 24
Average Per Cent
Correct 59.7 47.2 59.5 69.9
±..65 Jt.51 -+~ . 8 ±.78
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Results in Spelling Words Illustrating Four Special Spelling Rules
Form A
Number and Percentage of Words Spelled Correctly
Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
Correct Correct Correct Correct
Number Word Spellings % Spellings % Spellings % Spellings %
RULE I
23. making 330 76
37. saving 294 67 110 27 339 87
50. dancing 249 57 179 45 285 73 336 88
51. chang ing 122 28 224 56 298 77 327 85
58. leaving 253 63 303 78 330 86
65. closing 247 61 269 69 334 87
76. analyzing 6 2 19 5
Avera ge Per Cent Correct 57 50 t J-\> 701
±1.1 ±1.1 ±1.0 ± 1.0
RULE II
20. trying 225 52 277 69
30. families 17 4 32 8
44
»
armies 26 6 48 12 165 43 325 85
79. quantities 47 12 137 36
84 . mysterious 24 6 66 17
89. apologize 44 11
90. opportunities 15 4
Average Per Cent Correct <i0 • 4 28.7 20.2 30 5 i
±1.1 ±1.3 ±1 .
1
±10
RULE III
35. quite 84 19 139 35
54. quarter 69 16 194 48 278 72 292 76
75. liquid 92 24 176 46
79. quantities 47 12 137 36
Average Per Cent Correct 17-5 41 • 4 35.8 52.5 -
±1.3 ±1.7 ±1.4 ±1.4
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Results in Spelling Words Illustrating
Four Special Spelling Rules - Form A (Concluded)
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Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
Correct Correct Correct Correct
Number Word Spellings % Spellings % Spellings % Spellings %
RULE IV
22. cry 371 85 351 87
38. hungry 144 33 196 49 313 81
55. friendly 189 43 210 52 311 80 323 84
70. grocery 57 14 128 33 205 53
87. fiery 47 12
92. thoroughly 16 4
94- particularly 58 15
97. laboratory 71 18
Average Per Cent Correct 53.8 5075 64 • 6 31.2
±-1.3 ±1.2 ±1.4 9
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Results in Spelling Words Containing Silent Letters - Form B , Sub-Test I
Number and Percentage of 'Words Spelled Correctly
Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
Correct Correct Correct Correct
Number Word Spellings 4?7° Spellings % Spellings 7° Spellings %
3. lay 327 82
9. ride 347 87
10. mine 305 76
11. kill 329 82
25. speak 141 35 230 59
30. climb 104 26 189 48 273 78
42. forgetting 171 43 92 23 264 76
43. note 269 67 343 87 333 95
52. receive 14 3 58 15 244 70 304 79
60. least 263 67 265 76 329 86
67. strange 177 45 255 73 343 90
69. expected 251 64 289 83 343 90
78. principle 22 6 65 17
85. angle 271 71
86
.
receipt 41 11
87. license 100 26
89. treasury 143 37
90. guarantee 13 3
93. parliament 22 6
Total Correct
Spellings 2107 1603 1945 1974
Average Per Cent
Correct 58.5 51.1 69 .
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Results of Phonetic Spelling - Form B , Sub-Test I
Number and Percentage of Words Spelled Correctly
Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
Correct Correct Correct Correct
Number Word Spellings % Spellings % Spellings % Spellings %
5. blue 336 84
8. night 364 91
15. thought 258 64 287 73
16. suit 205 51 296 76
17. ties 214 53 278 71
20. write 249 62 265 68
24. bought 263 66 261 66
27. ground 212 53 313 80
28. dropped 79 20 307 78
29. sew 256 64 302 77 299 86
40. listen 72 18 125 32 223 64
41. people 108 27 253 65 312 89
49. through 64 16 181 46 232 66
63 • guest 126 32 201 58 117 31
64 • station 134 34 320 92 319 83
71. hymn 60 17 117 31
72. brief 103 29 173 45
75. scenery 65 19 192 50
80. pneumonia 15 4 250 65
83. decision 32 9 76 20
Total Correct
Spellings 2680 3128 1862 1244
Average Per Cent
Correct 58.5 61.3 48.5 46 .4
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Results in Spelling Homonyms - Form B , Sub-Test I
Number and Percentage of Words Spelled Correctly
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Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
Correct Correct Correct Correct
Number Word Spellings % Spellings <a7° Spellings % Spellings %
1 . sun 380 95
4- hair 291 73
5. blue 332 83
7. week 372 93
12. there 280 70
20
.
write 260 65 265 68
29. sew 256 64 303 77 299 86
31. mail 294 73 349 89 338 97
38. weigh 55 14 130 33 233 67
44. seems 160 4 270 69 277 79 74 19
45. sense 128 32 48 12 177 51 191 50
48. waste 106 26 156 40 291 83 321 84
57. beach 282 72 319 91 361 94
61. maid 206 53 236 68 290 76
63. guest 126 32 200 57 315 82
71. hymn 60 17 117 31
Total Correct
Spellings 2914 2135 2430 1669
Average Per Cent
Correct 61.0 54.4 69 .
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Results in Spelling Words Illustrating Four Special Spelling Rules
Form B
Number and Percentage of Words Spelled Correctly
Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
Correct Correct Correct Correct
Number Word Spellings or7° Spellings % Spellings a?/° Spellings $
RULE I
21 . driving 335 84 295 75
23. moving 337 84 325 83
37. writing 148 37 189 48 214 61
74- acknowledging 20 6 62 16
77. judgment 78 22 51 13
Average Per Cent Correct 68.3 67.8 29.7 14.7
±1.8 ±1.3 ±1.4 ±1.2
RULE II
14- coming 291 73
26335. pennies 110 27 lo7 75
47. ladies 75 19 169 43 310 89 357 93
51. baking 230 57 252 64 275 79 308 80
53. living 268 67 303 77 311 89 362 95
59. lilies 170 49 246 64
65
.
using 276 79 287 75
73. charities 273 78 142 37
79. qualities 77 22 190 50
Average Per Cent Correct 83.7 58.1 70.0 70.*
±
.8 ±1.2 ±.8 -± .8
RULE III
33. quick 127 32 260 66 278 80
39. quiet 85 21 131 33 239 68
76. quartet 123 35 186 49
79. qualities 77 22 190 50
Average Per Cent Correct 26.
£
49.8 41.0 49.0
±1.5 ±2.2 ±1.0 ±1.8
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Results of Spelling Words Illustrating Four Special Rules, Form B
Number and Percentage: of Words Spelled Correctly (Coneluded)
Grade III Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
Correct Correct Correct Correct
Number Word Spellings % Spellings 0?7° Spellings % Spellings %
RULE IV
13. fiy 347 87
18. easy 172 43 249 64
66
.
likely 188 48 257 74 303 79
75. scenery 65 19 192 50
82 stationery 122 35 229 60
88. authority 60 16
89. treasury 143 37
97. extraordinary 34 9
Average Per Cent Correct 64.8 55.7 42 .
4
41.8
±1.6 ±1.7 ±1.5 ±1.0
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A TEST FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF SPELLING DIFFICULTIES
COMPLETE TEST - FORM A
For Grades 3 to 6
Name
Age Date of Birth,
Years Months
Name of School Teacher
City
Grade
Date
SUB-TEST
I. Spelling Achievement
II. Proof Reading
III. Word Meaning
IV. Handwriting
V. Visual Discrimination
VI. Auditory Discrimination
EAkNED
SCORE
Part I
Part II
Part III
Part I.
Part II
GREATEST
POSSIBLE
SCORE
. . $6 .
.
. . 20 .
. 125 .
•
.
.
15 * *
. 20 . .
i
. a :o m . :j i . :i. . - r
a L\r
-
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' L u
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J ..I
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. . i. xi-j . .1
m-"a loc .'i . II
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. i . noli , ..x ' • I . .. r _
nox : .“ix . a i
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,1^11 ixi i . IV
34
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
FORM A SUB-TEST I. SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT
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29 . .
30 . .
31 ..
32 . .
33 . .
34 *.
35 ..
36 ..
37 ..
38 ..
39 ..
40 .
.
41 ..
42 .
43 ..
44 * *
45 ..
46.
47 ..
48.
49 ..
50 ..
51 ..
52 ..
53 .
54 *.
55 ..
56.
right

FORM A SUB-TEST II PROOF READING 170
Directions. This is a test to find out if you can discover misspelled
words. Read the paragraph below and draw a line through each word that
is not spelled correctly. Make a good clear line.
A tiny flame worked its way amoung the dead leaves and throw the
mosses, comeing out finally under the tall pines. It had no troble in
climbing from tree to tree. In a few minites smoke was begining to
drift over the mountain. A small boy saw the smoke. He did not loose
any time in running to the fire house to tell the men he was shore ther
was a bad forest fire. Firemen are allways ready so to men were soon
on the way. They were suprisea to find such a big fire. The smoke
made them caugh and they could not breath easily. They did not belive
they could put the fire out so one man ran for help. There frends came
quickly in anser to the call. They were bussy for sume time. After
a while the flames died down, the smoke disappeared and the forest was
saved
.
Score-Correct responses
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Directions. Several v/ords in each row below are related in some way.
Draw a line through the related words as you are directed.
)
SAMPLE A
.
SAMPLE B.
rose
gay
rafter
chair
daisy
gone
ration violet
board knock door
1. eggs chasm plums portico lettuce bouillon
2. arm foot peat brain elbow esophagus
3. data shoes shirt episode sweater galoshes
4- Pig dog noun wolf monkey donkey
5. door wall tropic closet radium basement
6. camp house palace tapestry dwelling domicile
7 . cup skein basket stalwart cutlery refrigerator
8 . shop waffle garage factory laboratory vegetarian
9. doctor teacher elusive bobbin pilot physician
10. cake chore honey candy dirigible conf ectione]
11. bite piece scorn scrap harpoon fragment
12 . blue pink glade scarlet vermilion pedestrian
13. atom larynx little dwarf damask diminutive
pencil
L+. cry yell swath shriek desperation detonation
15. week recess minute mandolin century generation
16. ax fork thorn typist sickle rapier
17. hop silt • dance textile signal perambulate
18. gun hatchet carbine hilarity grenade lucidity
19. flue foot mile arcade league millimeter
20. sod tense earth astronomy continent terrain
21. bed gnome bureau cymbal cabinet ottoman
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22. lid roof ermine envelope
23. note story flagon epistle gauntlet telegram
24 . satin cotton crucible gingham brigade gabardine
25. joy glee gauge hectic gladness enjoyment
26
.
pluck daring excelsior gallantry filament fortitude
27. truce right truthfulness veracity fidelity heredity
28. flange acclaim eulogize exaltation felicitation approbation
29. bark yawl quota gondola corvette pneumatic
30 . thug helium bandit . objective robber highwayman
j
Score-Correct responses
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Directions. The paragraph below tells a story. Copy it on the lines
at the bottom of the sheet in your ordinary handwriting. Write just as you
^do every day.
People began to move toward the West soon after our country was
settled. They were looking for good land where they could make their
homes. The young men often walked carrying an ax, a rifle, and some
seeds. Some families rode in covered wagons which were hauled by horses.
Sometimes they traveled through great forests until they found a place
they liked. Then they cleared the land and used the forest trees for
many things. Their cabins were made of the round logs. The ends were
cut so that they would fit together closely. Openings were made in the
7/alls for a door, a window and a fireplace. Great logs from the forest
were burned in these fireplaces. Rough tables and stools were made from
split logs which were held together with wooden pins. The people were
proud of their fine new home.
Score-Number of letters divided by 2
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Part I
Directions. This is a test to find out how well you recognize the
words you see. As a word is flashed on a card, find it in the
right row and draw a line through it.
SAMPLE A. 1. denim 2. demure 3. denial 4* despoil
SAMPLE B. 1. captor 2. caper 3. cipher 4* copper
Part I
5 .desire
5. cropper
1. embargo
2. reject
3. jangle
4. pleurisy
5. marque
6. elusive .
7. angrily
8. rescind
9. fallacy
10. lacerate
11. oblivion
12. genetic
13 . nautilus
14 . idolatry
15 • renegado
embroil embrace embark emboss
regent rejoice rejoin requite
jargon jocund jovial joiner
plaintiff
marital
ellipse
angular
rescript
falsify
laconic
obsidian
generic
naughty
idealize
renovate
plantain planetary plenary
mastiff
elicit
agaric
resonant
falsity
lacquer
oblivious
geometric
neurotic
idolize
regulate
matrix marquis
elective elixir
angler agrarian
restrict resonance
falconry fatality
lacteal lactic
officious officiate
gastric galvanic
nauseate nautical
idolater idiotic
renegade reprobate
Part II
Directions. Part II is done differently. This time look at the
card as it is flashed but do not draw a line through the word until
you are told to do so. Be sure to look away from the test paper
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while you wait for the direction to write.
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SAMPLE A. 1. beaker 2. beadle 3. beagle 4 . bearer 5. barter
SAMPLE B. 1. caustic 2. caster 3 .• caucus 4* caviar 5 . centaur
1.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
batten banter baton bittern beacon
variation vaporize variance vaporous variable
income increase incite incision incense
malice malaria malign malady malarial
brevity brewery burglary bribery botany
vaccine vacillate vaccinate vacate vacant
extension extinction expulsion extortion extraction
denim denizen dermis dervish devious
palate palette palatial palaver palliate
mandate mandible mandarin mandrake mandolin
obliging obligate oblique obligation
incisor inclusion inclusive incisive
cartilage carbine carbonic carbuncle
habitable habitat halibut habiliment
fanatical fantastical fanciful fascination
oblation
inclose
cartridge
habituate
fanaticism
Part II I
Directions. This time a word will be flashed on a card. You are
to write it from memory on one of the numbered lines below. Remember,
do not write until you are told to do so.
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FORM A SUB-TEST VI AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
Part I
Directions. Each box in each row below stands for a word. Listen
carefully while the word that belongs with each box is pronounced
for you. One word contains the sound of some particular letter or
letters. The teacher will tell you what the sound is. When you
hear it make a cross in the right box.
SAMPLE A. CD O
SAMPLE B. no o
Part I
i) 1 0 2 O 3 0 40 ii) i a 2 a 3 10 4 10
2) 1 LU 2 0 3 O 40 12) ID 2 3 40
3) 1 LD 2 3D 4O 13 ) io 2 a 30 40]
4) 1 O 2 O 30 40 14) ia 2 a 30 40
5) 1 0 2 3 a 4 O 15 ) id 20 30 40
6) 1 2 LZJ 3 40 16 ) in 2 a 30 40
7) in 2 3 a 4 O 17) ia 20 30 40
8) i a 2 o 3 O 4 O 18 ) IO 2 3 O 40
9 ) i a 2 Ol 3 4 1—-1 19 ) ID 2 a 30 40
10) i o 2 0 3 4 ED 20) ID 20 3a 40
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Directions. There are spaces below numbered for 20 words. You are to
write the words pronounced for you. You may not know how to spell all
of them but do your best. Spell them just as you think they should
sound
.
1 11
2 12
3 13
4
• • • 14
5
15
6
16
7
17
8
18
9 19
10 20
Part I Part II
Score-Number right
-
APPENDIX 0
A TEST FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF SPELLING DIFFICULTIES
MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS
For the Teacher
FORM A

A TEST FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF SPELLING DIFFICULTIES
DIRECTIONS - FORM A
GENERAL DIRECTIONS
Three sittings are recommended for the test. The time
limits given below are based on the avers ges of the exact
time required by selected children in all four grades. The
time allotment is generous.
First Sitting
Distributing booklets, giving directions. etc
.
10 minutes
Sub-test I. Spelling Achievement 30 minutes
Sub-test II. Proof Reading 10 minutes
Total 50 minutes
Second Sitting
Distributing booklets, giving directions. etc 10 minutes
Sub-test III. Word Meaning 20 minutes
Sub-test IV. Hand^rriting 2 minutes
Total 32 minutes
Third Sitting
Distributing booklets, giving directions. etc 10 minutes
Sub-test V. Visual Discrimination 20 minutes
Sub-test VI. Auditory Discrimination
_2£. minutes
Total 55 minutes
Estimated time required for correcting and tabulating
Six sub-tests per pupil 16 minutes
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Every effort should be made to insure a natural classroom
situation in admistering the tests. A good pupil attitude,
that of looking forward to interesting, enjoyable work should
be maintained. Directions should be clear but should not be
repeated or expanded to the point of invalidating the results.
The teacher may need to practice with flash cards before
administering sub-test V, Visual Discrimination. In Part II of
this test it is advisable to use a card to cover the list of
words, moving it down a row each time the direction to "write"
is given. Some children have considerable difficulty in
refraining from looking at the words if they are uncovered.
In this event retention will not be determined accurately.
The directions for Forms A and B are identical except in
sub-tests V and VI.
SPECIAL DIRECTIONS
INTRODUCTION
"We are going to have some tests today. These tests are
different than many tests you have taken. They are interest-
ing and I think you v/ill enjoy them. If you have trouble with
spelling, these tests will help us to find out what is causing
the trouble. Then, together, we v/ill overcome the difficulty
as quickly as possible.
There are several sub-tests, each testing some ability
that you use in spelling. Vi/hen you receive your test booklet,
-
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do not open it. Leave it on your desk."
Pass out the test booklets making sure the front page is
face up. After each pupil has a booklet, hold up a copy and
point to each item of information saying, "Find the word NAME
on the first dotted line. Write your name there. Write your
grade where it says GRADE."
After all the information has been filled in say, "Nov/
open your booklets to the first test. Fold the booklet like
this (Demonstrate) so that you can see only the first page."
FORM B - SUB-TEST I. - SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT
"On this page there are spaces numbered from 1 to 56.
You will write a word in each space. This is a test to find
out how well you can spell. Don f t be afraid to try any hard
word. If you are not sure how it is spelled, spell it the way
you think it sounds. Do as well as you can. Remanber to dot
i's and cross t’s. I will pronounce a word, use it in a
sentence, and pronounce it again. Then you will write it.
Do you understand? Ready, here is the first word."
(Note that third grade pupils spell words 1 to 56,
fourth grade 15 to 70, fifth grade 29 to 84, and
sixth grade 43 to 98.)
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Third Grade starts here Code
1. on The book is on the desk. on
2. eye Keep an eye on the ball. eye
3. back Come back quickly. back P
4 • here They live here
.
here H
5. they They came to school. they P
6 . bear The hunter saw a black bear. bear H
7. late One boy was late for school. late S
8. round It was round like a ball. round
9. face The wind blew in my face. face S
10. snow The ground was white with snow. snow S
11. poor It was a poor piece of work. poor
12. sick The sick boy Ytrent home. sick P
13. cent The pencil cost one cent. cent H
•
rH new The library has new books. new H
Fourth Grade starts here
15. too There has been too much rain. too H
16. yellow The butter was yellow. yellow P
17. wear Wear a warm coat. wear P
18. brake Put your foot on the brake. brake S-H
19. always Always do your best work. always
20. trying He is trying to do good work. trying II
21. hour You may play for an hour. hour H
22. cry They heard a loud cry. cry P-IV
o
23. making The baker is making bread. making I
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24- Vfould You would like that book. would H
25. build They plan to build a house. build P
26. which Which is your seat? which
27. flowers Flowers grew in the garden. flowers
28. heard We heard the bell ring. heard P
Fifth Grade starts here
29. sea There was a storm at sea. sea S-H
30. families Two families lived in the house. families II
31. sale Apples were on sale. sale S-H
32. heart The heart beats. heart P
33. friend I visited a friend. friend P
34- answer Be sure you answer carefully. answer P
35. quite She lives quite near. quite III
36. second It was the second ball game. second P
37. saving The boys ana girls are saving
money. saving I
38. hungry The long walk made him hungry. hungry IV
39. clothes Take care of your clothes. clothes P
40. piece It was a piece of paper. piece S
41. pleased The gift pleased her. pleased
42. stopped The clock stopped. stopped
Sixth Grade starts here
43. son The man brought his son to school . son H
44. armies Both armies fought bravely. armies II
45. wrapped It was wrapped in paper. wrapped P-H
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Code
46 . means He means what he says. means S
47. note Write a short note. note S
48. knock lid some one knock? knock P
49. passing The plane was passing. passing
50. dancing The boys and girls were
dancing
.
dancing I
51. changing The children were changing
seats
.
changing I
52. except All went except one. except P
53. straight Draw a straight line. straight PH
54. quarter It is a quarter of a
dollar.
quarter III
55. friendly The neighbors were
friendly.
friendly S-IV
56. fitted The shoes fitted him. fitted
Third Grade stoos here
57. due The money is due tomorrow. due H
•
to leaving He was leaving home. leaving S-I
59. debt It was a debt of several
dollars
.
debt S
60. neighbor She called on her neighbor. neighbor P
61. idea That is a good idea. idea
62. buried The dog buried the bone. buried
63. course J will go of course. course P-H
64. vegetables Vegetables grow in the
garden.
vegetables
65
.
closing He was closing the door. closing I
66
.m-s - .... —
although He came although it was
late
.
although
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67. reaching He was reaching for the
ball.
reaching
68. principal The note was for the
principal
.
principal H
69
.
restaurant They ate at the
restaurant.
restaurant
70. grocery They work in a grocery
store
.
grocery IV
Fourth Grade stops here
•
i
—
1
o seize The animal will seize
the food.
seize H-S
72. absence What caused her absence? absence S
73. expense What is the expense of the
trip?
expense S
74* museum They saw queer things at
the museum.
museum
75. liquid The bottle held a clear
liquid.
liquid III
76. analyzing We were analyzing sentences . analyzing P-I
77. courteous The courteous boy excused
himself
.
courteous S
78. stationary The heavy machine was
stationary.
stationary
79. quantities They saved quantities of
paper
quantities II-
III
80. article That is an article of
clothing
.
article P
81. i heuma tism The pain was caused by
rheumatism.
rheumatism P
00 N) • disagreeable He had a disagreeable cold. disagreeable
•
00 appearance The captain made a good appearance
appearance
.
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84- mysterious The event was mysterious. mysterious II
Fifth Grade stops here
85. sphere The earth is a sphere. sphere P
86. tariff The cost of the goods
included the tariff.
tariff
87. fiery They could see a fiery
glow in the sky.
fiery IV
88. cartoon We laughed at the cartoon. cartoon
89. apologize He will apologize for
being late.
apologize II
90. opportunities He found opportunities for
earning money.
opportunities II
91. physician The treatment was given by
a physician.
physician
92. thoroughly The work was done
thoroughly.
thoroughly P-
IV
93. pamphlet He read the pamphlet. pamphlet p
94* particularly He worked particularly
well
.
particularly IV
95* transferred The soldier was transferred
to another company.
transferred
96. ammunition The truck delivered the
ammunition.
ammunition
97. laboratory The chemist works in the
laboratory.
laboratory IV
98. schedule Follow your daily schedule. schedule
"Now turn your booklet over so that you can see Sub-test II. n
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FORM A - SUB-TEST II - PROOF READING
187
"Look at the directions while I read them to you. This
is a test to find out if you can discover misspelled word
s
.
Read the paragraph below and draw a line through each word
that is not spelled correctly . Make a good clea r line .
Do you understand? You may begin."
Note time. At end of ten minutes say, "Stop, close your
booklets .
"
This is the end of the first sitting. At the beginning
of the next sitting, pass out the booklets and have the
children open them to Sub-test III.
FORM A - SUB-TEST III - WORD MEANING
(The same classification is used in Form A and Form B)
"Look at the directions. Several words in each row belo
w
are related in some way . Draw a_ line through the related
words as you are directed . Look at Sample A. Which of these
words are the names of flowers? Yes, rose, daisy and violet
are the names of flowers. Draw a line through each like this.
(Demonstrate at board.) Look at Sample B. This time draw a
line through the names that are the names of things made of
wood. Did you draw lines through chair, board, door, pencil?"
"Now we will do Test III. I will tell you which words to
cross out each time. Look at the words in list No. 1. Draw
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line through each word that is the name of something we eat."
"Draw a line through each word that-
(Repeat the above phrase with each group of words below.)
2. names a part of the body.
3. is the name of an article of clothing.
4. is the name of an animal.
5. names a part of the house.
6. is the name of a building where people live.
7. is the name of something usually found in the kitchen.
8. is the name of a place where people work.
9 . is the name of a worker
.
10. is the name of something that has a sweet taste.
11. means a part or section of something.
12. is a color.
13. means small in size.
14 . means a loud noise or sound.
15. means a length of time.
16. is the name of something sharp.
17. means motion or action.
18. is the name of a weapon.
19. is a measure of length or distance.
20. means the ground or a portion of the earth’s surface.
21. is the name of a piece of furniture.
22. means a covering.
:23 . means a message or communication.
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24 * is the name of a kind of cloth.
25* means Joyous or happy.
26. means courage.
27. means truth or honesty.
28. means praise or commendation.
29. is the name of a boat.
30. is the name given a person who takes things that belong
to others.
"Now turn to Sub-test IV. Look at the directions while I
nread them to you.
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FORM A - SUB-TEST IV - HANDWRITING
"The paragraph below tells a story . Copy it on the lines
at the bottom of the sheet in your ordinary handwriting .
’Write .just as you do every day . I will tell you v/hen to begin
and v/hen to stop. Ready, begin writing." Record time. In
exactly two minutes say, "Stop writing. Close your books."
This is the end of the second sitting. At the beginning
of the next sitting tell the children to open their booklets
to Sub-test V.
FORM A - SUB-TEST V - VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
Part I
"Look at the directions as I read them to you. This is
a test to find out how well you recognize the v ords you see .
As a word is flashed on a card , find it in the right row and
draw a line through it . Nov/ look at Sample A. There are
five words in the row. (Expose the word with denim on it.)
(Be sure tht the card is held at the right level and that it is
clearly visible to all children.) Find this word in the
Sample A row. What is the number of the word? That is right.
It is No. 1. Draw a line through it like this. (Demonstrate
at the board.) Point to Sample B. Look at this word.
(Expose card with caper on it.) Draw a line through the right
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word. How many drew a line through No. 2? That is right.”
"Do you understand what you are to do?" Tell children
to point to row No. 1. "Look at the card, draw a line through
the word. Ready." Flash the cards, one second exposure,
giving the number of the row each time.
FORM A - PART I Words to be Flashed
1. embrace
2. rejoin
3. jovial
4
.
plenary
5 . marque
6. elicit
7. angler
8. resonant
9. falsify
10. lactic
11. oblivious
12. generic
13. nautical
14* idolize
15. renegade
"Now look at the directions for Part II."
Part II
"Part II is done differently. This time look at the
card as it is flashed but do not draw a line through the wor
d
until you are told to do so . Be sure to look away from the
test paper while you wait for the direction to write . " Tell
children to point to Sample A. "Eyes this 7?ay." Expose
card containing word beadle . Wait five seconds, tell children
to cross out the word.
(If children have difficulty in looking away
from the test during the five seconds, have
them cover the row with a slip of paper which
they move down one row each time they receive
the direction to cross out a word.)
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"How many crossed out word No. 2? That is right." Tell
children to point to Sample B. "Look at this card." Expose
card containing word- caviar . Vte.it five seconds. Tell
children to write. "Did you cross out No. 4? That is right.
Do you understand what you are to do? Ready." Tell children
to point to row No. 1. Expose card No. 1. Wait five seconds.
Tell the children to cross out the right word.
FORM A - PART II - Words to be Flashed
1 . batten 8. dermis
2. vaporize 9. palate
3. incision 10. mandolin
4 • malaria 11. obligate
5. bribery 12. incisive
6 . vacant 13. cartilag
7. extension 14. habitat
15. fanciful
"Nov/ look at directions for Part III."
Part III
" Thi s time a word will be flashed on a card . You are to
write it from memory on one of the numbered lines below.
Remember , do not write it until you are told to do so . " Tell
children to point to space No. 1. "Look at this word." (Wait
five seconds) Tell children to write the word.
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FORM A - PART III - Words to be Flashed
1 .
3 .
4 •
5 .
6 .
7 .
flagon 8. shellac
tannic 9. barrage
helium 10. vibrant
doublet 11. corduroy
affable 12. demolish
lyrical 13. filigree
quartet 14 . temerity
15. dramatist
"That completes Sub-Test V. Now turn to Sub-Test VI. M
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FORM A - SUB-TEST VI - AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
Explanation for the Teacher
In order to determine ability in auditory
discrimination without any help from the visual,
Part I in this test contains rows of boxes. The
child listens for certain sounds in the words
the teacher pronounces and places a cross in the
box that represents the particular word. The
sounds given are beginning, middle, and final
and are so keyed in that it will be possible to
determine which type of sound gives trouble.
nFold your booklet to Sub-test VI. Look at the directions
while I read them to you."
Part I
“Each box in each row below stands for a word . Listen
carefully while the word that belongs with each box is
pronounced for you . One of the words contains the sound of
some particular letter or letters . The teacher will tell you
whs t the sound is . 'when you hear it make cross in the right
box . n Tell the children to point to Sample A. "Move your
finger along as I say the words that go with Sample A. Listen
for a word that has the sound of the letters "nk" as in thank
in it." Pronounce the words 1-drape 2-drowse 3-drank 4-drama.
“Which had the sound of the letters "nk" in it? Do not give
blend sound, give letter names as, n-k.) Yes, No. 3, so make
a cross like this (Demonstrate at board.) in box No. 3* Now
point to Sample B. Move your finger along, again, as I say
the words. Listen for a word that has the sound of the letter
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"d" as in idea in it. n Say the words 1-inflate 2-indent
3-inject 4-injury. "Make a cross in the box that stands for
that word. How many put a cross in box No. 2? That is right.
Do you understand what you are to do? Ready. Listen care-
fully."
Point to row Number 1. Make a cross in the box that
stands for a word that contains: (Repeat phrase each time)
1. the letter "p" as in "apex"
1. elect 2. erect 3. erupt 4« effect
2. the letters "sp" as in "spend"
1. wisp 2. warp 3. waist 4 • wept
3. the letter "w" as in "wind"
1. beneath 2. bewitch 3* believe 4* besiege
4. the letters "rk" as in "park"
1. charge 2. cherish 3. shark 4* sharp
5. the letters "lk" as in "walk"
1. rock 2. risk 3. salt 4« talk
6. the letters "nt" as in "went"
1. clarinet 2. coronet 3. claimant 4* climate
7. the letters "wh" as in "which"
1. wrestle 2. wrestler 3. warship 4*whistler
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8. the letters "st" as in "dust"
1. switch 2. stitch 3. snatch 4* clinch
9. the letters "ty" as in n twenty"
1. advisory 2. analogy 3. assembly 4* ability
10. the letters "fr" as in "frank"
1. fraction 2. action 3. tractor 4* traction
11. the letters "tw" as in "twelve"
1. entangle 2. entirely 3. entitle 4- entwine
12. the letter "h" as in "hold"
1. vilify 2. purify 3. simplify 4* horrify
13. the letters "cl" as in "cloud"
1. selvage 2. cleavage 3. ensilage 4* brokerage
14 * the letter "b" as in "bitter"
1. illuminate 2. electorate 3. fluctuate 4* arbitrate
15. the letters "pi" as in "temple"
1. separately 2. completely 3. absolutely 4* positively
16. the letter "q" as in "queer"
1. antedate 2 . consolidate 3. liquidate 4 -populate
17. the letters "tr" as in "try"
1. patient 2. pathway 3. patience 4- patrol
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18. the letters "sw" as in n sweet”
1. sweeper 2. reaper 3. deeper 4*welter
19. the letter "j” as in "justice 11
1. adapt 2. adjust 3. adrift 4* afield
20. the letters "sm" as in "smart"
1. smelter 2.welter 3. welfare 4* welkin
"Now look at the directions for Part II."
Part II
"There are spaces below numbered for 20 words . You are to
write the woras pronounced for you . You may not know how to
s pell all of them but do your best . Spell them just as you
think they sound." Ready. No. 1 is radium, etc.
Words to be pronounced
1. radium 11. distend
2 . limber 12. kinship
3. revert 13. torpedo
4. garnet 14. bigoted
5 . domino 15. tabulate
6. pedant 16. adamant
7 . akimbo 17. magnolia
8. bivalve 18. verbiage
9. tendril 19. intermit
10
.
paradox 20. beverage
"This completes the test. Close your booklets."
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APPENDIX P 198
A TEST FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF SPELLING DIFFICULTIES
COMPLETE TEST - FORM B
For Grades 3 to 6
Name
Age Date of Birth...,
Years Months
Name of School Teacher
City
Grade
Da t e
.
SUB-TEST
GREATEST
EARNED POSSIBLE
SCORE SCORE
I. Spelling Achievement
II. Proof Reading
III. V»ord Meaning
IV.
V.
VI.
Handwriting
Part I .
.
Visual Discrimination Part II.
Part III
Auditory Discrimination
Part I
Part II
«
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FORM B - SUB-TEST I. SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT
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FORM B - SUB-TEST II. - PROOF READING
Directions. This is a test to find out if you can discover mis-
spelled words. Read the paragraph below and draw a line through
each word that is not spelled correctly. Make a good clear line.
Jack lived in the contry were his father owned a general
store. Its shelves were filled with interesting goods that had
ben bought in distant cities.
Bussiness was good for people came meny miles to by food
and clothing. The wemen offen came for shose or for a peice
of the fine bleu cloth y^ich the store always carried while
the men wood chose nessery supplies.
Jack liked to help in the store on Saterdays and was usually
redy for work erly in the morning . The customers liked Jack
because he new where to find everthing and because he worked
hard and was polite.
Jack learned much at the store for while he helped his father
he learned how to run a good store.
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FORM B SUB-TEST III. WORD MEANING
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Directions. Several words in each rov* below are related in some
way. Draw a line through the related v/ords as you are directed.
SAMPLE A. rose rafter daisy ration violet
SAMPLE B. gay chair gone board knock door pencil
1. apples array tomatoes biscuits obvious vegetable
2
.
eye ford ankle essential shoulder ligament
3. dress gloves luxury collar edition kimona
A- sheaf mouse goat sliver rabbit elephant
5. room floor valise window laundry ceiling
6. home hotel cabin cottage castle plastic
7. pan knoll broom quartet pitcher canister
8. store antics bank alpaca hospital drugstore
9. keel cook farmer fracas chiropractor architect
10. jiffy syrup cookies parole pudding saccharin
11. some patch irony crumb forceps fraction
12. rose brown baton mauve lavender radiation
13. bit terse tiny wee microscopic spectacular
•
i
—
1
shot shout studio tinker thunder explosion
15. day dike month second decade fortnight
16. pin nail niche knife ]batchet scissors
17. run march veneer stadium proceed meander
18. club rifle dagger buzzard bayonet chandelier
19. rod yard tunic meter bazaar kilometer
20. land lurch soil squeal country promontory
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21. desk table chest
22. cap case caustic
23. word report shellac
24. lye silk linen co
25. veranda delight pleasu
26. bravery vitamin valor
27. knave honor verity
28
.
lout laud applause
29. skiff barge comet
30. orchid pirate outlaw
belfry buffet secretary
awning coverlet chamois
despatch strategy cablegram
Hie chambray worsted
re barbecue felicity gratification
referee resolution intrepidity
sincerity integrity iridescent
compliment palpitate congratulation
canoe vessel vulcanize
burglar naphtha pick-pocket
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FORM B - SUB-TEST IV. HANDWRITING
Directions. The paragraph below tells a story. Copy it on the
lines at the bottom of this sheet in your ordinary handwriting.
Write just as you do every day.
Tom looked up and down the track as he crossed it on his
v/ay to school. He saw a big rock right in the middle of the track.
It had rolled down a bank. He knew he must do something or there
would be a bad accident. He heard a whistle. A long train carrying
many people was coming into sight. Tom though fast. He pulled
off his red coat and waving it as high as he could ran toward the
train. The brakes vrere put on. Tom knew his red flag had been
seen. The train stopped just in time. The people on the train
thanked Tom for he had saved their lives.
Score-Number of letters divided by 2
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FORM B - SUB-TEST V. VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
Part I
Directions. This is a test to find out how well you recognize the
words you see. As a word is flashed on a card, find it in the right
row and draw a line through it.
SAMPLE A . 1
SAMPLE B . 1
Part I
1. tocsin
2. imperil
3. gondolier
4. cirque
5. hangar
6. sapience
7 . tableau
8. barium
9. harmonic
10. magisteria
11. dislocate
12. identity
13 . tannery
14 . constrict
15. obligate
. import 2. implant 3. impolite 4 ‘implore 5 -impolitic
. major 2.majority 3. majestic 4- majesty 4*raa j estical
tonic tannic toxic toxin
impinge impiety impetus imperial
glandular globular gondola gladiator
citadel
harangue
sceptic
tabulate
baronage
hermetical
1 magnetize
desecrate
identical
citizen civilian
harborage harbinger
scathe sapless
tabulation tabular
baronial barony
harmonize hermitage heroical
magical magistracy magnifical
domesticate desiccate delineate
identify idealist idealize
citation
herbage
sapient
tabouret
barrage
tenancy tangent tenantry tenacity
constraint constrictive constriction constrain
obduracy obelisk obsolete obdurate
Part II
Directions. Part il is done differently. This time look at the card
as it is flashed but do not draw a line through the word until you
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are told to do so. Be sure to look away from the test paper while
you wait for the direction to write.
SAMPLE A. 1. abrogate 2. abduct 3. abdicate 4* actuate 5 .adulterate
SAMPLE B. 1. deceiver 2. decanter 3. defender 4-decipher 5 -debater
virulent
triumvir
foretaste
1. warner warrant warren winnow wicket
2. penal pecan pastel pastern pelican
3. caption captious capsule captor caput
4. villainy villainous vigilance vigilant
5. cruet cruise cruiser crucial crucible
6. transmute transmitter trimeter trimmer
7. fabricate fabulous fabrication facilitate
8. schemer schism schismatic scenario scimitar
9- dialectic dielectric dietetic diabolic didactic
10. nectar nebula nebulous nitrous nectarine
11. barrette barrow barracks barrister baroness
12. regime regimen regency registry rigidity
13. generalize generic genera generality generative
14 . tangible timbrel tangerine tamarind tambourine
15. hermitage hermetical heroical heretical herculean
Part III
Directions. This time a word will be flashed on a card,
write it from memory on one of the numbered lines below,
do not write until you are told to do so.
You are to
Remember,
omUw
.
•° - c J u •’
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B 13
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9 14
5
10 15
Part I Part II Part III
Score - Number right
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FORM B - SUB-TEST VI. - AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
Part I
Directions. Each box in each row stands for a word. Listen carefully
while the word that belongs with each box is pronounced for you. One
word contains the sound of some particular letter or letters. The
teacher wall tell you what the sound is. When you hear it make a cross
in the right box.
SAMPLE A. LJ o
SAMPLE B. LJ
Part I
i) 1 2 LJ 3 4 0 11) I'O 20 30 40
2) 1 21LJ 3 LJ 4 LJ 12) ID 20 30 40
3) 1 2 D 3 LJ 4 O 13) lO 20 30 40
4) 1O 2 CD 3 LJ 4 0 14) ic 2 O 30 40
5) 1 LJ 2 3 LJ 4 O 15) IQ 20 30 40
6) 1 LJ 20 3O 4 O 16) ID 2 O 30 40
7) 1 LJ 2 3 O 4 1 1 17) ID 20 30 40
8) 1 LJ 20 3O 4 1 1 IS) ID 20 30 4O
9) 1 LJ 20 3O 40 19) ID 20 30 40
10) 1 UJ 20 3O 40 20) IQ 20 30 40
Part II
Directions. There are spaces below numbered for 20 words. You are to
write the words pronounced for you. You may not know how to spell all
of them but do your best. Spell them just as you think they should sound.
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APPENDIX Q
A TEST FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF SPELLING DIFFICULTIES
MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS
For the Teacher
FORM B

A TEST FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF SPELLING DIFFICULTIES
DIRECTIONS - FORM B
GENERAL DIRECTIONS
Three sittings are recommended for the test. The time
limits given below are based on the averages of the exact time
required by all children in all four grades. The time allot-
ment is generous.
FIRST SITTING
Distributing booklets, giving directions, etc. 10 minutes
Sub-test I. Spelling Achievement 30 minutes
Sub-test II. Proof Reading 10 minutes
Total 50 minutes
SECOND SITTING
Distributing booklets, giving directions, etc. 10 minutes
Sub-test III. Word Meaning 20 minutes
Sub-test IV. Handwriting 2 minutes
Total 32 minutes
THIRD SITTING
Distributing booklets, giving directions, etc. 10 minutes
Sub-test V. Visual Discrimination 20 minutes
Sub-test VI. Auditory Discrimination minutes
Total 55 minutes
Estimated time required for correcting and tabula ting
Six sub-tests per pupil 16 minutes
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Every effort should be made to insure a natural classroom
situation in administering the tests. A good pupil attitude,
that of looking forward to interesting, enjoyable work should
be maintained. Directions should be clear but should not be
repeated or expanded to the point of invalidating the results.
The teacher may need to practice with flash cards before
administering sub-test V, Visual Discrimination. In Part II
of this test it is advisable to use a card to cover the list of
words, moving it down a row each time the direction to "write"
is given. Some children have considerable difficulty in
refraining from looking at the words if they are uncovered.
In this event retention will not be determined accurately.
The directions for Forms A and B are identical except in
sub-tests V and VI.
SPECIAL DIRECTIONS
INTRODUCTION
"We are going to have some tests today. These tests are
different from many tests you have taken. They are interesting
and I think you will enjoy them. If you have any trouble with
spelling, these' tests will help us to find out what is causing
the trouble. Then, together, we will overcome the difficulty
as quickly as possible.
"There are several sub-tests, each testing some ability
that you use in spelling. When you receive your test booklet,
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do not open it. Leave it on your- desk."
Pass out the test booklets making sure the front page is
face up. After each pupil has a booklet, hold up a copy and
point to each item of information saying, "Find the word NAME
on the first dotted line. Vifrite your grade where it says
GRADE .
"
After all the information has been filled in say, "Now
open your booklets to the first test. Fold the booklet like
this (Demonstrate) so that you can see only the first page."
FORM B - SUB-TEST I. - SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT
"On this page there are spaces numbered from 1 to 56. You
will write a word in each space. This is a test to find out
how well you can spell. Don't be afraid to try any hard word.
If you are not sure how it is spelled, spell it the way you
think it sounds. Do as well as you can. Remember to dot the
i's and cross the t's. I will pronounce a word, use it in a
sentence, and pronounce it again. Then you will write it.
Do you understand? Ready, here is the first word."
(Note that third grade pupils spell words 1 to
56, fourth grade 15 to 70, fifth grade 29 to
84, and sixth grade 43 to 98.)
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Third Grade starts here Code
1 . sun The sun shines. sun H
2. all The girls did all the work. all
3. lay The hook lay on the desk. lay S
4 • hair Comb your hair. hair H
5. blue It was a blue dress. blue P-H
6 . feet He is six feet tall. feet
7. week He read the book this week. week H
8. night Stars shine at night. night P
9. ride Did you have a ride? ride S
10. mine These crayons are mine. mine S
11. kill The hunter may kill the animal. kill S
12. there It rained while we were there. there H
13. fly The bird can fly. fly IV
14. coming He is coming up the street coming II
Fourth Grade starts here
15. thought I thought of the answer. thought P
16. suit Frank has a new suit. suit P
17. ties The boy ties his shoe strings. ties P
18. easy The lesson is easy. easy IV
•o
t
—1 meet I will meet you here. meet
20. write Write carefully. write P-H
21. driving He was driving the car. driving I
22. whole We saw the whole picture. whole
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23. moving The car was moving. moving I
24- bought He bought a house. bought P
25. speak Dici the girl speak to you? speak S
26
.
yours The letter is yours. yours
27. ground Snow covered the ground. ground P
28. dropped She dropped the box. dropped P
Fifth Grade starts here
29. sew You must se?/ a fine seam. sew P-
H
30. climb Climb up the ladder. climb S
31. mail The package came by mail. mail H
32. nickel He 'put a nickel in the slot. nickel
33. quick He is quick on his feet. quick III
34- wrong The answer is wrong. wrong
35. pennies Save your pennies. pennies II
36. laughed He laughed at the picture. laughed
37. writing He was writing with ink. writing I
38. weigh How much do you weigh? weigh H
39. quiet The children are quiet. quiet III
40. listen Will you please listen? listen P
41. people Many people were there. people P
42. forgetting She was afraid of forgetting
the poem.
forgetting S
Sixth Grade starts here
43. note She sent a note to the
teacher
.
note S
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Code
44 • seems His work seems satisfactory. seems H
45. sense The judge used good sense. sense H
46 . expect We expect our friend will
be late. expect
47. ladies Refreshments were served
by the ladies.
ladies II
48. waste Do not waste your time. waste H
49. through He walked through the woods. through P
50. ironing Mother was ironing. ironing
51. baking The cake is baking. baking I
52. receive You will receive the letter. receive S
53. living They are living in the city. living I
54. ranch It was a cattle ranch. ranch
55. interest The story will interest you. interest
56 . beginning The rain was beginning to
fall.
Third Grade stops here
beginning
57. beach It was a sandy beach. beach H
58. lower Please lower the shade. lower
59. lilies The florist sells lilies. lilies II
60. least That is the least you can do . least S
61. maid The girl was made of honor. maid H
62
.
advice It is easy to give advice. advice
63- guest She is our guest. guest P-H
64 . station The bus stopped at the
station.
station P
65 using We are using our playground. using II
66. likely That is a likely story. likely IV
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Code
67. strange That is a strange story. strange S
68. stopping The car was stopping. stopping
69. expected They expected visitors
.
expected S
70. winning It is a winning team. •winning
Fourth Grade stops here
7 1 . hymn We will sing the first hymn, hymn P-H
72. brief He made a brief state-
ment .
brief P
73. charities He helped several
charities
.
charities II
74 • acknowledging He was acknowledging the
.
invitation.
acknowledging I
75. scenery They enjoyed the mountain
scenery.
scenery P-
IV
76. quartet He sang in a quartet. quartet III
77. judgment Use your best judgment. judgment
78. principle It was a good principle
of government.
principle s
79. qualities He has good qualities
.
qualities II-
III
80. pneumonia She recovered from pneumonia, pneumonia p
81. attendance It was a day of perfect
attendance
.
attendance
82. stationery It was white stationery. stationery IV
83. decision The judge reached a
decision.
decision p
84 . advertisement Did you read the adver-
tisement?
advertisement
Fifth Grade stops here
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85 • angle The lines formed an
angle
.
angle S
86. receipt Ask for a receipt. receipt S
87. license You need a license if
you drive a car.
license S
88. authority The leader has authority. authority IV
89. treasury There was money in the
treasury.
treasury S-
IV
90. guarantee The guarantee is good for
a year.
guarantee S
91. conscience Conscience is a guide for
conduct. conscience
92. temptation He could not resist
temptation.
temptation
93* parliament Laws were made by
parliament
.
parliament S
94 • magnificent It was a magnificent
spectacle
.
magnificent
95. enthusiastic The crowd was enthusi- enthusiastic
astic
96. acquaintance He was an old acquaintance, acquaintance
97. extraordinary The arrangement was extraordinary IV
extraordinary
.
98. disappointment His failure was a disappoint-
ment. disappointment
Sixth Grade stops here
"Now turn your booklet over so that you can see Sub-test II."
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FORM B - SUB-TEST II - PROOF READING
"Look at the directions while I read them to you." " This
is a test to find out if you can discover misspelled words .
Read the paragraph below and draw a line through each word that
is not spelled correctly . Make a good , clear line . Do you
understand? You may begin."
Note time. At end of ten minutes say, "Stop, close your
booklets .
"
This is the end of the first sitting. At the beginning of
the next sitting, pass out the booklets and have the children
open them to Sub-test III.
FORM B - SUB-TEST III - WORD MEANING
(The same classification is used in Form A and Form B.)
"Look at the directions." " Several words in each row
below are related in some way . Draw a line through the related
words as you are directed . " "Look at Sample A. Which of these
words are the names of flowers? Yes, rose, daisy and violet
are the names of flowers. Draw a line through each like this.
(Demonstrate at board.) Look at Sample B. This time draw a
line through the names that are the names of things made of
wood. Did you draw lines through chair, board, door, pencil?"
"Now we will do Test III. I will tell you which words to
cross out each time. Look at the words in list No. 1. Draw
a line through each word that is the name of something to eat."
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"Draw a line through each word that-
(Repeat the above phrase with each group of words below.
)
2. names a part of the body.
3. is the name of an article of clothing.
4 . is the name of an animal.
5. names a part of the house.
6. is the name of a building where people live.
7. is the name of something usually found in the kitchen.
8. is the name of a place where people work.
9. is the name of a worker.
10. is the name of something that has a sweet taste.
11. means a part or section of something.
3-2. is a color.
13. means small in size.
14 . means a loud noise or sound.
15. means a length of time.
16. is the name of something sharp.
17. means motion or action.
18. is the name of a weapon.
19. is a measure of length or distance.
20. means the ground or a portion of the earth’s surface.
21 . is the name of a piece of furniture.
22 . means a covering.
23 • means a message or communication.
24 . is the name of a kind of cloth.
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25* means joyous or happy.
26. means courage.
27. means truth or honesty.
28. means praise or commendation.
29. is the name of a boat.
30. is the name given a person who takes things that belong
to others.
"Now turn to Sub-test IV. Look at the directions while I read
them to you."
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FORM B - SUB-TEST IV - HANDWRITING
" The paragraph below tells a story . Copy it on the lines
at the bottom of the sheet in your ordina ry handwriting . Write
.just as yon do every day . " "I will tell you when to begin and
when to stop. Ready, begin writing." Record time. In exactly
two minutes say, "Stop writing." "Close your books."
This is the end of the second sitting. At the beginning
of the next sitting tell the children to open their booklets to
Sub-test V.
FORM B - SUB-TEST V - VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
Part I
"Look at the directions as I read them to you." " This is
a test to find out
.
how well you recognize the words you see .
As a word is flashed on a card , find it in the right row and
draw a line through it . " "Now look at Sample A. There are
five words in the row." (Expose the word with impolite on it.)
(Be sure that the card is held at the right level and that it
is clearly visible to all children.) "Find this word in the
Sample A row. What is the number of the word? That is right.
It is No. 3. Draw a line through it like this." (Demonstrate
at the board.) "Point to Sample B. Look at this word."
(Expose card with majority on it.) "Draw a line through the
right word. How many drew a line through No. 2? That is right’.'
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n Do you understand what you are to do?" Tell children to
point to row No. 1 . "Look at the card, draw a line through the
v/ord. Ready." Flash the cards, one second exposure, giving the
number of the row' each time.
FORM B - PART I Words to be Flashed
1 . tonic 8 . barony
2 . imperial 9 . harmonic
3 . gondolier 10. magistracy
4 . citadel 11. desecrate
3 - harborage 12. identify
6 . sapient 13 • tenancy
7 . tabulate 14. constrict
15 . obdurate
"Nov/ look at the directions for Part II."
Part II
"Part II is done differently." " This time look at the
card as it is flashed but do not draw a line through the word
until you are tola to do_ so. Be. sure to look away from the
test paper while you wait for the direction to write . " Tell
children to point to Sample A. "Eyes this way." Expose card
containing word abduct . Wait five seconds, tell children to
cross out the word.
(If children have difficulty in looking
away from the test during the five seconds,
have them cover the rov/ with a slip of
paper which they move down one row each
time they receive the direction to cross
out a word
.
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”How many crossed out word No. 3? The t is right. Point
to Sample B. Look at this card.” Expose card containing word
decipher . Wait five seconds. Tell children to write. ”Did
you cross out No. 4? That is right. Do you understand what
you are to do? Ready.”
Tell children to point to No. 1. Wait five seconds. Tell
children to cross out the right word.
FORM B - PART II - Words to be Flashed
1. warren
2. pastern
3 . caput
4. vigilant
5 . cruiser
6. transmute
7 . fabulous
8. schismatic
9.
dialectic
10. nectarine
11. barrister
12. regimen
13
.
generality
14 . tangible
15. hermetical
”Now look at directions for Part III.”
Part III
” This time a word will be flashed on a card . You are to
write it from memory on one of the numbered lines below .
Remember, do not write it until you are told to do so
”
Tell
children to point to space No. 1. ”Look at this word.” (Wait
five seconds) Tell children to write the word.
FORM B - PART III - Words to be Flashed
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1 . knelt 9. deflect
2. girder 10. hexagon
3. studio 11. fallacy
4- escort 12. brazier
5. adverb 13. navigate
6 . lintel 14- ferocity
7.
8 .
radium
verdant
15. terminus
’'That completes Sub-Test V. Nov/ turn to Sub-Test VI.”
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FORM B - SUB-TEST VI - AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
Explanation for the Teacher
In order to determine ability in auditory
discrimination without any help from the visual.
Part I in this test contains rows of boxes.
The child listens to certain sounds in the words
the teacher pronounces and places a cross in
the box that represents the word. The sounds
given are beginning, middle, and final and
are so keyed in that it will be possible to
determine which type of sound gives trouble.
"Fold your booklet to Sub-Test 6. Look at the directions
while I read them to you."
Part I
"Each box in each row below stands for a word . Listen
carefully while the word that belongs with each box is pro-
nounced for you . One of the words contains the sound of
some particular letter or letters . The teacher will tell
you v.hat the sound is . When you hear it make a_ cross in the
right box . " Tell the children to point to Sample A. "Move your
finger along as I say the words that go with Sample A. Listen
for a word that has the sound of the letter "w" as in want in
it." Pronounce the words 1-patch 2-catch 3-watch 4-snatch.
"Which had the sound of "w" in it? Yes, No. 3 so make a cross
in that box like this." (Demonstrate at board.) "Now point
to Sample B. Move your finger along, again, as I say the words.
Listen for a word that has the sound of the letters "rk" as in
I.'-'
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park in it. n Say the words 1-margin 2-market 3-merchant
4-mariner. "Make a cross in the box that stands for that word.
How many made a cross in box No. 2? That is right. Do yon
understand what you are to do? Ready. Listen carefully.”
Point to row No. 1. Make a cross in the box that stands
for a word that contains: (Repeat phrase each time)
1. the letters ”tr” as in "tree”
1. believe 2. retrieve 3. deceive 4*perceive
2. the letters "nk” as in "thank”
1. crane 2. crank 3*crock 4-creek
3. the letter ”1” as in gruel
1. furnace 2. farmer 3. formal 4 • former
4. the letters ”gr” as in "great”
1. peaceful 2. harmful 3. painful 4 ‘graceful
5. the letter ”g" as in "wrong”
1. oblong 2. oblique 3. obscure 4»observe
6. the letter ”u” as in "use”
1. generalize 2. analyze 3.utilize 4*sterilize
7. the letter ”f” as in "often"
1. decide 2. defend 3»demand 4*hescend
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the letters "br" as in "broke”
1. allies 2. allied 3. aloud 4 .abroad
the letters "sm” as in "small"
1. crash 2. splash 3. gnash 4* smash
the letters "tw" as in "twice"
1. bewail 2. beware 3. between 4 .betray
the letter "s" as in "news"
1. nightly 2. nimble 3. nimbus 4* ninety
the letter "d" as in "friend"
1. bandit 2. banish 3. bayonet 4. biscuit
the letters "sk" as in "ask"
1. barber 2. beacon 3. basket 4. blanket
the letter "m" as in "dome"
1. delegate 2. dominate 3. exasperate 4. generate
the letters "lk" as in "sulk"
1. block 2.book 3. blank 4* bulk
the letters "cl" as in climb"
1. cuticle 2. culpable 3. clinical 4 . comical
the letters "sw" as in "swing"
1. feather 2. sweater 3. rather 4* hither
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the letters nnt n as in "went”
1. principal 2. presence 3. present
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4. princess
19. the letters "fl" as in "float"
1. fluster 2. fasten 3. foster 4*fes tive
20. the letters "dr" as in "drum"
1. civic 2. septic 3- caustic 4« drastic
"Now look at the directions for Part II."
Part II
" There are spaces below numbered for 20 words . You are to
write the words pronounced for you . You may not know how to
spell all of them but do your best . Spell them .just as you
think they sound." Ready. No. 1 is kodak, etc.
Words to be Pronounced
1 . kodak 11. parapet
2 . baton 12. segment
3 . tannin 13. liniment
4 . rodent 14 . impotent
5 . dormer 15. starling
6. impel 16. delineate
7 . bodkin 17. pretender
8 . turbid 18 . mandolin
9 . minaret 19. meander
10. distort 20. bobbin
"This completes the test. Close your booklets."
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